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Adrenochrome is a substance derived from the oxidation of adrenaline, which is used medically to treat
epileptics or as a hemostat for capillary bleeding. When humans are under particular stress, they
physiologically produce small doses of adrenochrome as a result of adrenaline release, which degrades
into adrenochrome after it has performed its function. This compound has been and continues to be
known as the secret drug of the Illuminati, bringing with it a thick aura of mystery and a wealth of
fascinating and grotesque tales. It is said to have the ability to rejuvenate those who take it, as well as
releasing psychedelic effects similar to those of LSD, making it highly sought after by the powerful elite.
Several writers and directors have made this compound the red thread of their stories. For example,
adrenochrome entered the mass culture thanks to Hunter S. Thompson and his most famous book Fear
and Loathing in Las Vegas (1971), which inspired Terry Gilliam to produce a film with the same name
in 1998. In the famous scene, Johnny Depp asks his friend «What is this shit?» and his friend replies
«that stuff?... Makes pure mescaline seem like ginger beer, man. Adrenochrome», «Adrenochrome?
Hmm». A scene of pure psychedelic delirium ensues, where the actor falls under a powerful
hallucinogenic effect. Despite its name, this substance has nothing to do with chrome, but indicates a
relationship with color, as pure adrenochrome is characterized by an intense purple. Purple carries a
very deep meaning, as a symbol of metamorphosis, transition and spirituality. Derived from the union of
two primary colors, red and blue, this color expresses a conciliation between the extroversion of the
former and the introverted receptivity of the latter, alluding to a harmony between opposites. It is the
color of contemplation, of the union between the human and the divine, between heaven and earth. For
M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, the idea of consuming this substance during an evening meal, becomes an
opportunity for union and mutual sharing in which Art takes on a totalizing role. It is a moment in
which artists can feel free to show their deepest impulses, accompanying us to experience the intimacy
that characterizes the creative act. Art for M.A.D.S. Art Gallery becomes adrenochrome, a mysterious
and powerful substance capable of leading man towards new universes, raising his consciousness and
intensifying his understanding of the world. A magnificent distillation of cognitive experiences, creativity
and mysticism, which allows whoever uses it to see through new, purer and freer eyes. The artist,
therefore, becomes the mediator between the human and the divine world, the one who manages to
translate what he experiences into new languages, giving life to containers of emotions and wonder. He is
the fusion of red and blue, the point of contact, the tear in the veil, the magnifying glass on the world, the
pure adrenochrome. M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, on the occasion of the exhibition "ADRENOCROMO for
dinner", therefore asks the artists to share their deep inner drives through their creations, making us
participants in experiences otherwise unknown and impossible to explore, to make us taste their art
essence.

Concept by Francesca Brunello Art Curator  



Aischa MBengue

The pleasure of food can be experienced and understood by all people, it is an experience and
relationship. Being in this universal conversation, taste becomes a vehicle for aesthetic evaluation aimed
at the recognition of the beautiful and the good, I like it, I don't like it, as a first taste of the idea of right
and wrong. This sphere, to which the artist Aischa MBengue refers, belongs to a common feeling, that of
physical pleasure, where the belly is recognized as the principle and root of experience. The artist invites
us to feast at her table, she indicates exactly how and how much to taste in order to savour just the right
amount to provoke that daily urge to live that through food we all know. A great banquet therefore
expands energy that collects and absorbs the obe of the viewer in its hypnotic sun and warm light.
Paintings have this collecting and distributing power, art calls us to let ourselves go to the most intense
emotions, like a mirror in which we see our own image reflected without being able to recognize it, a
flash, a moment of awareness that makes us say "this is who I am", but also immediately forces us to
leave the moment of the self to move quickly outside, to the next taste, to our own dish, to the journey to
discover the world as a wonderful and delicious place. 

Art Curator Federica D'Avanzo



Aischa MBengue

Use all your senses



With a deep passion for nature in all its manifestations, the artist Ana Fiorentino uses fragments of nature
to recompose the beautiful imagery in her mind. Her background in geosciences gave her the experience
to use photo editing software to modify her images to the images in her head. Disintegration and
transformation. Nature absorbs shapes, movements, lights and colours in order to reshape them into
something new that is brought back into nature itself. The Argentinian artist embraces this phenomenon
and breaks down images or moments to recompose nature in a new form, that even though it’s fractured,
the whole composition can give rise to something beautiful. Processes can be decomposed into their
smallest units, and when the fragments encounter creativity, the composition can break the boundaries of
the imaginable. In this current exhibition, Ana proposes images of her imaginary garden, that through re-
elaboration she translates her vision, her language into these colourful compositions and leads us on a
journey into the recomposed garden in her mind. 

Ana Fiorentino

Art Curator Francesca Mamino

"Nature is the art of God." (Dante Alighieri)



Dionysos II

Ana Fiorentino



Dionysos VI

Ana Fiorentino



Perséphone

Ana Fiorentino



Aneta Barglik is an artist capable of capturing the intrinsic beauty of reality. She
investigates multiple visions, not limiting herself to a single point of view. Her creations
convey joy, life and energy. The colours create plays of overlapping and transparencies
on the canvas that chase each other like a dance. Aneta conveys a sense of lightness to
the viewer by narrating a fantastic and magical world. In the work 'THE WORLD
ENVELOPS ME', the artist shows all her skills. Through gestural and empathic painting,
she creates movement and dynamism. Sayings take on contours softly and spontaneously
through overlapping coloured brushstrokes. Red and blue contrast with each other. Aneta
creates a fairytale environment where she places the human figure at the centre, while
reflecting on its existence. This work speaks of change and continuous evolution, in
which we are the protagonists. In 'MELODIA OF DREAM', forms follow one another in
an almost musical, harmonious and balanced vortex. Dreams materialise into reality
through a creative process of the human mind. In 'MELODIA FEELING' the colour tints
are so light that they contaminate each other with light watercoloured veils. The empathy
emanating from this image is mediated by Aneta's original and artistic language. The
artist invites the viewer to react, to improve the world through a fairytale vision of reality
that enchants.

Aneta Barglik 

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti



Aneta Barglik 

MELODIA OF DREAMS



Aneta Barglik 

MELODIA OF FEELING 



Aneta Barglik 

THE WORLD ENVELOPS ME



Annalisa Tescari Appuhn was born in Legnago (VR) to move as an adult to Rome
where she lives and works. At “ADRENOCROMO for dinner” exhibition hosted by
M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, Annalisa presents “Hands”, a lost wax bronze sculpture. The
work, about two and a half meters long, starts from a block of mirror-polished
plexiglass on which eight life-size hands chase each other on a steel wire, giving the
sensation of reaching for the sky. For the hands, Annalisa uses two different metals:
bronze for its luster, thickness, and weight - reminiscent of the color of gold; and
aluminum, less noble perhaps, but light and simple with a sometimes flat and severe
light that comes on when struck by direct light or sunlight. The hands, that Annalisa
skillfully crafts, work, point, clench into a fist: they are hands of each of us, with our
own history and past, crystallized in the moment of the present and empowered for
their strength, energy and ability to say so much, sometimes everything. Strong,
light, elegant, seductive. All different, both in pose and material, but all extremely
alive. In Annalisa's works we are all there. 

Annalisa Tescari Appuhn

Art Curator Matilde Della Pina 



Annalisa Tescari Appuhn

Hands



Anne Hurst has been studying many forms of Art over the decades. With her love of
composition, movement and bright colours, her art is recognizable as abstract
expressionism. At “ADRENOCROMO for dinner” Anne presents “Flagged in Fall”,
an acrylic on canvas. Colors ranging from blue, to pink, to light blue, to yellow,
mingle with each other in an intense swirl. The areas of color relate while retaining
their individuality, communicating and recalling each other. It is the explosion of
instinct, of the moment, of the instant when Anne stands in front of the canvas and
pours her emotions, thoughts, but also strength and energy onto it. "Flagged in Fall"
is a powerful and intense narrative that slowly transports us into its articulated
meanderings, and we the viewers cannot help but be guided on this mysterious
journey of which Anne is the creator, unaware of what the destination will be, but
sure that the journey will be a powerful emotion.  

Anne Hurst

Art Curator Matilde Della Pina 



Anne Hurst

Flagged in Fall



The curtain opens. Explosions of colors are the protagonists of a show; curved and broken lines alternate
following the rhythm and identify with the stories of the characters you meet along the way. Anne-Gaëlle ELIE
is a contemporary French artist who, thanks to her connection with theatre, music, and dance, transforms her
works of art into performances in which a thousand nuances dance to a symphony. In "Harmoniques - Quand
rugit le Lion" (2022, mixed technique - ink and markers on paper) she represents the call of the king of the
jungle. What happens when the lion roars? The sun rises, the forest awakens, and it goes in search of its prey.
We are the lion, and the preys are our goals: every day we set off on an adventure, every day we are called to
face challenges that we must overcome. “Space Dog waiting for the Man on the Moon” (2022, mixed technique
- ink and markers on paper) represents a true story. In 1957 Laika was the first living being to orbit the Earth, but
its expedition did not include its return. The dog survived for a few hours, but even for that short period we can
imagine that it never stopped hoping that the man would come and save it. The work invites us to reflect on the
need to think deeply before acting, unfortunately sometimes there is no turning back. "Synesthésie - Matou repu"
(2022, mixed technique - ink and markers on paper) has as its protagonist a nice and plump cat that looks
upwards with its coloured eyes. Where will its satisfaction come from? Just finished eating a delicacy, met a new
friend to wrestle with, or found a ball of wool to play with? Anne invites viewers to travel with their minds,
giving a free interpretation to what they see: dive into her colorful world and let yourself be swept away by the
whirlwind of emotions. 

“Color in a picture is like enthusiasm in life.” (Vincent van Gogh)

Anne-Gaëlle ELIE

Art Curator Camilla Gilardi



Anne-Gaëlle ELIE

Harmoniques - Quand rugit le Lion



Anne-Gaëlle ELIE

Space Dog waiting for the Man on the Moon



Anne-Gaëlle ELIE

Synesthésie - Matou repu



The international art exhibition ADRENOCROMO for dinner in the international art gallery M.A.D.S. is thrilled to welcome
Antonietta Grimaldi back. The artist expresses her innermost being, her interiority and creativity through incisive
abstractionism. Our Grimaldi intends to communicate in the most direct and decisive manner, what can be considered
profound and universal messages. Antonietta's stroke is energetic and communicates strong vibrations with the observer,
creating an honest and profound dialogue. Colour and movement are protagonists in her works: with the painting Le Note
dell'Anima, the artist transforms intangibility into a tangibility necessary to evoke reflections, intellectual games and
narratives. Inquietudine combines formal beauty and stylistic tones with an element that can be described as Freudianly
perturbing that translates the painting from the beautiful to the useful. Abbraccio is interesting because of the architecture of
the composition "which is implemented through a reinterpretation of the Chinese symbol of the Tao and which then
punctuates the spaces through a specular interpenetration, which becomes a process of addition and interlocking of the two
parts, showing two opposite and inseparable sides, which metaphorically represent human nature. The hidden meaning of the
work has pushed the artist to ask himself that fateful question that has always anguished the human species, and has pushed
man to want to know himself, representing, in their intermingling, a sort of metonymy of thought that does not find a single
solution but shows itself open to infinite variables, as many as there are minds that will wonder about the painting". In
Exploit, the artist represents human feelings in a perfect synthesis, in a multiple dialogic relationship between the artist's idea
and the audience's reaction. Soul is the latest work, "which can be defined as provocative, it develops on a territory in which,
today, positive certainties are in deep crisis and are as if suspended in an elusive limbo, while the real problems of the soul
emerge, rooted in a sort of timeless space". 

Antonietta Grimaldi

Art Curator Mara Cipriano

"I am still searching for new stimuli and my own style that lead me to experiment with new
techniques in my canvases". Antonietta Grimaldi



Antonietta Grimaldi

Soul



Antonietta Grimaldi

Inquietudine



Antonietta Grimaldi

Exploit



Antonietta Grimaldi

Le note dell'anima



Antonietta Grimaldi

Abbraccio



Ariosto Dale Bagtas is a contemporary artist based in Bulacan, Philippines. The artist artistic production
is full of dynamicity, abstraction and movement. The abstraction of the works of art by Ariosto Dale
Bagtas present themselves as the union of 2D and 3D. The artist expresses everything that his world
represents through the creation of works of art which are rich in terms of color and form. Ariosto Dale
Bagtas is, for the first time, a guest of an exhibition organized by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery and on the
occasion of "Adrenocromo for dinner" he exhibits three works of art whose visual impact allows the
observer to analyze every detail and every element while remaining deeply concentrated. The exhibited
works are engaging and full of pathos, in "Kingdom Come", for example, the movement is not given only
by the use of the material, but also by the choice made by the artist to place the color in a chromatic scale,
this allows us to make sense of the observation, thus making it orderly. "Celestial Body", however, is a
work whose stimuli come from all sides and from every detail, the artist, in this case concentrates the
elements more in the center, therefore the observer can choose to observe the work from outside to inside
or the other way around. Finally, "Somewhere over the Rainbow" brings to mind the fairy tale according
to which at the end of the rainbow it is possible to find a treasure.

Ariosto Dale Bagtas

Art Curator Martina Viesti



Celestial Body

Ariosto Dale Bagtas



Kingdom Come

Ariosto Dale Bagtas



Somewhere over the Rainbow

Ariosto Dale Bagtas



Artusnow is a French self-taught artist who, through digital processing, manages to give life to hyper-
structured artworks that are the perfect relationship between painting and photography. Venturing into the
most unusual and hidden sides of cities, he immortalizes elements, situations that escape the perception of
many, to then create abstract artworks characterized by complex textures and decisive and powerful
chromatic tones. Calling himself a "graphic DJ", Artusnow superimposes numerous photographs to create
new creative visions, with a psychedelic flavor, which project the observer into a new and more intriguing
reality, parallel to the concrete one. A reality that takes up the numerous textures that Nature has created
and redefines them according to the artist's interiority and inner perception. The "Parallel Universe"
series is the perfect representation of Artusnow's artistic research, a research that looks not only to the
future, taking advantage of new technologies, but above all to his own inner landscape, to the complexity
of human textures.

Artusnow
"We force ourselves not to perceive our abyss. Yet, throughout our lives, we do nothing but

look down at our physical and psychic abyss, even without perceiving it."
(Thomas Bernhard)

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Art Curator Federica Schneck
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Parallel Universe 1
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Parallel Universe 3
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Parallel Universe 4



Ashima Kumar is an avant-garde artist who works in the field of art and graphic design, creating artworks
that combine the doodle, or the art of scribbling, with a traditional style. The figures and elements that
populate her artworks recall the strong connection that exists between the human being and nature, the
surrounding reality, through a complex artistic language that recalls surrealism. Ashima Kumar's primary
will lies in the knowledge, study and understanding of her own interiority, of the dense textures that
compose it, to then show it to the world through artworks that are simple at first glance but with a strong
universal meaning. Through the series "The Woman", the artist proposes a long inner journey that takes
the form of the creation of artworks that recall not only the experience, emotions and sensations of the
artist but expand to include all the female universe, touching on important issues such as resilience and
the will to change.

Ashima Kumar
"From the eyes of women I derive my doctrine: they still shine with the true fire of

Prometheus, they are the books, the arts, the academies, which show, contain and nourish
the world."

(William Shakespeare)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Art Curator Federica Schneck
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Woman 1
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Woman 2
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Woman 4



Digital art in the service of artistic expressiveness. Malleable, ductile and perfect medium to best express a new world. Reality is
distorted, recognizable elements acquire new appearances, and what we see every day acquires new peculiarities and new
characteristics. And this is how a multifaceted, colorful and at times abstract world emerges from the meanders of the digital
medium that is completely different from what we observe in everyday life. In "Dance in the Wind," a chromatic multitude stands
out before our gaze. Multiple double exposures overlap one another, threadlike glimmers of light dot the entire composition like
trails of light radiation. And there emerges, from the sea of light, the graceful silhouette of a butterfly. The broad, thin wings
spread throughout the composition. The insect's delicate energy spreads everywhere and is reflected within our souls. Its body is
studded with different colorations as if beams of light radiation hit wings and torso in unison, forming an almost perfect chromatic
harmony. The real is distorted; what we see is the image of another world. Just as with butterflies, this shift also happens with
other insects and flowers. This is the case with "Flowers and bugs laugh," a work within which animals and flowers coexist in
symbiosis. In this work, too, the double exposure is extremely evident. Planes of reality overlap one another producing results that
are unprecedented and extremely distant from what we are used to seeing. Pea-green, bluish and reddish hues mix and blend
within the composition producing an extremely concussive rhythm. In this work, colors and shapes correspond not only to certain
formal choices but also to emotions that the artist herself felt and indelibly captured in the work. In this regard, the concussive
rhythm and ecstatic overlapping of colors produces a feeling of movement and changes in tone typical of laughter. Ayuart, at the
precise moment when she took those photographs that later became the work, was laughing heartily. And the colors in "Flowers
and bugs laugh" literally seem to be laughing at her. Thus, a shot of the real takes place that breaks down the rules of the visible
and physical to embrace sensation, emotion, laughter. Feelings literally take shape and are flooded with color making the invisible
literally visible. Like ultraviolet radiation, invisible to the human eye but recognizable through special machines, Ayuart's works
make visible what is impossible to describe in words or through things and objects. Emotion comes alive and resonates in her
works through the balancing of forms and color palettes. Ayuart creates works that reach directly to the heart and soul of the
viewer, inviting the viewer to rejoice and experience the same emotions, the same feelings as the artist.

Ayuart

Art Curator Lisa Galletti



Ayuart

Dance in the wind



Ayuart

Flowers and bugs laugh



Ayuart

Hell's Flower



At “ADRENOCROMO for dinner” hosted by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, Brigitta Tenkes
(Hungary, Budapest) presents “100 Nights”, an acrylic on stretched canvas. Against
a dark blue background with some splashes of blue, golden layers extend across the
top of the canvas. The different streaks of color, of different hues, create great depth,
recalling overall a dark sky over which the golden sun goes down, which reminds
Brigitta of Milan. As she says, the painting was inspired by a jazz song, "100 Days,
100 Nights" and this symbolizes the 100 nights-it has a pair, another artwork titled
"100 Days." The man in the song portrays his negative side already and negative
human trait too, such as the end of a relationship, when you don't see everything so
wonderful and bright, you know it well. The aim of Brigitta’s artworks is to cause
joy for someone else, good feeling and a harmonious experience, choosing the
abstract technique as the right one to show everyone something completely
different, and open our minds. 

Brigitta Tenkes

Art Curator Matilde Della Pina 



Brigitta Tenkes

100 Nights



Candi Soul Sparkles is a young Icelandic artist, with various origins (a bit Irish, French,
British). Candi Soul Sparkles is a sunny girl, emotional, deep, full of positive feelings. Candi
with her extreme sensitivity and sweetness always accompanies the viewer in magical and
engaging worlds. In "Adrenocromo for dinner" in M.A.D.S. Art Gallery she makes us
immerse in a true dream atmosphere with "Footstool of Aravat". The artwork is a large
background of white and foamy clouds on which it is defined, by a series of clouds and
streaks of purple, lilac, pink, yellow, blue, a shape like a bottle with a cap. In the lower left
you can see a castle. It seems that the inside of this bowl contains a paradise of joy, colors,
peace and calm, within which you can dream and imagine new and hidden worlds. The
painting, with its soft but vivid colors, captures us, kidnaps us and frees our minds to wander
in this infinite space. "Aravat" is the almighty Creator and for us this is Candi. The artist
becomes a link between us and the immense, the unknown, because the artist through her
being has known it and sends back according to her feelings.

Candi Soul Sparkles

Art Curator Giulia Dellavalle

"First I dream my paintings, then I paint my dreams" (Vincent Van Gogh)



Candi Soul Sparkles

Footstool of Aravat



Carina Johnsrud is an artist from Sweden, Stockholm, with origin from Norway. During her life, she
travelled to different places including Italy from which she took inspiration for her paintings. The
splendid nature and archipelago in Stockholm and Norway and their influence can easily be found in her
paintings, full of abtract vivid colors and forms that include glimpes of nature. In the occasion of  the
international art exhibition ADRENOCROMO FOR DINNER by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, the artist Carina
Johnsrud presents four artworks that are made of different techniques and styles, she likes to add many
different layers of colours, with textured small details in her artworks, creating splendid materspieces that
are full of life and provokes different emotions and thoughts. 

 Carina Johnsrud 



Carina Johnsrud believes that she can never achieve the completeness through one medium, that’s why
mixing different media is what she goes for to complete most of her paintings. What Carina loves about
paintings is how freeing it feels, how she can paint and just let go off all the stress and expectations and
just enjoy the moment, and this is evident in her free style and using the colors in a free spontanuous way
creating unexpected results. Her artworks are powerful and colorful artworks that invite the viewer to
contemplate and dive deep into it, her paintings bring the mind in a tour into a new joyful world that the
artist is able to create amazingly through her brush.

 Carina Johnsrud 

Art Curator Salma Eltoukhy



Femino

 Carina Johnsrud 



Tellus

 Carina Johnsrud 



Norway

 Carina Johnsrud 



After the rain

 Carina Johnsrud 



Catarina Diaz is a London-based manual collage and mixed media artist. Her artworks are disconnected
from conventional rules, the artist experiences creation through the union of surrealism with realism. The
artistic production through analogue collage and mixed media allow the artist to express herself through
new stimuli, new inspirations that have allowed her to explore new techniques and tools. Catarina Diaz
finds her images mainly from magazines, photographs or archival images. A central element is always the
dimension of fashion, accompanied by elements that come from wild life and nature. Anything that
catches the artist's attention becomes a source of inspiration for Catarina.

Catarina Diaz



 The artist is a regular guest among the artists hosted by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery and on the occasion of
"ADRENOCROMO for dinner" she exhibits two works of art "Flamboyant" and "Liquid gold". The
colors in the works created by Diaz are always very bright and gaudy, this brings us back to the same
experience of the artist who grew up first in South Africa and then in Portugal, among the vivid colors of
the sunset, nature and animals. However, in the artist's works we also see the liveliness of London's
cosmopolitan life, which thanks to the artist's works mixes with his experiences and comes to life,
transcending the work and entering the soul of the observer.

Catarina Diaz

Art Curator Martina Viesti



Flamboyant

Catarina Diaz



Liquid gold

Catarina Diaz



Korean culture is of fundamental importance for the artistic research by Cecilia Wallstedt, a
contemporary artist currently living in Stockholm, becoming the main source of inspiration for the
evolution of her paintings. The female figure becomes the focus of her investigation, narrating women's
rights and feminism, in a language deeply linked to Oriental expressiveness. For example, in the work
'Everybody can be a king', we see a girl and a woman dressed in men's clothes. This painting wants to
break down gender boundaries by allowing women the freedom to wear male attributes as well. The two-
dimensionality and elegance that accompanies the vision of her works is characteristic of Japanese prints
and we can see how this connection with the oriental world is of fundamental importance to the artist.

“A single day is enough to make us a little larger or, another time, a little smaller.” (Paul Klee)

Cecilia Wallstedt



Cecilia Wallstedt

Art Curator Francesca Brunello

The spirituality that characterizes the Japanese print is here widely accepted by Cecilia Wallstedt, who
transforms her canvases into collectors of energy. This stems from the need to confront her own values,
also involving the viewer in a journey, not only to a fascinating and distant culture, but also within
himself. The work 'Power of the mind' is a great example of what has just been said, in fact it speaks to us
about the power of our thoughts and how our mind can fight darkness. Cecilia Wallstedt wants to
accompany us along a spiritual path, where we can break those patterns that are self-imposed or that have
been imposed upon us without being conscious of it, allowing the identity of each of us to manifest itself
freely.



Cecilia Wallstedt

Everybody can be a king



Cecilia Wallstedt

Power of the mind



Christina Mitterhuber

Art Curator Marta Graziano

Always linked to positive concepts such as the extraordinary, the original, the magical and associated
with imagination and ingenuity, violet is a source of inspiration and the protagonist of the works that
Christina Mitterhuber presents in this exhibition. In Indian religious tradition, violet is the color of the
seventh chakra, or 'crown chakra', which is the centre of spirituality. Located at the top of the head, it is
associated with the ability to be in harmony with oneself and the surrounding world. In other cultures, it
is the overlap between the world of the body, symbolised by the colour red, and the world of spirit and
sky, represented by the colour blue, from whose conciliation spiritual harmony is born. Inspired by these
ancient currents of thought, the Violet series represents precisely that balance between the two opposites,
the outer and inner worlds, which is at the origin of the properties of the colour violet. Spread in small
touches in harmony with the other tones on the canvas, this colour gives the works a magical spirit that
bewitches the viewer, capturing him in a compositional rhythm that, similar to a dance, puts him in
communication with his own interiority and with all the forms of the universe. Christina Mitterhuber's
works thus become a bridge between heaven and earth, perfectly capturing the message that the concept
of this exhibition addresses to the artists, inviting them to be the fusion of red and blue, the intermediary
between the human and the divine, "the point of contact, the tear in the veil, the magnifying glass on the
world, the pure adrenochrome".



Christina Mitterhuber

Violet II
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Ciro Marra was born in Veletri (Rome, Italy) in 1985 and moved to Spain in 2014, where he currently
lives and works in Barcelona. His art is a powerful mix of figurative neo-expressionism and post-pop,
dictated by strong influences such as Basquiat, Guido Reni, Modigliani, and Picasso. At
“ADRENOCROMO for dinner” hosted by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, Ciro presents three works, all titled
with numbers. After the 2020 pandemic, he in fact felt the need to start over, so now his works do not
have a real title but a progressive number: 001, 002, etc. "036" represents a series of seven skulls on a
white background. Five of them are depicted extremely realistically, while two are rendered in a
stylized and very basic form. The heart in low on which a cross is planted, the gun from which a flag
with "BANG" written on it starts, the ladders that climb the surface of the canvas and the body that
completes the central skull are incredibly reminiscent of Basquiat's instinctive world, somewhat
childlike in features but no less powerful, giving the work an alienating and metaphysical sense.
"046," the second work exhibited, has as its subject the famous figure of St. Sebastian pierced by
arrows. Against a completely black background that removes any spatio-temporal reference, Ciro
intervenes by totally reworking the image: stylized skulls all colored climb next to the saint, his feet
become a sort of blue armor with Cubist references, and a red thread ties the subject to the tree behind
him. The contrast between realistic element and stylized figures makes the work extremely dreamlike
and intense. As Ciro says, he puts himself in the place of the Saint not as such but as a Martyr. The
last work presented is "047." In the center stands out the enlarged detail of part of Leonardo Da Vinci's
Mona Lisa's face, more yellow than the original, and around it are randomly distributed, following an
instinctive force, brushstrokes of intense colors all different from each other, which follow one another
on the canvas as if to constitute a collage; more stylized skulls, a ladder, a tiger and drops of sweat
placed on the Mona Lisa's forehead give the work a playful and surreal sense. Ciro's is a magical
world in which to lose oneself, aware that the destination may be different each time from the one
before and that what we will see in the process will always be something else. As the artist says,
"Every line is a letter, every color is a whisper. You just have to know how to read."

Ciro Marra

Art Curator Matilde Della Pina 
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For Claudia Benavente, art is not just a profession, it is life. She has
decided to change her life and undertake a rebirth starting with
brushes and colours. Painting is her soul, her lifeline. Nothing made
sense until the moment she decided to change her life by becoming an
artist. Her creations are intriguing, fascinating and intimate. Claudia
shares both fears and fears but also joys and happiness with the
viewer. She tells her story, trying to inspire people, to invite them to
do what makes them happy. That is why her creations are inspirational
and motivational, full of conflicting and overwhelming feelings like
'Tower to Heaven'. The artwork is about an inner journey. The blue
background brings out the contrasting golden designs. Figurative is
mixed with abstract, in an endless decorative play. The structure is
balanced, the elements well distributed. The viewer is captivated by
the labyrinth of intersecting lines that create natural forms.

Claudia Benavente 

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti



Claudia Benavente 

Reborn



Cosmic Butterfly

Vision is the art of seeing what is invisible to others. (Jonathan Swift)

Approaching the art of Cosmic Butterfly means being guided by the artist on a magnificent
introspective journey which, through colors and lights, leads to a renewal of one's conscience. The
creative process is understood as a real therapeutic means, capable of opening the mind to a higher
level of existence. The artist creates a real meditation system, which aims to capture attention and to
focus every thought on the images. It is an aspiration to essentiality, which removes all superficiality
in favor of immediacy. The animations presented during Adrenocromo are prime examples of this
ideal, starting with Slow Dance With You. The chromatic choices play a fundamental role in the works
of Cosmic Butterfly: they are the heralds of emotions and energy, which spreads throughout the work
to touch the heart of the beholder. The chromatic choice in this case is playful and brilliant, based on
the alternation of red, yellow and green, which oppose each other in a festive dance. With Dark
Mother, on the other hand, the artist projects the observer into a more mysterious dimension, seducing
the gaze with dark shades. He seems to suggest going beyond the apparent drama of the burgundy
spirals and discovering in them an unexpected positivity, overflowing with love. Universal Breath
seems to be the last phase of the inner path outlined by Cosmic Butterfly, which outlines a hieratic
level of reality. Just as the blue, white and gray elements revolve around a central white circle, so
everyday world moves around the divine consciousness and draws constant inspiration from it. The
artist realizes a real visual philosophy, which amazes not only for its mesmerizing visual impact, but
above all for an original and out-of-the-box logic. A true unicum in art.

Art Curator Chiara Rizzatti



Slow Dance With You

Cosmic Butterfly



Dark Mother

Cosmic Butterfly



Universal Breath

Cosmic Butterfly



What defines an ambitious and innovative project? If its purpose is to give a new vision of the world, thus
improving everyone's life, always through strong and concrete shared values. Art in general should be
committed to being a useful tool to improve anyone who observes it, how it relates to others and to the
world, opening the mind, giving it a new perspective, a new key to interpretation and understanding of
the world itself and the problems that afflict it: this is precisely the purpose of the art and artistic project
of the artist Cristian Diez Sanchez. In fact, he firmly supports the idea that sculptures must be close to
people: physically, as integral parts of urban projects and developments, but also emotionally, because
they are able to communicate a message, in dialogue with the place where they are located. Each person
should be able to come into direct contact and dialogue with the sculptures, touch them, share time, space
and emotions with them, just as Cristian himself says. In the works presented here, the artist even shows
us a next step: the sculptures become real inhabitants of the urban space, they walk and interact with
buildings, squares and shops. Cristian's sculptures express, through their gestures and the places they deal
with, their personality and their way of communicating with those they come into contact with, just like
each of us, every day. These sculptures are even able to give us a new way of observing reality, making
us able to observe and perceive it with different eyes, as for example in the work entitled "Exercise 1".
Reality is revolutionized by the presence of sculptures, because the place itself thus emphasizes its
symbolic and emotional power over the people who live there. Cristian with these digital works gives us a
small taste of the infinite potential that this project, alive and concrete, can have in the real life of all of
us. Cristian is a revolutionary artist who really wants to revolutionize the role of art and sculpture in
particular.

Cristian Diez-Sanchez

Art Curator Silvia Grassi



Exercise 1

Cristian Diez-Sanchez



Man II

Cristian Diez-Sanchez



Pas de deux NÂº4 Los Caracoles

Cristian Diez-Sanchez



Dalia Slep is an artist who, constantly looking for new stimuli and challenges outside her comfort zone,
has found her main form of inspiration and dialogue with the outside world in abstract art. The freedom
and dynamism that this type of art offers led her to seek a deep connection first of all with her own
interiority, and then project it outwards. What drives her to create art is the need to reach the depths of the
human soul, seeking a connection with others and inducing them to embark on a great inner journey. The
full-bodied and colorful brushstrokes speak to us of conflicting emotions, inner journeys and the desire
for personal understanding; they speak to us of internalized experiences and emotions that have become
universal. Dali Slep's artworks are an invitation for the observer's eyes, a dance within which anyone can
get lost and then find themselves.

Dalia Slep
"What is behind us and what is in front of us are very little compared to what is inside us."

(Ralph Waldo Emerson)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Art Curator Federica Schneck
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Dalia Slep

Memories



Artist Dan, born in Aubagne and living in Cogolin, approaches painting on canvas through the works of artist
Karl Lagasse, experimenting with his personal journey in abstract art through his visual language composed
of colors, lines and shapes. His subjectivity can be perceived in his works. The canvas is a blank space on
which the artist indulges, coming to terms with the creative act, in which expressiveness and spontaneity
prevail over everything. Rigid processes of objective representation are broken down to make room for free
painting without predefined rules. His most intense emotions are expressed spontaneously through the use of
color and written text, charged with the very meaning of the work in the absence of figurative elements.
Material and composition are the elements in which the artist concentrates most. The brush is abolished; the
artist experiments with new painting techniques to make the work more alive. Splashes of color and drips
highlight the immediacy of making the work, making it even more real. Color, memory and sensations come
together to show the artist's subjective reality, which need not be understood by the viewer. The artist lets his
mental subconscious speak, freeing himself from the shackles of his rational part. His art is real, out of the
conventional canons and charged with emotion, urging the viewer to explore his subconscious mind without
letting reality condition him.

Dan

Art Curator Lucrezia Perropane
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Dan

Solitude



Capturing single details of reality, extrapolating them from their original context and then reuniting them
together, making them dialogue with each other and thus creating a new reality, new keys of
interpretation, opening the doors to a new world in which everything can be possible: the technique of
collage allows this in an effective way and the artist Daniel Clayton has grasped and developed all its
potential, as in the work presented here. In fact, collage has the power to break the mold, not only for the
technique, but also for the form and content. In this work we see Daniel's creativity exploding and
expressing himself freely, without constraints: observing it we feel really flooded with overwhelming
energy. As each of us, step by step, a little piece at a time we build our life, our affections and our world,
so piece by piece Daniel gives life to his art: every little piece has the same identical importance as every
other, every it is a fundamental element, each one brings with him his meaning and his world, to give life
in this way, in dialogue with others, to a broader message and a new world. Thus, in front of our eyes,
thanks to Daniel, infinite possibilities open up: the chaos of life takes on a new and innovative order.

Daniel Clayton

Art Curator Silvia Grassi

"The images on the one hand are the cement that holds names and things together, and on the
other they are the slippery ground that breaks up this alleged unity" (Foucault)



Untitled

Daniel Clayton



Daria Tischenko-Zhuravel (1985, Kyiv, Ukraine) works in the field of photography, painting and video
art, creating stylish and sophisticated photo projects and fashion portraits turning them into real art works.
She is master in transmitting inner world, human emotions and energy through the prism of the camera
lens. At “ADRENOCROMO for dinner” exhibition hosted by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, Daria presents three
of the photos that are part of the project "CHIAROSCURO" created in collaboration with model Oksana
Pomazan. Oksana is a journalist writing about fashion for Ukrainian magazines, fashion expert for about
10 years, image designer, fashion stylist, mastermind of creative photo projects for gloss and storyteller.
CHIAROSCURO is a provocative social project on sexual ageism: it is an ambitious project that
condemns any form of discrimination against the passing age, especially those of women who are the
greatest object of social criticism, through a series of photographs that enhance their beauty, and which
are based on the principle that a woman is beautiful at any age, transforming over time into a true work of
art. "Aphrodite's Dream" and "Darkness" depict Oksana surrounded by fluorescent light that enhances her
beauty and increases the mystery around her. Her form, face, and body are enhanced by the waves of
colored lights, increasing the dreamlike, almost fairy-tale-like sense of the photos. "Darkness," on the
other hand, presents no light at all: the subject is a woman shot from the back, and the choice of black and
white poetically brings out the woman's skin and curves, her muscles and forms, enhancing her strength
and beauty. Images live another life in CHIAROSCURO; they acquire new forms and expression,
sometimes hidden under the surfaces of usual habits and masks. Behind each mask people wear, there's
deep personal story and particular individuality that Daria manages to open up through their expressions,
demeanor and movements and to underline them in her works. CHIAROSCURO therefore wants to be a
picture about inner freedom, about dreams in the golden rays of oblivion. Reflections on love, passion,
hidden fantasies, sometimes it is a drama, sometimes life is in full swing, like light and shadow. 

Daria Tischenko-Zhuravel 
and Oksana Pomazan

Art Curator Matilde Della Pina 



Aphrodite's Dream

Daria Tischenko-Zhuravel 
and Oksana Pomazan



Darkness

Daria Tischenko-Zhuravel 
and Oksana Pomazan



Scuro

Daria Tischenko-Zhuravel 
and Oksana Pomazan



The Russian artist Daria Titinkova initially found refuge and solace in music, with which she has spent
most of her life, to then devote herself to painting during the first lockdown due to the pandemic from
Covid-19. Watercolor is her favorite form of artistic creation, although often these colors are mixed with
acrylic colors to create denser and more personal textures. Inspired by nature, people and by the world
around us, Daria Titinkova finds in the expressiveness of abstract art a valid ally to transport her
emotions, thoughts and, above all, her own interiority onto the canvas. Through a personal and profound
language also characterized by the presence of a precise symbology, the artist tries to create contact with
the outside world and to make the observer participate in his long inner journey. The abstraction of shapes
and the power of colors allow her to generate works of art that start from the particular, from the personal
but which, in the end, embrace the universal. For Daria Titinkova, art is a defect, it's everything that goes
against perfection, art is true inspiration.

Daria Titinkova
"Painting is silencing all languages   and making only sight dance."

(Fabrizio Caramagna)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Art Curator Federica Schneck
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Brainstorming



Daria Titinkova

Hourglass



Daria Titinkova

Freedom



It was the year 1905 when Klimt created his most famous work "The Tree of Life". In this work of his, the
Viennese artist seeks formal cues in the art of ancient Egypt and in the Japanese one. The succession of panels
wants to tell with delicate charm a sort of fairy tale: a young girl awaits her beloved among the golden branches
of the tree of life; in the end she realizes her dream of joining him, with passion. The famous tree therefore
becomes a symbol of hope, of rebirth and part of something much bigger and which involves the whole world;
becoming an increasingly present symbol in different cultures of the world. Like Klimt, Dawn Bova gives us her
own interpretation of the theme. The tree of life for the artist symbolizes the beginning of a new life that comes
from solid roots planted in the ground. The painting features long brushstrokes of color in shades of blue, pink
and green that branch outward from the center of the composition. The artist makes the figure of the tree of life
emerge from the background through the combination of elements in golden tones that underline the profiles of
the branches, the tournament and the roots of the plant that occupies the entire canvas. Behind the tree of life, a
white circle completes the composition which together with the golden profiles of the tree recall the divine,
which surrounds everything and is a source of inspiration for the artist.

Dawn Bova
 

Art Curator  Federica D'Avanzo



Divinely Inspired
 

Dawn Bova



Art is life for Dea Bender, art is rebirth, art is dialogue with oneself. The international art exhibition ADRENOCROMO for dinner
in the international art gallery M.A.D.S. presents three exceptional works, the result of our artist's creative flow. Dea transcends
the state of consciousness while painting and projects herself into an alternative dimension that is devoid of space and time, but
which is beneficial. Positivity is transmitted to the observer who questions himself and attributes her own meaning to what she
sees. Dea uses symbols and images belonging to the real world and places them in abstract or metaphysical backgrounds. In her
way of composing works and using space is the key to understanding her communicative code. For example, the symbolism and
architecture of Encompassing All Emotion's "This abstract piece is a representation of how cancer or disease can split the whole
concept of life in this realm. It shows the splitting of the mind and soul when undergoing treatment or surgery," says the artist, her
works are the result of important reflections "Where do we go when we are gone? The piece also expresses how those with cancer
or other debilitating illnesses learn to live and not to allow illness to become our identity but rather to understand that it is just a
different part of our mind and conscious reality. Learning to understand all emotions can help us reach a higher state of spirituality
and a better appreciation of life". A more abstract component envelops Celestial Galaxies, the unknown is the leverage of our
artist's abstract vein "This abstract painting is pure imagination and fantasy about what the inside of an unknown galaxy might
look like. Vortices with many different shapes and colours. The beauty of drifting in space and losing the reality of time. Seeing
only deep space and floating in a beautiful galaxy". Sea Creatures, finally, is a tribute to "one of the oldest sea creatures", "The
inspiration behind the song is the fascination of how Octopodes live such short lives and have nine brains and three hearts; despite
living such short lives, they are beautiful and mysterious life forms. They are extremely dangerous, but ironically peaceful. They
are considered to be one of the most intelligent creatures in the world, thanks to their eyesight and the way they cleverly
camouflage themselves". 

Dea Bender

Art Curator Mara Cipriano

“When I am creating my artwork, I find myself in an entirely different state of being. As I am
painting or creating art I feel no time, no pain, and often feel more connected to everything in

life on a deeper level”  (Dea Bender)



Dea Bender

Celestial Galaxies



Dea Bender

Encompassing All Emotion’s



Dea Bender

Sea Creatures



Intuitive, powerful, energetic is the abstract art of Door of the Heart who presents Deep Red
Leviathan at the international art exhibition ADRENOCROMO for dinner in the M.A.D.S.
international art gallery. Our artist lets herself be carried away by her creative flow, enters
into a state of automatism that is the full manifestation of her unconscious. Door of the Heart
becomes one with the pictorial material, mixes with it and frees itself. Movement is a
fundamental component of her works and the energy that the artist transmits to the canvas is
automatically communicated to the observer, who benefits as he immerses himself in her
journey. The work therefore takes on multiple lives, one for each person looking at it. Born in
Kagawa Prefecture, Shikoku, Japan. Door of the Heart did calligraphy as a child, her career
began when she set out to find herself. While drawing flowers, she became fascinated by the
art of alcohol ink and collaborative 'calligraphic' works and began her journey with the art of
alcohol ink.  As she continued to draw, she began to question the idea of putting it in a frame
and has since developed a unique technique, turning her paintings into works that tell a story. 

Door of the heart

Art Curator Mara Cipriano

"Cherish freedom, sensibility, individuality, and creativity without being constrained”  (Door
of the heart)



Door of the heart

Deep Red Leviathan



This digital collage by the Italian artist Durlindana represents two human figures at the center of the
composition, arranged standing facing each other. The two figures, which the artist represents as silhouettes,
hold hands as if to make a pact. The artist explains that she wants to represent two subjects in total opposition:
the figure on the right has a swastika, a Nazi symbol, on his arm, the one on the left instead the symbol of the
star of David. The background, made up of a stylized drawing of a city which the artist divides vertically in two,
underlines the belonging to two opposing factions. Finally, next to the two figures there are two large arrows
which however indicate opposite directions. The artist transforms them following the paths of her mind, giving
voice to her own emotional states. Distant and disparate elements are "glued" together, in a so-called dreamlike
context, which knows how to maintain a thematic and chromatic coherence. The two figures are unaware of the
pact they are making and their choices are conditioned by an invisible entity represented in the image by a
curvilinear frame that surrounds the figures. Light always plays a fundamental role, emphasizing the fulcrum of
the work, not always in a strong and incisive way, but also with interesting and suggestive plays of shadow. This
work wants to be an analysis in particular to express states of reflection or change.

DURLINDANA

Art Curator  Federica D'Avanzo



L'ALLEANZA INEVITABILE

DURLINDANA



In the work of artist Dziuginta Didziokaite landscape and architecture are mostly evanescent
apparitions, dreams and memories pulsating in a scenic space designed for a need of effective
theatricalisation of the intimate story, to make the representation of the outcrops in the soul and
mind recitative and colloquial. The interpretation and invention of the landscape can be understood
as the theatre and manifestation of the life of man in a profound and vital relationship with nature;
preaching the relationality of subject and object, beyond realism as well as idealism, it stems from
the artist's matured interest in the representation of reality. Dziuginta's way of painting corresponds
above all to a process of internalising reality in memory in order to appropriate it in the most
complete way and to create the possibility of returning over and over again to explore, question and
refine one's own experience. Her painting, in this sense, is his way of recording, of preserving,
things, others, her own history, her own nostalgia, of contemplating memories and absences, losses
and discoveries, of maintaining a living relationship with the personal and the collective. The
lightening of colours, the tones, the compositional balance, the formal-constructive control of the
image of nature is pursued to realise a mental order that builds pictorial forms modelled plastically
by colour, thickened by the use of light as a basic component.

Dziuginta Didziokaite

Art Curator Giulia Fontanesi

“While drawing I discover what I really want to say”. (Dario Fo)
 



Dziuginta Didziokaite

Rotonda



Although the artist Elena Tommasi has approached art from an early age, only in recent years has she
begun to immerse herself in colors on a daily basis. Graduated in Psychology, she brings part of her
training into her artworks, bringing out the numerous sides and positive aspects of life through the use of
colors appointed as the true protagonists of her entire creative language. Colors bearers of a precise
symbology, in reference not only to Nature but also to human interiority, ensuring that her entire artistic
process presents itself, for the observer, as a real therapeutic action, as well as for her. The artwork
"Rainbow Mountain", representing Mount Vinicunca located in Peru, is not only a praise to the
extraordinary natural beauties but, through the presence of the natural colors of the mountain, Elena
Tommasi aspires to lead the observer within a dimension of charm and serenity. A suspended reality, far
from the concrete one, where the splendor of nature embraces human interiority, which emerges
decisively and lets itself be carried away.

Elena Tommasi
"For me, colors are living beings, highly evolved individuals who integrate with us and with

the whole world. Colors are the true inhabitants of space."
(Yves Klein)

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Art Curator Federica Schneck
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Mixed technique and assemblage is Adaeze’ favorite technique to create her works of art. As a whole, the scenes that
the artist creates are a way to dialogue and communicate with the atmosphere around her. The three colorful paintings
are the reflection of Adaeze emotions thinking about the African landscape. Even though a positive aesthetic
appearance, given by the hot colors animating the scenes, ‘Macolata’; ‘Libido’ and the Untitled one, are meaningful
paintings hiding political and social contents. The artist uses colors to animate her subjects: socio political events that
show the human pain. Real and daily objects are used to animate abstract elements and geometrical figures created by
the colors dripped on the canvases. Each work presents a main subject positioned at the center of the canvas, around
which some patches are attached. A synthesis of our inner world and what happens around and outside our lives; an
assemblage of emotions and rituals. This is what Adaeze, the artist, wants to refigure through her creations. 

Emanuela Adaeze

Art Curator Martina Stagi



Emanuela Adaeze

Untitled



Emanuela Adaeze

Macolate



Emanuela Adaeze

Libido



Blue as the night where we shelter our thoughts and fears; blue like the ocean in which we mirror
ourselves in search of answers. Eri Tsujii is a contemporary Japanese artist who often chooses this color
to represent the deep inner world of man: emotions, reflections and secrets are painted through broad blue
brushstrokes. "Late at night" was create in 2022 with the acrylic on canvas technique. A thin light blue
line divides the space into two parts: below, the calm sea admires the moon which, with its light, infuses
confidence even in the darkness. Above, an endless blue sky reveals not a single cloud. We are not awake
at night, but sometimes our mind is more crowded than during the day: dreams that seem impossible to us
upon awakening, dreams that raise new hope in us, but also nightmares that scare us and make us reflect
on - sometimes harsh - reality. Eri's works are the mirror of her soul: art is a way to express herself, to get
to know herself better, but also to show her magical world to the whole universe. Look at her works,
immerse yourself in the colors and start traveling far away: what will be the destination?

“I know nothing with any certainty, but the sight of the stars makes me dream”
(Vincent van Gogh)

Eri Tsujii

Art Curator Camilla Gilardi
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Late at night



Eric Wilson is a self-taught artist from Orlando, Florida, who has made the variety of techniques and tools
for artistic creation his main characteristic. What is represented on the canvas derives from a flow of inner
energies that the artist elaborates, makes his own and then finally declares to the world. Of spiritual,
vulnerable energies, of truthful energies that allow the entire creative connection to be connected to a
single entity, God. The artwork "Apparition" is nothing but the concrete manifestation to humanity of a
superior divine power, with which the artist feels intimately in contact; an abstract and non-figurative
manifestation, as if to decisively specify the versatility of spiritual energy and to induce the observer to
embark on a transcendental journey to get closer to spirituality and, more precisely, to God himself. The
artwork is a message of hope, truth and self-knowledge and one's inner self.

Eric Wilson
"Spend some time today listening to your inner silence, and the silence all around you, into

infinity.'' 
(Swami Kriyananda)

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Art Curator Federica Schneck
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Art has the power to be able to give shape to the invisible, to investigate and bring to the surface the
deeper meaning of everything, to give a new interpretation of the world, giving us the ability to look with
different eyes: this is precisely what the works of the artist Eugenio Tocchet are able to do. The most
amazing aspect is that he manages to create all this through the expressive medium of photography, born
to immortalize reality as we see it, but Eugenio uses as a means that investigates the most intimate and
hidden aspects of this reality. We live in a world in constant motion, where everything changes in a few
moments, made up of a thousand facets, dominated by the desire to create ever more majestic structures,
ever more sensational situations. But do we ever stop to observe the small details and question ourselves
about what surrounds us? In his works, Eugenio investigates, scrutinizes and brings to our attention the
micro world, the tiny details, which are transformed, through his artistic medium and his creativity, into
works of art, only apparently abstract. Yes, because real images are transformed into “perceptive
sensations free to flow”, as Eugenio himself tells us, and free to transform themselves into something
else, into visual emotions, into overwhelming energy. In this way, an object that we have in our hands
every day, thanks to Eugenio's visual and evocative investigation, can be transformed into a piece of a
story of a different, new reality, which is filled with new meanings. Light itself, the medium through
which photographs physically come to life, has the power to transform itself, to be much more than what
appears to the naked eye: a white light is in fact formed by the union of the colors of the rainbow. Only
by encountering a specific instrument, a crystal prism, does it break down and show us its true nature, its
deepest aspect. Thus Eugenio's art becomes an instrument for investigating the true and profound nature
of reality.

Eugenio Tocchet

Art Curator Silvia Grassi



Aurora

Eugenio Tocchet



Nuovo Mondo

Eugenio Tocchet



Screpolature

Eugenio Tocchet



Eva Stensland

The emotions are sometimes so strong that I work without knowing it. 
The strokes come like speech. (Vincent Van Gogh)

Eva Stensland's artistic career is a corollary of successes and goals achieved that highlights an
irrepressible and prolific creative personality, who is able to continuously innovate. We can
also perceive this versatility in the artworks presented for the Adrenocromo for dinner
exhibition, starting with the two prints Finding the quiet place inside and Fractal Godbit. In
both cases, what strikes the observer is the ability to make visible the complexity of the
emotional level and the ineffability of the spiritual dimension. In fact, the artist allows us to
enter a dimension inaccessible to rational logic, and to let the chromatic combinations
"speak", whether they are based on dark colors as in Finding the quiet place inside, or on
vibrant and bright colors of Fractal godbit, which seduce the eye with its golden splendor.
Eva Stensland has a vocation for experimentation, which is also reflected in the proactive
approach of the observer. 



 In fact, the artist does not reveal an univocal interpretation, allowing for a spontaneous
reading of the work, far from the limitations of rationality. With NATURE is a language and
Vibrational human, the artist highlights an extraordinary mastery of acrylic painting, and
leads reflections not only of spiritual and conceptual depth, but also scientific. Indeed, the
superb composition of Vibrational human embodies Eva's interest in modernity and in a
futuristic vision of the world. It becomes a further opportunity to explore the artist's inner
cosmos, and above all to share it with others. To this, Eva Stensland contrasts the poignant
beauty of NATURE is a language, in which the white acrylic brushstrokes emerge from the
dark background to outline the contours of an external world that flows into the intimate one,
to create a representation that captures the heart even before of the mind.

Eva Stensland

Art Curator Chiara Rizzatti



Finding the quiet place inside

Eva Stensland
 



Fractal godbit

Eva Stensland
 



NATURE is a language

Eva Stensland
 



 Vibrational human

Eva Stensland
 



Evelin Dogan is a self-taught artist from Slovenia. She sees painting as a safe and comfortable
place and she believes that art can unite for a more serene world. Evelin Dogan is an artist with a
very recurrent and ascertained style: it is made of imagination, emotion, search of the most hidden
impulses always represented in a figurative way with something concrete taken from the real.
Sometimes we perceive a melancholy, nostalgic, a little dark and rough world increased by the
strong and contrasting use of colors, that is, dark shades contrasting with bright colors, and hard
strokes. In her work presented in M.A.D.S. Art Gallery in "Adrenocromo for dinner" we note just
what has been described. Evelin questions the human condition towards fear: it is interpreted
through a symbolic representation of an enormous white monstrous figure behind a stylized blue
figure of a chained man; all around it is empty and dark. There is a key detail: the chain that bound
the two subjects is broken, the man managed to get rid of it. The image is a cry of freedom, of the
defeat of fear, of the victory of the man who faces himself, his mind, his impulses, enters into
himself and understands who he is. Only in this way can he make evil disappear and find his inner
peace. It is typical of Evelin Dogan to reveal an existential and profound message, inviting us to
discover the best and worst things about ourselves...through her figurative art and his sensitive
introspection.

Evelin Dogan

Art Curator Giulia Dellavalle

Go deep to get rid of fear and be free. (Evelin Dogan)



Evelin Dogan

Get rid of fear



Fog is a cluster of microscopic water droplets that forms close to the ground and causes a decrease in visibility.
In the paintings by Evgeniia Kashirina, a contemporary artist of Russian origin, we often encounter depictions
that remind us of landscapes shrouded in dense fog, which prevents us from seeing details. She chooses to tell
her story in a language that at times is more figurative, while at others is completely detached from form. Even
her portraits, although linked to a depiction of reality, remain faded and elusive, as in the work "Er ist ein
Teufel", letting the fog obscure the tangibility of the vision. The fog symbolizes uncertainty, as if it were a kind
of intermediate zone placed between the real and the unreal. In Celtic mythology it covered the part of the earth
at the border between the inhabited world and the islands of the afterlife, while in Nordic mythology it filled the
funereal, frozen darkness of the polar region. Making full use of the power of color, the artist slowly abandons
form to delve into the abstraction of the subject, pushing herself and the observer into an intermediate space, as if
into a limbo made up of swirls of color and broad brushstrokes in eternal movement. In the works "Zweidrei#1"
and "Zweidrei#2", we notice how the colors spread out in space, blending in earthy tones and pastels, and how
they become fainter and fainter as they reach the edges, maintaining a denser materiality in the centre. Evgeniia
Kashirina wants to delve into the limbo and study its nuances, she wants to examine that cluster of microscopic
drops of water, without allowing herself to be influenced by a clear-cut position, isolating herself from what is
reality or unreality and stimulating the observer to question himself. 

“It was the hour in which objects lose the consistency of shadow that accompanies them during the night
and gradually reacquire colors, but seem to cross meanwhile an uncertain limbo, faintly touched, just
breathed on by light; the hour in which one is least certain of the world's existence.” (Italo Calvino)

Evgeniia Kashirina

Art Curator Francesca Brunello
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Fabricio Triviño is an Ecuadorian artist based in Mallorca, Spain. His artworks
consist of analog photography, expressing himself through what he lives and
working on everything that catches his attention. At “ADRENOCROMO for dinner”
exhibition by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, Fabricio presents two digital photographies,
both titled “Tell me more about the monsters” and both reflecting on the concept of
a new beginning. "Tell me more about the monsters I" is about the unknown and
what is about to emerge. By relating the word "monster" to what we do not know
but is related to the same idea of rebirth, Fabricio renders the female figure and her
surroundings in a blurry way, as if shrouded in a thick fog. The idea of a new
beginning is attractive because it can correct past mistakes, and 

Fabricio Triviño



this new energy frightens many, including themselves. The artwork takes us to
another dimension, an inner dialogue, and the upper, darker part is where this
dialogue takes place. A negative image in a space that appreciates the energy that is
yet to come. "Tell me more about the monsters II" maintains the same idea as the
first one, however, the person is shown from behind, in front of vertical lines in
front of her, which will be the ideas or values that we select for the rebirth of a new
energy. Fabricio's works presented in the exhibition are thus extremely dreamlike
and bear deep meanings; their being in black and white, consisting of a dense “fog",
should not be seen in negative terms, but rather conceived of as the white table
waiting to be filled with a thousand colors, before being flooded with vital energy. 

Fabricio Triviño

Art Curator Matilde Della Pina 
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The conjunction of different passions leads to extraordinary creations, which is how it is for Ferruccio
Maiullari, who presents his work Nebula 32 at the international art exhibition ADRENOCROMO for
dinner in the international art gallery M.A.D.S. Ferruccio Maiullari is an artist from southern Italy,
born in Bari. Since childhood, he showed an interest in drawing, which he combined with a passion
for natural sciences and astronomy. Ferruccio is attracted by the beauty and grandeur of the various
celestial bodies that crowd the universe, with a Romantic spirit projected into the new millennium.
Nature and the universe inspire the artist for their immensity, grandeur and mysteriousness. Always
curious, shy and with his head in the clouds, he seeks to understand the world in which he lives. His
extreme sensitivity is evident in his creations in his choice of subject matter, accuracy and the colours
he uses. Intolerant of injustice, he has developed a very strong social soul. Nebula 32 belongs to the
series of the same name, Ferruccio uses the colour blue which creates a relaxed atmosphere but at the
same time one of awe and wonder. Ferruccio's communicative talent goes beyond the mere
representation of the selected subject and conveys a sense of "peace, fairness and balance, tranquillity,
sensitivity and mystery". The nebulae are, for Ferruccio, a "metaphor for human activities ranging
from daily life to major historical events. Events that are interconnected".

Ferruccio Maiullari

Art Curator Mara Cipriano

"Who works with his hands is a worker. Who works with his hands and his head is a
craftsman. Who works with his hands and his head and his heart is an artist" (San Francesco

d’Assisi)

Everything you can imagine, nature has already created it (Albert Einstein)
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Unknown and unpredictable. The mysterious water of the sea can be overwhelming for those who first
encounter it. The infinite rhythm of the waves hides a lot of secrets underneath them, which are only
possible to be unveiled by those who are open enough to embrace the mysteries with no fear and open
heart. Like waves crashing at the shore, the mysteries of the sea become less intimidating and the fear is
overcome by the feeling of familiarity. In a similar way, love also opens up to the beloved one, wave after
wave, evoking emotions that go beyond all boundaries and make you feel free. A manifesto of love, Fluid
Queen shows how the sea and love share similarities and creates ‘Open Sea’ over this metaphor. The
synchronized and harmonious heartbeat brings the three couples together at the horizon, functioning
almost as a reference point and reminding them of their love for each other. In the atmosphere created by
the beautiful colours of the sea at sunrise, the three couples create a safe space in which everyone is able
to feel free and understood. In the same way,  the 3 couples are geometrical points that create an enclosed
area that now is symbolised by the sea. The centre of the painting is left uncovered by the couples, just
like no type of love has the entitlement to be more central to the others. Love is love, and it should be
embraced in every form. The surrealistic scenario is a homage to love and its power, which encourages us
to open up our minds and to let us flow by the rhythm of its strong emotions.

Fluid Queen

Art Curator Francesca Mamino
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The artwork was presented on the occasion of the international art exhibition
ADRENOCROMO FOR DINNER, by the artist Gabor Barbulszki. is a fascinating
composition, created with different shapes and colours. With abstractism the artist tries to
represent elements that belong to his way to intend the reality around him. Titled All eyes on
me, the viewer can soon distinguish in this beautiful game of shapes and different forms the
eyes insert, as if the artist wants to make them the protagonists of the composition. All eyes
on me can remind in this case to the gesture of watching and the relationship that connects the
viewer to the artist. The action of watching is reflected into the painting, as if the viewers can
see what he is doing at the moment of artistic fruition, and in this way reflect himself in the
artwork. The artist Gabor Barbulszki, is able to create a really interesting play of glance, to let
the viewer lose himself in this whatching, and feels totally involved in the representation. 

Gabor Barbulszki

Art Curator Elisabetta Eliotropio
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Fire heats, burns, illuminates, purifies, fortifies, consumes. The flames destroy and erase in a quick moment,
with a lightning act that no longer exists. However, the passage of fire leaves behind it ashes, mysteriously cold
and purified residue of combustion at the same time, after the fire is extinguished. It is therefore regarded in
many cultures as a symbol of death, fleetingness, repentance and penance, but also of purification and
resurrection. Geo Mic's artworks arise precisely from this residual dust, from this moment of post-extinction of
life. A visual phoenix that takes imaginative flight, creating an opportunity to reflect on the connection between
man and earth. The earth will end, just as man dies. The earth, the whole cosmos, awaits, groaning and suffering,
the day when it will be renewed. We could say that under the ashes are the embers that consist of a strong and
intense desire, buried in the heart of man and in the mystery of the cosmos: the desire for new heavens and a new
earth. Where the burning aesthetically takes place we have three different moments that can be thought of as part
of a single story: the beginning, the unfolding, and the end. A fire, that of the artist, which seems to come from
Rousseau's brush to await the new world after the war. Musician, visual artist and performer, Geo Mic works
with the altering of the viewers' state of consciousness and their perception of reality. His art creates the
necessary connection between souls in search of their own spiritual truth.

Geo Mic

Art Curator Erika Gravante
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Suggestions and advice is what the abstract scenes depicted by the artist Gloria Darshan seem to represent. The titles
themselves well define, with a single word with a clear meaning, what the paintings define. The artist's aim is to << stop
the recipient’s eyesight and offer him a reflection on important matters of the present world>>. Her works of art
represent social contents that she tries to explain and to face up to, reaching her audience, however, in a joyful way.
‘Following’; ‘Trusting’ and ‘Waking Up’, the titles of the paintings presented at M.A.D.S. Art Gallery’s exhibitions are
Gloria’s ways to demonstrate to people that images have a primary function: visual beauty. With art too it is possible to
explain; to teach and to communicate. Dripped colors create an undefined scene in which some colored brushes
compose an animated and dynamic atmosphere. The elements seem to fluctuate into the canvases giving an harmonious
sensation to the entire space. Just some chosen colors are used by Gloria, perhaps to demonstrate how powerless they
are in giving some impressions to the scene. Purple; Green and Orange meeting each other give dimensions to what they
personify and represent.  

Gloria Darshan

Art Curator Martina Stagi
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Stratification, a distinctive feature in the works by Gregory Logan Dunn, an American contemporary
artist, takes on a distinctive and deeply emotional meaning. In itself, layering consists of grouping the
units that make up the mass into classes or layers that share common characteristics. Well, it is interesting
to observe how the masses of color carefully dragged by the artist onto the canvas, here merging into each
other in plays of transparencies and consistencies. In this way he creates a new narrative, where the
common characters are not really separated into unity, but rather intertwine. In doing so, he invites the
viewer to free himself from the standardized patterns imposed by society, prompting him to reflect
according to his own life experience. The artist shows himself to be deeply sensitive to the history of
mankind, and above all, he reveals himself to be connected to the contemporary issues that surround him.
It is precisely for this reason that he wants to urge the viewer to reflect, in the hope of raising consciences
and leading to a higher awareness. In his works we encounter both good and evil, transmuted in bright
colors that clash, merge and hide from each other, dialoguing in a turbulent dance that reveals the tragic
nature of life. Gregory Logan Dunn drags his emotions across the canvas, placing them one on top of the
other, in a weave that becomes magical and hypnotic to the eye. The distinction between good and evil
becomes at times sharp and at others blurred, telling how difficult it is to draw a line between these two
ancestral concepts, which have always governed the world. 

“I hope that real love and truth are stronger in the end than any evil or misfortune in the world.”
(Charles Dickens)

Gregory Logan Dunn

Art Curator Francesca Brunello
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Gurmeet Singh

Gurmeet Singh is a self-taught artist, born in 1985 and based in Shanghai, China. His pictorial production
is purely realistic. The artist finds his dimension in painting from life, preferring portraits and
architectural views. From a technical point of view, the artist approaches the impressionist technique,
using fast and instinctive brushstrokes, without outlining the contours and preferring a certain nuance.
The works proposed for the exhibition entitled “Adrenocromo for Dinner”, organized by M.A.D.S. Art
Gallery, are three and largely reflect his well-defined style. Two of them represent architectural views and
are entitled "Evening at Shri Darbar Sahib (Golden Temple) in Amritsar, India" and "A vintage interior,
Cologne Germany". They show his realistic ability and at the same time impressionist, knowing how to
transport the viewer to other places. The third work under consideration, is entitled "A Sadhu on streets of
Varanasi, India" and represents a Sadhu in the act of smoking the pipe. The sadhus are Hindu ascetics
who choose to abandon material life and devote themselves to the search for spiritual elevation. What
emerges at the chromatic level are the paintings that man has on his forehead, and his jewels, which take
on a mystical glow. Gurmeet Singh’s works are full of emotions, they reflect reality and at the same time
they are enclosed in a kind of dreamlike dimension and reach the spectators almost as if they were distant
memories, of another life.

Art Curator Giorgia Massari 
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Hanne Giacobbe Helleberg, presents “C9H9NO3” for the “Adrenocromo for dinner” Mixed Reality art
exhibition at M.A.D.S. Art gallery. It has been stated a recurrence under overwhelming situations. It is
usually, when we stand up for what we consider a reliable reassurance, to acknowledge our fears so we
can evolve into an understanding of the current state we are living. We can pursue the unknown in order
to portray a relief of our fears. What if we let ourselves enjoy any given moment without thinking of what
it may come. What if we pursue our fears with the purpose to overcome them. It will be a difficult task
and the reward will be transcendence. “Be yourself; everyone else is already taken.” - Oscar Wilde. It is a
brave act to acknowledge ourselves, our identity as part of the society we have chosen. How we perceive
ourselves is imperative to transcend. “C9H9NO3” is presented in dark tones surrounded by warm orange
tones as a balance. A character has been depicted, it portrays the moment we see how bold are our fears in
order to overcome them. Hanne has created a force of awareness to perceive transcendence.  

Art Curator Karla Peralta Málaga

Hanne Giacobbe Helleberg
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A palette of a thousand colors gives life to a blank sheet. Energy and positivity can be breathed around
apparently simple but full of meaning works. Haruka Tone is a contemporary Japanese artist whose
paintings are identified with a hymn to joy and optimism. Raised in Japan until the age of sixteen, she
then decided to live and study abroad to learn about the thousand shades that color the world - shades
that, in turn, we see in her paintings. In "Dance of Angels" (2022, watercolors on canvas) flutes and
violins come together to create a sweet symphony on which - as the title itself says - the angels move
softly following the rhythm of the music. In “Light Beings” (2022, watercolors on canvas) we are the
protagonists: every man is a small luminous being who shines thanks to the thoughts that travel through
his mind and the emotions that light up his soul. A flame burns in us and it is our duty to keep it burning
always whatever happens. “To become one” (2022, watercolors on canvas) has stronger shades than the
two works described above. Warm and cold colors, soft and bright colors come together to become one.
Diversity is culture and riches, not an obstacle. Let's get close to those who are not equal to us, let's listen
to them and get to know them; only in this way can the new begin to do part of us. Through her works,
Haruka wishes to color the gaze and soul of the viewers, giving them a journey that will remain stamped
in their memories.

“Color is my daylong obsession, joy, and torment.” (Claude Monet)

Haruka Tone

Art Curator Camilla Gilardi
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Hector Ayala is a self-taught Puerto Rican artist living in Texas, USA. The artistic production of Hector
Ayala appears to be of a surrealist vein, the artist expresses his thoughts and dreams through his artistic
expressiveness and his self-taught experience is not subject to formal rules of artistic realization. Ayala is,
for the first time, a guest of an exhibition organized by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery and on the occasion of
"ADRENOCROMO for dinner" he exhibits a direct and rich work of art from a communicative point of
view. The prevailing color of the work is gray and all its shades, this allows the artist's message to appear
clearly, thanks to the use of green. "Don't worry" is the message that the artist is transmitting through this
work and the message is emphasized by the symbolism represented: the thumbs up. Ayala has not
represented a person to convey this message, but on the contrary his imagination has given life to a
fantastic animal that the artist has decided to present as if it were a sticker, a sort of note, a real
memorandum. The intention is to remember and remind yourself not to worry, that things can always get
better, and that you don't need to constantly dwell on problems. 

Hector Ayala

Art Curator Martina Viesti
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Significant is the research of many contemporary artists who in their work have tried not to represent but to
present time: observing it, marking it, suspending it, condensing it or lengthening its flow. Proust writes: “The
spaces in which we live envelop us and disappear, like the waters of the sea after a ship crosses them. Searching
for the essence of life in space is like searching for the ship's trajectory in the water: it exists only as a memory of
the flow of its uninterrupted movement through time." Proust, Bergson and Freud himself insist that only the
past is real, that only the recovery of the past can inspire art. Portuguese artist Herbert has created the work
"Glimpse of us" reflecting, meditating on his past love life. “Who is the person I loved the most” is what the
artist wonders about and the answer is projected in this painting. On the canvas the "glimpse" of the two lovers is
represented by two eyes from which two black tears flow. Herbert is mostly an abstract artist but in this case he
creates a hybrid: on the one hand the eyes represented in a figurative sense, surrounded by a vortex of abstract
and different colors, circumscribed in various irregular shapes. Red and different shades of blue predominate in
the background. The artist does not spread the paint evenly and this increases the sense of movement that the
artist's mind creates when it thinks of its past.The reproduction of Herbert highlights the enigmatic and at the
same time fascinating subjects, giving a completely new cut to the whole work, giving it an alternative freshness.

Herbert

Art Curator  Federica D'Avanzo
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Hermann Lederle is a German artist living in Los Angeles, USA. The artist is mainly known for his
"Pixels" painting, and more recently for his series “Adaptation". The artist has works exhibited in most of
the world, and his artistic production is particularly unique and recognizable. Although initially the
impression is abstract, Lederle's works feature geometric elements that compose, as a whole, figurative
elements. The artistic production of Hermann Lederle brings to mind that of the abstract expressionists,
moreover, the works on display on the occasion of "ADRENOCROMO for dinner", recall the pointillism
of the neo-impressionists. Hermann Lederle is, for the first time, a guest of an exhibition organized by
M.A.D.S. Art Gallery and on this occasion he exhibits three artworks with a profound communicative,
visual and stylistic impact. All the three artworks are realized with Oil on Canvas, and that lets the artist
the opportunity to transcend the canvas and express his imagination and deep feelings. The colors are
vivid and bright and the attetion is convyed trough the points and the lines that the artist realizes. These
pieces are full of movement and dynamicity, the observer is took in a trip rich in stimuli from both visuals
and aesthetics points of views. As the artist himself explains “ The idea of   pixel paintings originated when
working with digital images. “It was a discovery. We may have been seeing this way unconsciously since
human beings had eyes, but now that we know we can zoom in on something, and then zoom out and see
the whole picture, it becomes an awareness we can use to appreciate the pixilated version. Kind of like a
primal, pre-conscious experience that relates to the era of technology."

Hermann Lederle

Art Curator Martina Viesti
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Digital art in the service of self-expression and one's path of spiritual consciousness. The creative act is, for all intents and
purposes, a spiritual act. There is a universal sense that art, whether visual, performance, sound or otherwise, flows through the
artist almost as a separate entity, coupled with a deep sense of enrichment. Art nourishes our individual spirits by improving
ourselves and our image in the world. Inspiration, which comes from the Latin word "inspiratio" and means "to breathe in" and
that is "to breathe into what is outside and around us," comes direct to the artist's soul as a force, a muse, as an energy you can
destined to reside in the innermost part of the artist's soul. Making art in any of its forms and definitions is a bridge of connection
between our self and our experience with the outside world. In this sense, color and form become bearers and instruments of
meanings that could not be expressed in any other way. The paths that a person takes in his or her life, the process of self-
knowledge, the study and enrichment that human beings can experience are all elements that cannot be fully expressed through
speech or verbal discourse. And here art comes to our aid. Its expressive power and its inclination to transform and change
connotations into what the arist wants it to be, allows for the representation and translation through images and forms of the
artist's inner self. Hiroko in this sense, uses the medium of digital art to convey to the world what is present in her deepest self.
Digital art is malleable, buildable, modifiable at will according to the directions of artistic inspiration that, like a flash of lightning
on a stormy night, illuminates the artist's mind by infusing the idea, the genius. A great eye serves as a revelation. One gets the
feeling that "Law Dwellers" is the representation through form and color of a true awakening. One eye looks down from above at
the chromatic universe that characterizes the composition. It is pink and surrounded by a cream-colored halo that contrasts
effectively with the color spots around it. All around, flashes of reddish, bluish and yellowish colors alternate and overlap,
knowing, mixing and blending with each other in a chromatic amalgam that knows no beginning and no end. This work, with its
strong symbolic character, evokes the concept of an illumination built above the methods and characteristics of the objective
world we all know. It is a look beyond things, a vision beyond the particular perceptible exclusively and only at the moment when
we have understood the reason and nature of the things around us. Only by having self-awareness can we transcend in the process
of issuing the self through color and form, creating a connection between our private space and the outside world.

Hiroko

Art Curator Lisa Galletti
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Hiroshi Yamaoka is an extraordinary Japanese photographer. His ability to capture
instantaneous moments using natural light makes him a highly skilled artist. His
creations mix contemporary and traditional, creating unusual and ethereal
combinations. Everything focuses on capturing a moment with the camera, making it
eternal forever and akin to human feelings. The artist focuses on nature from which
he extrapolates endless beauty. He uses the focus on certain details, creating quiet
images that convey tranquillity and inner peace to the viewer. Hiroshi's photographs
reflect the fragile nature of the human being, recounting human frailties and
sensitivity through images and concepts. In "Boundary Reflection" he captures the
moment when the rain has just stopped falling and created artistic plays of reflection
through light and exploiting the intrinsic characteristics of the natural element. In
'Distant reflection' and 'Nearby reflection' he creates two complementary images,
one a mirror of the other. The blue sky makes its way into an evocative natural
environment. The rain has just stopped, stillness is in the air and helps to calm the
human spirit and its vulnerabilities. The two works are two different visions of the
same image, one far and one near. Hiroshi is a skilful photographer who manages to
capture human frailties and sensitivities through plays of light. With his
photographic lens, he captures an immortal reality of marvellous beauty.

Hiroshi Yamaoka 

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti
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Vision is the most expanded sense: a large part of the brain is devoted to recognizing and decoding visual stimuli; a large area of
the occipital cortex decodes them according to different principles. Stimuli that come from the retinas of the two eyes, where the
photoreceptors (cones and rods devoted to day and night vision, respectively) are located, are initially decoded by the thalamus,
deep in the brain, and then sent to the primary visual cortex. The image of the surrounding world that reaches the brain therefore
depends exclusively on the eyes: however, there are many steps between the transformation of light energy into electrical
impulses, which takes place in the eye, and the neural activity that corresponds to conscious perception of the world. In other
words, our perception corresponds to an attempt at interpretation made by the brain, not necessarily to how things really are. The
processes of vision and what the brain then actually perceives are very complex; in fact, it is not necessarily the case that a subject
with two healthy eyes has perfect vision. Returning to optical illusions, we can identify three types of mechanisms that go into
deceiving perception: optical, when they are caused by purely optical phenomena and therefore not dependent on human
physiology; perceptual, in that they are generated by the physiology of the eye (for example, the afterimages that can be seen by
closing the eyes after staring at a very contrasty and bright image); and cognitive, due to the brain's interpretation of images. The
series of works called "Symbol" falls unequivocally into the first category of optical illusions. Visual perception is never
unambiguous. Variables at play such as distance and angle of view in front of the subject contribute to different visions and
perceptions. Illu, an artist with a background in art and design, is well aware of this and bases an entire series of his art precisely
on the illusion that plays tricks on the eye. And that is how "Symbol - Variable" comes to life. A composition made through
triangles each characterized by a different color that are inserted into the work creating games of shades and different patterns.
Three are the proposed combinations and from this it denotes how much the same colored triangles, changing position, can inspire
different shapes and feelings. The eye visualizes and becomes accustomed to a given image. In one such pattern, the composition
radiates outward from the center producing a gradient color tunnel. In another pattern, the shape is that of a four-pointed star
where each point has a different color shade. Illu plays with our eyes and consequently with our perception. Yet in addition to the
eye undergoing the illusion, brain and heart are also united in this distorted perception. Each pattern for that matter not only
affects the eyes but also the feelings and emotions that the artwork gives us. When the color triangles are juxtaposed in a ray
pattern, the feeling is that of an open, expansive work that totally reflects its immediate soul; when the color triangles are arranged
in a star pattern, one has the feeling of a closed work that guards a secret, an introspective and decidedly more hermetic work.
Illusion therefore has overtaken sight to enter the heart and our soul.

illu

Art Curator Lisa Galletti
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The concept of metamorphosis is something that often affects the existence of humans. The course of life as well as experiences
and vicissitudes shape and change the characteristics of one's being indelibly. In this way, the soul of a human being acquires
numerous facets symptomatic of a constant, changing and ever-present change. For this very reason, understanding a person or
even understanding oneself is extremely difficult and often impossible. The human soul is not smooth and transparent. It is
something extremely colorful and opalescent that changes color continuously according to the emotions we feel on a given
occasion. The concept of metamorphosis, therefore, is proper to the human soul and is typical of every person. Iori Kimura,
through her works, effectively illustrates with form and color this process that invests the entire human self. A black-and-white
portrait stands out before our gaze. The brushstroke is quick and the pigment winds its way across the canvas through sharp, short,
nervous strokes. The physiognomy is well delineated and the portrait is completely attached and rooted in reality. The face
outlined through black and gray color in fact has the facial features in place. Two eyes, a nose, a mouth, and even an earring on
the left ear. The attachment to the world of the real is still persistent although there are signs of a probable metamorphosis about to
take place. If we look at the proportions of the face we notice some discrepancy between the eyes, nose and mouth. In "Ego
Portrait" we begin to observe the first glaring signs of metamorphosis. As we mentioned earlier, a person's experience can
influence his or her ego, his or her essence. In this self-portrait, colors take over, flooding the whole work with pigment. These are
not calm and quiet colors but acidic and extremely vivid tones. The gesture is nervous and the facial conformation is extremely
excentuated. The eyes, characterized by dilated pupils and large fiery irises seem to be shouting, seeming to express a feeling of
suffering and at the same time revenge against the world. The mouth is wide and the teeth are prominently displayed, and the use
of color is unrealistic. Patches of pigment are juxtaposed side by side causing the viewer a sense of unease, a sense of impending
agitation. All of these elements combined are part of the metamorphosis that Iori Kimura was expressing at that delicate time in
her life. From a condition of suffering in regard to the everyday to a desire to change his own destiny, bypassing the issues and
facing the problems that his life placed before his eyes. In all the expressiveness that this human work has, there is a strong
expressiveness and a large human and sentimental component that allows the viewer to empathize and accomplish for a few
moments the same metamorphosis that Iori was able to experience at that moment in his life.

Iori Kimura

Art Curator Lisa Galletti
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Irina Chi

"La Danse" by Henri Matisse - of which there are two versions, one kept at the Museum of Modern Art
in New York, the other at the Hermitage Museum in Saint Petersburg – is a tribute to the act of living,
the constant flow that keeps bringing souls into the world, a tribute to the equilibrium that rules the
planets. The same intent of the Expressionist artist can be found in this artwork, that challenges
whoever is watching it to tune themselves to their own unique, rhythm. The artworks of the artist are
inspired by the tradition of mandala: in some cultures from the Asian continent, these symbols have
healing and awakening powers. This composition invites the watcher to learn about – and to master –
the laws of dharma, that is to say the ones regarding Nature, the universal ones that cross any religion
or difference in human beings. One example of them could be that when someone starts to develop
negative feelings and emotions such as anger, hostility, jealousy and hatred, this person will feel
unpleasant sensations and become miserable. The artist utilizes the shapes and symbols of the Sacred
Geometry, that in many cultures – from the ancient times until today – allows to understand the laws of
Nature and to connect with the Divine. The artist believes that people are connected to each other and
in turn everything and everyone is connected to the Cosmos, and encourages the visitors to search for a
deeper wisdom and truth inside themselves. This work of art presents an intrinsic geometry that
resonates with the concept of balance of the Universe: this last one is also present in the background of
the symbol. The gold represents the Divine. A source of green light coming from the center attracts the
eyes of the watcher, while a central window is opened to be peaked at as if it is our soul.

Art Curator Maria Vittoria Gardelli



Irina Chi

Bloom of the Soul



Ivo Zibulla

Art Curator  Sara Grasso

“I like to bring pixel into the material world. They were never meant for that. They are
artifacts of former technical limitations. I like to research their qualities as a framework of

visual expression for my ongoing works about psychological (mental) and spiritual
concepts.”

(Ivo Zibulla)

Ivo Zibulla participates for the first time in an exhibition organized by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery on the occasion of "Adrenocromo for
dinner". Ivo Zibulla is a multifaceted artist who, with extreme versatility, manages to create works of art capable of proposing
new visions and perspectives, to see beyond but paradoxically, at the same time, enlarging the details. On a bright red
background, the face of "Kurumi-Hime" appears, which immediately catapults us into the world of video games: she is the very
first women heroine ever playable in an action video game. Her career was short-lived, being replaced by a bad character while
the game was published on the Sega Master System console. From well-defined pixels to compose well-defined figures,
aesthetically and conceptually, we move on to "Planschen", in English "splashing". And this is what we find ourselves doing, with
the imperative that has always characterized us human beings: to find meaning, to connect the dots, to give shape to what is in
front of our eyes. The artist, with this work, "show unique results of an ongoing development process by using digital image
manipulation software unto one initial colored colorfield grid". But the variety of the artist is not over here: the geometric and
colorful "Modulation" brings us back to the vivacity of pop art and forms of metaphysics. A review of the famous mandalas, with
a splash of psychedelia, makes us focus on how a combination of colors can create new and unexpected spaces, shaking our
subconscious. Ivo Zibulla is a dynamic artist, who allows us not to stand still and watch, but involves us in every detail and asks
us to contribute in some way to the perception of the work: he captures us in the iconosphere, where everything that seems
immobile in reality is constantly evolving. 
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J. Nanjyou is a contemporary Japanese artist. Thanks to her parents, she started to paint from a very
young age to then move on to the passion for the theater. She found her love for drawing and painting
again in adulthood, managing her work as an actress and an illustrator, currently active in Tokyo.        
 On the occasion of the “Adrenocromo for dinner” exhibition at M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, she exhibits one
stunning work titled “Winter Fury”. Through a chaotic composition, the artist wants to represent the
dream in high fever. At the center of the artwork there is a monster surrounded by other dreamlike
elements that take the form of animals or masks. Everything stands out against an indefinite black
background, as if these figures were apparitions born from the hole of our subconscious. Artistically, this
also creates a strong contrast of colors between the background and those are used to represent the
characters. J. Nanjyou has decided to use strong and bright colors, accentuating the sense of mystery and
suspense that these figures arouse in the viewer. The artist therefore investigates the unconscious of each
of us bringing it to the surface. What may be a simple dream turns into a delusional state due to certain
states of mind in which each of us can find ourselves. And she does it with great mastery of composition
and image giving us a work of great intensity. 

J. Nanjyou

Art Curator Federica Acciarino

“Painting is an action of self-discovery”
(Jackson Pollock)
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Drexel University graduate artist Jack Hoye has based much of his artistic research in the juxtaposition of
organic nature and inorganic synthetics - employing colour, tone and light as well as visual perspective to
create dynamic compositions. Numerous sources of inspiration, ranging from figurative arts to
photography, have helped him to create his own artistic poetics, which uses digital programs to further
abstract the figures, which strongly recall the surrealist world of great painters such as Salvador Dalì. The
composure of the design, the immediacy of photography and the surreal and almost dreamlike dimension
of art make Jack Hoye's works very intriguing and profound and allow the observer to be able to generate
a personal reflection through the numerous symbols present within the artworks. Starting from personal
inner reflections, linked to conceptions, perceptions and thoughts, the artist tries to weave a thread of
connection with the outside, to involve the public and make it participant and aware of their emotions and
sensations.

Jack Hoye
"Being a surrealist means banishing the already seen from the mind and seeking the unseen."

(Rene Magritte)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Art Curator Federica Schneck
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Beyond the Application of Maximum Thrust



Jamy Kahn is a fine artist which artistic production is fully soaked of vibrant and vivid colors within the
movement of forms and gestures found in the Acrylic and Canvas. Jamy Kahn is, for the first time a guest
of an exhibition organized by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery and on the occasion of “ADRENOCROMO for
dinner” she exhibits three artworks with an incredible communicative power. "CUP WITH
TEMPTATION ATTACHED" recalls, in terms of style and at times, the very creation of the works of Cy
Twombly, especially through the creation of small wavy strokes similar to writing or scribbles. The artist
created a frame with the black color and in the lower right corner the artist inserts the title of the artwork.
The colors are applied in an impulsive but not confusing way, the artist is in perfect control of her
imagination and her expressive capacity. “TIMING OPEN AND CLOSE” is an artwork which is the
union of different pieces, at first impact the nine pieces inserted in the union seem disconnected from
each other, but on the contrary each art square has an element inside it which is recalled in one or more of
the others. “VOIX” is a work extremely rich in elements to observe, the union of four artworks pieces that
are apparently completely different from each other, are actually united by the abstract creation of letters
which form, put together, the very title of the work.

Jamy Kahn

Art Curator Martina Viesti
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Close your eyes and imagine a world in which tranquillity and serenity are at the order of the day. A world in
which infinite patterns unify scenarios and bring stability and continuity throughout. You can get lost and
reconnect with the real essence of things, the ego becomes part of the scene and you are one with the
surrounding environment. This dreamy, and almost spiritual, world is what the Australian artist Jax Dillon
imagines to reconnect herself with the beauty of life and reality.

Jax Dillon



For this current exhibition, Jax proposes her vision of what she experiences in this moment of reconnection, in
which art is at the core of this harmonious moment. A translation into images of her emotions, her experiences
and her wonders, the real essence of adrenochrome. By doing so, the observer pushes themself in wondering
what are the pattern and imagery of their harmonious world in which the tranquillity is at the order of the day
and in which the ego is able to lose itself within those patterns.

Jax Dillon

Art Curator Francesca Mamino
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To choose a path under what you may consider a viable and worthy decision, may be perceived as a bold
statement if we choose to be empiric. JD, presents “Finding That Way Home, in Brain Fog”, “Finding
That Way Home, in Conflict” and “Finding That Way Home, Now at Peace” for the “Adrenocromo for
dinner” Mixed Reality art exhibition at M.A.D.S. Art gallery. It is imperative to acknowledge how vast
reality can actually be. “The path to paradise begins in hell.” - Dante. Chosen paths are meant to be taken
as lessons to understand infinite solutions. Different results carrying diverse perceptions as an
understanding of how memory develops around something familiar. Home as a reference to the past, our
starting point, our comfortable space for balance, a space to return to after empiric decisions. Choices are
made because of which memories are activated. Blurry memories, conflicted memories and peaceful
memories have been depicted by JD. Three artworks, three paths and results, where the first one is
marked by a bold red space to follow, the second one is depicted as contrasted movements, where a
diagonal is the final decision. The last artwork, “Finding That Way Home, Now at Peace” is a harmony of
warm colors depicting an empiric solution to arrive to our starting point. Memory let us choose a path.
Memories carry responsibility to distinguish familiar spaces. To return to the past, to remember, to go
back home is often needed after we have been surrounded by dynamic environments. After turmoil calm
arrives. How we place our found paths is entirely how the rest will perceive us. Is what identifies us. JD
has decided to present you three perspectives to remember from where decisions start.

Art Curator Karla Peralta Málaga

JD



Finding That Way Home, in Brain Fog

JD



Finding That Way Home, in Conflict

JD



Finding That Way Home, Now at Peace

JD



Secrets of perpetual beauty are carried by artists when empiric spaces are portrayed. Jeremy “JJ”
Snowden, presents “Harmony of the Oracles” for the “Adrenocromo for dinner” Mixed Reality art
exhibition at M.A.D.S. Art gallery. A square format is proposed where “A circle has no end” - Isaac
Asimov, where (Eppur si muove) “And yet, it moves” - Galileo. Infinite circle. We must show
compassion to our most rebellious thoughts, if we want to achieve harmony. The artwork depicts an
infinite map, in which absolute uncertainty is presented due to geometrical knowledge. The more we
know, the more we are aware of infinite possibilities. The artist has a desire to spatialize infinity. Jeremy
Snowden is aware of Platonic infinite beautiful secrets from nature portrayed by geometry itself. A desire
to listen what the infinity of universe has to say. Purple and blue cool tones shape the “Harmony of the
Oracles” to summon learnt lessons by a geometric portrayal of the universe. Subtle layers tell us how
diverse is the universe, how it takes a unified force to tell stories of learnt lessons.   

Art Curator Karla Peralta Málaga

Jeremy “JJ” Snowden
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Jeremy “JJ” Snowden



Jikyll is a Japanese artist who has a career as a fashion designer. He studied graphic design but in 2022 he
decided to challenge the world as a digital collage artist. His artistic research is focused on expresses his
imaginary world view with digital collage through the use of grotesque, erotic and Japanese motifs, creating a
dark and surreal but unique world. Using the collage technique, he’s able to combine different elements which
may seem opposite to each other but which finds meaning and harmony in Jikyll's work. On the occasion of
“Adrenocromo for dinner” at the MADS Art Gallery, Jikyll presents three powerful works. In “SPACE WAR -
とある惑星での出来事 '' the artist use the Jesus figure to represent like an invasion on a planet from a
monstrous creature with four eyes and arms coming out of its mouth. This haunting figure endangers the
habitants we see fleeing in the foreground below. Other characters try to fight it. The scene takes place within a
spatial landscape with something dreamlike. In “Distorted Motherhood -歪んだ⺟性'' too, he decides to use a
sacred figure in Christianity. In this work Jikyll distorts the image of the Madonna silhouetted against a
psychedelic background. But what is striking is how Jikyll is able to bring extraneous elements and make them
extraordinarily natural in the image. Her face is hidden by a scary hand with tentacles, three eyes are open on
her hand. She holds a skeleton in her arms on one side and a disturbing doll on the other, instead of a baby
Jesus. The union of the spiritual element and the supernatural ones is, in Jikyll’s work, the pivotal element of
the whole representation. It’s the synthesis of the visible and the invisible, the real and the unreal. The third and
last work is “Chaosic Japan -おおきにどすえ ''. In this work, the artist uses elements of Japanese culture:
masks, cherry blossoms, illuminated signs, sushi and traditional Japanese architecture explode from the head of
a Buddha. This image stands out against a background where we can see “The Great Wave Off the Coast of
Kanagawa” by Hokusai and the rays of the old Japan flag. So, what are we observing in the Jikyll works? A
magnetic force that amazes us with a myriad of elements bombarding our retinas. We are advancing toward an
invisible world and, at the same time, a mystical force. The use of the medium of digital collage are all elements
that prepare our minds for the journey we are about to take. We advance, we are about to cross the portal of
reality. We are about to leave this world to discover the artist world.

Jikyll

Art Curator Federica Acciarino
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No one can measure artistic propensity. It is the artist's second skin, it is part of him on an intimate level, and it is
impossible to separate from it or forget it. Likewise, it is not possible to obtain it with the simple will, and for this reason
it is even more precious and rare when it manifests itself. And we can say that it manifests itself in its most authentic
guise in the art of Joe Köstlinger. In the academic field, the artist has followed a vocation that has distinguished his
personality since childhood, leading him to obtain important recognitions. Despite a prolonged creative hiatus, the
irresistible call of art led Joe again to vigorously try his hand at acrylic painting, rediscovering not only the pleasure of
the artistic process, but giving shape and color to his irrepressible inspiration. The artworks presented for Adrenocromo
are a veritable universe of kaleidoscopic beauty, in which the surreal thrust admirably mixes with grotesque, bizarre and
symbolic elements. In Dream worlds, the artist guides the observer's gaze into a dreamlike level, prompting the mind to
embrace without preconceptions even what seems absurd at first sight. This is combined with a disturbing game of
geometries and chromatic choices, which accentuate the symbolism of each element. The formal and content boldness
recalls the metaphysical art of De Chirico, which we also find in part in Chessmaster. The chessboard motif that in
Dream words appeared almost like a floating flap of fabric, here adapts more "predictably" to the surface on which the
chessmen move. On the other hand, Joe's aptitude for amazement takes the form of an extremely improbable chess
player, an octopus, who seems about to essay in a joyous victory dance. Joe Köstlinger's disruptive talent delights in an
exuberant artistic form, which however also shows his stylistic versatility, as is the case for The empty chair. Here the
playfulness of colors and visual paradoxes fails to lead the observer into a much more realistic and disturbing scenario,
in which a woman stands out dressed only in seductive black underwear. Her body is languidly slumped in a chair, and
her head thrown back prevents her from seeing the features of her face. But the attention falls - just as the title suggests -
on the chair in the background, imbuing the artwork with a bitter melancholy. It is a representation unadorned by any
rhetoric, which immediately touches the emotionality of the beholder, and who recognizes in Joe Köstlinger the most
visceral essence of the true artist, that of a profound connoisseur of human nature.

Joe Köstlinger

Art Curator Chiara Rizzatti

Your vision will become clear only when you can look into your own heart. Who looks
outside, dreams; who looks inside, awakes. (Carl Jung)
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The works of artist and photographer José Gregorio Garzarán demonstrate a personality with a
strong, overflowing and engaging sensitivity. His artistic research demands the manifestation of the
nostalgic and romantic fantasy dream. His photography fits into a perspective of research and
communication of the subconscious as a mirror of the extreme human interiority at the time, as a
recovery of suggestions and strong sensations. In this sense, art and photography find an ideal
meeting point, developing new emotions and suggestive reflections. The images are epic, romantic:
perfectly tuned to the frequencies of the heart, they represent the first step towards an extraordinary
journey, an exploration of the innermost depths of the human soul. The artist's hallmark becomes
essential in the human elements that are transformed and acquire dynamism. His way of
photographing corresponds above all to a process of internalising reality in memory in order to
appropriate it in the most complete way and to create the possibility of returning again and again to
explore, question and refine one's own experience. José Gregorio Garzarán's photography, in this
sense, is his way of recording, of preserving, things, others, his own history, his own nostalgia, of
contemplating memories and absences, losses and discoveries, of maintaining a living relationship
with the personal and the collective. 

José Gregorio Garzarán

Art Curator Giulia Fontanesi

“Art is not a handicraft, it is the transmission of feeling the artist has experienced”. 
(Leo Tolstoy)
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Joshua Scranton is an American digital artist whose works of art appear as the representation of a parallel,
dystopian world that brings to mind the cyberpunk culture. Joshua Scranton is once again the guest of an
exhibition organized by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery and on the occasion of "ADRENOCROMO for dinner" he
exhibits two deeply impacting and communicative works of art. An element almost always present in the
artist's works is the koi carp, as in "Mercy In Space" in which the subject seems to float in the universe as
if he were immersed in water together with the carp. The symbolism of the fish accompanies the work
and its reading, the strength and perseverance that the carp represents merge with the soul of the subject
of the work which appears to be represented completely at ease and relaxed.

Joshua Scranton



“Neon Lyla” is a completely different work, it is a portrait of a little girl, whose hair is represented as if it
were a liquid that can float in the air. The image almost recalls the idea of   a character belonging to a
mythological reality, dotted with creatures with different characteristics. The artist explains that her works
are often inspired by what she loves most of all, such as her children, so it is possible to believe that
Scranton's imagination is also driven by the desire to tell stories of parallel worlds and realities to her
children and, to do so, he makes use of his expressive and artistic ability.

Joshua Scranton

Art Curator Martina Viesti
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The artworks by Julia Floth, a contemporary German artist, are imbued with energy, in a continuous
search for beauty in the sense not only of aesthetics, but above all of the inner self. Her canvases become
the place where she condenses and imprints her strongest emotions, rising to moments of reflection and
analysis, in which time stands still. The new series 'Burning Mountains' exemplifies this, leading the artist
to rediscover her interest in acrylics and explore her roots. The intensity of the experience of observing
from the top of a mountain the infinite space in front of her eyes and the profound feeling of freedom that
comes with it, becomes something magical and extremely spiritual for Julia Floth. The adrenalin-filled
sensation of emptiness is in these canvases filled with color and wonder, in a technical process where
spatulas, cork and broad brushes contribute to a more abstract effect.

“That which does not kill us makes us stronger.” (Friedrich Nietzsche)

Julia Floth



Julia Floth

Art Curator Francesca Brunello

We see, in fact, how the expressive style chosen by the artist to create this series of works is deeply
influenced by Japanese printing, where depth is told through a series of oblique lines, in a total absence of
perspective. The bright, strong colors only intensify this narrative, imbued with vibrant emotions,
completely involving the observer. In fact, the intimacy of such an important moment is purposely shared
with us, conveying the same emotion, with the intention of awakening the hidden torpor. The spirituality
of the artistic act thus takes shape before our eyes, detaching our body from reality to reach the highest
peaks. 



Julia Floth
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Jungwon Park is a photographer who lives in Busan, South Korea. The artist states that he photographs
existence, the changes and movement of time that he sees in the sky, sea or flowers. Jungwon Park is, for
the first time a guest of an exhibition organized by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery and on the occasion of
“ADRENOCROMO FOR DINNER” he exhibits three pieces very different from one and other.
“090305_2_3” represents a stick at the beach and it was taken by positive film. The piece recalls the idea
of time, which passes and everything stays still. The colors are soft but penetrating and vibrant.
Everything around the stick moves, but that immaterial element remains still and imperturbable.
“120506_002” is a totally different photograph, the movement is main character of this piece, all the birds
are swirling in the sky, but in the background we see the city which remain immutable. The photograph is
taken by polaroid camera which gives this retrò atmosphere. The last artwork on show is “120515_003”
which is taken with polaroid camera as well. The bottle, placed on the table, gives a glimpse of loneliness.
The atmosphere is a little be melancholic and take the observer to think and look within oneself. “There is
no pre-determined beauty. But there is an existence which I am impressed with, and I just want to convey
what I feel when I come across it.” This is what the artist states. 

Jungwon Park

Art Curator Martina Viesti
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Justin Chan

Art Curator  Sara Grasso

“I continue to break traditional photographic boundaries.”
(Justin Chan)

Justin Chan participates for the first time in an exhibition organized by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery on the occasion of "Adrenocromo
for dinner". His creative ability allows him to make some photos taken by mobile phone of real artistic masterpieces. Justin Chan
knows how to make the colors of the real protagonists, originating extremely eye-catching chromatic compositions, capturing the
nuances of detail in mood and performance. Justin Chan is a photographer extremely capable of breaking traditional photographic
boundaries, and this is evident from "DEEP FOREST", which looks like a real painting: branches, stems and flowers intertwine in
a universe of bright and shiny colors, dull and opaque, which seems to bring out the subjects in relief. "D FULL-MOON
FLOWER" creates the atmosphere of street art, with a yellow circle in the center full of flowers that seem to shine. The shapes are
not clear and defined, and it is precisely this mystery that creates a bright and extremely hopeful atmosphere, as if to indicate
something that comes from the asphalt. A moon of flowers, a light surrounded by darkness and greyness. The last exhibited work,
"STEP INTO D LIGHT", catapults us into an extremely saturated and colorful world: the gate, with the reflection, leans gently on
the ground, giving rise to a play of lights and shadows really exceptional. The work seems to be divided in half, between real and
projection of it. Justin Chan manages to create, starting from a concrete and existing subject, something extremely magical that
does not distort the previous version, but opens new perspectives and highlights the peculiarities and characteristics that, to a more
inattentive eye, they might go unnoticed. 
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The world is a rainbow of colors which stimulates our senses and raise a thousand different emotions in
us. Katherine Javorova is a Slovak contemporary artist who, without following any fixed pattern, takes a
canvas and a palette and begins to give free rein to her immense creativity. Broad brush strokes, thin lines
and a whirl of shades combine to create abstract works with a unique style. “Explosion” was created in
2022 with the acrylic on canvas technique. “It is spontaneous abstraction mixed by structures and colors.
I created this artwork to express positive thoughts and life in colors”, these are Katherine's words. Warm
colors such as red, pink, orange, and yellow alternate with cold colors such as green and blue, creating a
perfect chromatic balance. The title is very evocative: an explosion of energy, optimism, splendour that
illuminates the path of every man. Moments of darkness and pain must never turn off the light that shines
within us: this is the message Katherine wants to convey to her viewers. Run, trip, get up and fall again,
but never lose sight of your goal. Life is unique and must be faced with a smile; life is a show in which
you are the protagonist and no one else. Katherine invites you to immerse yourself in her magical colorful
world where the storm always makes room for the sun. 

“Life is not a silent or black and white show. It is an inexhaustible rainbow of colors.”
(Oriana Fallaci)

Katherine Javorova

Art Curator Camilla Gilardi
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Intuitive, elegant and dynamic are Katty Sardi's works at the international art exhibition
ADRENOCROMO for dinner in the M.A.D.S. international art gallery. Alcohol ink is a genre of
the most recent abstractionist current that is based on the combination of the artist's will and
matter. Katy succeeds in conveying her creative talent to the viewer by giving off positive
vibrations to the world thanks to her technique and the colour palettes she selects. The subjects,
suggested by the titles of the works, are, in fact, also very positive. In her art "the process of
creation is spontaneous and full of personal meaning, the inner energy acts as a guide and the
painting flows. The transformation of emotions through colour and movement are captured in
the work as in life". Ketty's creativity dances with her emotions and talent; the artist gives free
rein to her unconscious and flow of thought, which is why she lives her paintings intensely. The
viewer is transported by the artist's creative journey, which becomes personal and therefore
multiple. The three works she presents are Inner Whisper, Dancing and Golden Breath and
represent her rebirth after a difficult period in her life. Her art, therefore, is born out of necessity
and develops thanks to her talent.

Katty Sardi

Art Curator Mara Cipriano

"My paintings are authentic versions of myself, and a dialogue with my emotions and my day
to day life" Katty Sardi 
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Kenjiro Asaki is a Japanese professional photographer specialising in fantastic
underwater landscapes and beauty. His artistic sensibility is remarkable, capturing
unique emotions hidden in stunning natural details. Snow-covered landscapes are another
favourite subject for Kenjiro. He observes nature and immortalises it, making it eternal
and ethereal. His photographs are true works of art. In the artwork 'Water poured into a
cup' He photographed the surface of the water in the midwinter sunset at Lake Yunoko, a
lake in Tochigi Prefecture, Japan. The colours are enchanting, in shades of purple and
blue, chromatic hues created by plays of reflections and overlapping colours. Kenjiro's
works tell hidden stories, they have secrets to reveal. As in ‘From the bottom of the
soup’, Light reigns supreme and plays the leading role. Water is transformed into a
welcoming and enveloping place. Everything is gently engulfed but the hopeful light
always shines as a guide. The textures given to the materials are wonderful, the rendering
of colours spectacular. It is impossible not to be enraptured by the ethereal beauty
unleashed by nature. Kenjiro captures details, outlines aspects of the elements that go
unnoticed by unobservant eyes. He gives visibility to small things, highlighting the
merits of nature as in the photograph 'Hypnotic and Hibiscus'. The disruptive delicacy of
the flower is combined with the fluidity of water. The contrasting colours combine to
perfection. Two different aspects that turn out to be complementary. The artist gives
voice to the intrinsic beauty of nature, making art of it.

Kenjiro Asaki 

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti
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Two different paintings that can be considered as a sort of fantastic voyage; a consequence of drinking. ‘Vietti Vino
Ragazza’ and ‘Plasma Juice’ are the artworks chosen by Kim Esty for the current exhibition at M.A.D.S. Art Gallery:
‘Adrenocromo For Dinner’. The first one represents a woman while drinking, in an anti-esthetic way, a bottle of Italian
red wine: Barolo, as we can read on the bottle’s label. Looking at her face, we can imagine she is loving it. Two big and
green eyes in contemplation are looking attentively outside the canvas to catch the viewers’ gaze and attention. Some
details, such as the particular collar with fringes worn by the woman, let us think about a theatre performer and, the
second painting, the woman’s drunk subconscious. 

Kim Esty



The scenes’ scheme is the same: the main character on the right side of the canvas and the red wine, previously coming
out from the bottle, is now pouring, covering the whole scene. The woman’s face, now is invisible as to reveal the
effects of drinking to much: the sensation of being elsewhere. The main characters of the pieces are drinking some thing
that is giving them One an adrenaline rush and one an hallucination state of mind. The great use of just some colors,
permit to read the images and to feel the sensations; the smells; the rumors created by the wine. Kim has represented, in
a real and symbolic way, the difficulty to stay in the nowadays society difficult to live in without having the desire to
evade. 

Kim Esty

Art Curator Martina Stagi
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Protective transparent capsules as spaces for memories to coexist. A poem as an image containing
memories of nature. Kingdom of Arberoo, presents “9th arrondissement of Ateras” for the “Adrenocromo
for dinner” Mixed Reality art exhibition at M.A.D.S. Art gallery. A Majestic tree is depicted as an
outstanding presence of how nature’s perseverance triumphs over the stubbornness of humankind.
Witness highlighted capsules surrounding the Majestic tree. A light from the right side is imperative to
understand that these capsules are indeed capsules of light, of life itself. Nature is needed to pursue an
infinite continuum. Utopic cities such as Moro’s, Plato’s, Asimov’s and how to forget Tommaso
Campanella’s city: “The city of the sun” (1602) stating that a community will prosper if it coexists with
nature, a city where technology and discoveries are praised. “9th arrondissement of Ateras” has the
responsibility to depict a generated reality. Green warm tones surround the majestic tree in order to satisfy
nature's continuum. Kingdom of Arberoo is in charge to create a city, to summon nature. “They say that it
is very doubtful whether the world was made from nothing, or from the ruins of other worlds, or from
chaos, but they certainly think that it was made, and did not exist from eternity” - Tommaso Campanella.
Kingdom of Arberoo has started to build an eternal coexistence between nature and its portrayed energy:
memories. 

Art Curator Karla Peralta Málaga

Kingdom of Arberoo



9th arrondissement of Ateras

Kingdom of Arberoo



Kumiko Mayer's art can be defined as a journey through an enchanting vision of the world and
of nature, which accompanies the observer with extraordinary grace. What Kumiko's works
have in common is a continuous dialogue between the external and inner universe, which
mirror each other, drawing strength from their mutual beauty. It is a bold perspective, which
does not let its shining energy be clouded by negativity, but welcomes within itself the
amazement and wonder of the present moment in a sort of modern carpe diem. A real hymn to
life, which delights the eyes and the soul, as happens in Dance of Light 1 and Dance of Light 2.
The gentle delicacy of the two compositions takes the mind to an almost dreamlike dimension,
bewitching the eye with soft beams of light, which dance gracefully with each other. The
harmony between lines, shades and colors thus becomes synonymous with the balance that the
artist hopes for between man and nature, between thoughts and soul, in a whole of sublime
elegance. In One ness Kumiko Mayer seems to lead us to an even deeper and more intimate
level, that of emotion. If Dance of Light 1 and Dance of Light 2 amazed for their grace, One
ness catalyzes the eye for the mastery of the chromatic contrasts between red and black, purple
and gold. What unfolds before the eyes is an ethereal, almost hieratic vision that exalts the
noblest nature of the human soul, and elevates it to a paradigm of a substantial and universal
uniqueness, in which everyone can recognize himself.

Kumiko Mayer

Art Curator Chiara Rizzatti

In order to be irreplaceable one must always be different. (Coco Chanel)

https://www.thoughtco.com/coco-chanel-quotes-p2-3525384


 Dance of Light 1

Kumiko Mayer



Dance of Light 2

Kumiko Mayer



One ness

Kumiko Mayer



It is almost a commonplace to insistently repeat that memory is deceptive and that it oscillates between the need
to survive and historical truth; that it does not obey historical concern at all, but appeals first and foremost to the
preservation of the individual and the group. The image that we reconstruct of the past is not the past, not even
what remains of it, but merely a trace from day to day that is mutable, a reconstruction that is not the result of
randomness, but connects together splinters of memory floating in general oblivion. Memory, like automatic
thinking, has as its first purpose to self-assure. That is why images with the flavor of a distant but not too distant
past have this strong attractive power, Laura Marzola's collage in fact lives by this obsolete aura, they seem to
communicate directly with a present that disturbs the understanding of the past if not properly guided. The
images produced by the artist create new scenarios and environments where fantastic memory will be able to fit
in, an orange patina goes to touch those chords that belong to the child soul, to the moment of admiring curiosity
about events and life. The set of those forms that produce a complete image to lubricate those places of friction
that our memory generates in its confrontation with the present time. Marzola thus elaborates the idea of an ideal
life, in images, that has been lived and that is livable.

Laura Marzola

Art Curator Erika Gravante



Elixir

Laura Marzola



The Bright Side

Laura Marzola



The Truth Is Silent, But Beautiful

Laura Marzola



Leena Holmström is a photographer and a contemporary artist who lives and works in Northern Finland.
Leena's artistic career is rich and defines the talent and artistry of the artist herself. Leena Holmström is,
for the first time, a guest of an exhibition organized by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery and, on the occasion, of
“ADRENOCROMO for dinner” she exhibits “Strange World_No 4” which is a figurative artwork,
realized thanks to the use of primed fine art print and aluminum composite board. We are faced with a
gloomy desolate atmosphere, the moment imprinted in the image seems suspended in time, the
represented subject is perfectly immersed in the context in which it is located. The result of this work is a
still image that seems to have come out of a dystopian and science fiction film, the woman as a subject is
twisted and almost changed. The scenario recalls that of desolate and practically abandoned cities. The
storytelling of the work is a real tale of a parallel and distant reality that the artist imagines and is able to
capture and print on an aluminum composite board. The elements that trigger this vision are many,
starting from the mutation of the woman's face, which pushes a stroller that is not a real stroller, but a
trolley whose content is hidden from us but which triggers the observer's curiosity. In the background an
electrical panel, a destroyed and rusty pipe. Doubts about what may be present around the gloomy and
dark corner. These are all elements that lead the observer to ask questions that can find an answer,
probably only personal, through the imagination.

Leena Holmström

Art Curator Martina Viesti



Strange World_4

Leena Holmström



In fluid dynamics, turbulence is that particular condition of a fluid in motion, which is characterized by
the lack of regularity in the trajectory of particles, which show strong fluctuations in speed and swirling
motions. The works of Leeroy Rivera, a contemporary Puerto Rican artist, are marked by an intense
turbulence of colors that, applied dynamically on the canvas, give the observer an overwhelming and
psychedelic experience. Quick brushstrokes extend into space, allowing portraits of people or characters
dear to the artist to emerge. The work "Alex DeLarge", in fact, depicts the main character of one of
Stanley Kubrick's best-known films, "A Clockwork Orange", an important source of inspiration for
Leeroy Rivera, who here exploits the director's aesthetics and thinking to give shape to the portrait. The
vorticity of the colors communicates an incessant energy, transporting the observer to a completely
disruptive sensory dimension.

“Transcendental Meditation gives me an island of calm in the midst of so much turbulence.”
(Paul McCartney)

Leeroy Rivera



Leeroy Rivera

Art Curator Francesca Brunello

The work "Delirium" is also an important example. Here we see Don Quixote in the centre of the canvas
in a moment of complete delirium. His body seems suspended in time, and his gaze seems as if
hypnotized. By nullifying space and time, the artist leaves the viewer at the mercy of his brushstrokes,
face to face with himself and the subjects of his paintings. Influenced by the expressiveness that
characterizes the Expressionist movement of the first two decades of the 20th century, Leeroy Rivera
imbues his canvases with his deepest emotions, giving free rein to his imagination and allowing the
turbulence of his inner self to take on new form outside him, through painting. He uses the creative act as
a means to evolve himself and above all to seek a connection with the observer, pushing him to reach a
new spirituality.



Leeroy Rivera

Alex DeLarge



Leeroy Rivera

Delirium



For her 4th exhibition with M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, the American artist Leigh Witherell displays her works
City and Enigma at the occasion ADRENOCROMO FOR DINNER. Strongly influenced by her
environment and her personal experiences, Leigh reinterprets scenarios and scenes on her canvas to show
the audience her vision of the world. Bright colours, impactful contrasts and mixed techniques reveal the
beauty and the bond with her beloved Florida. 

Leigh Witherell

"I have always knocked at the door of that wonderful and terrible enigma which is life."
(Eugenio Montale)



Deep blue waters and tempestuous skies partially uncover the skyline of the city. The storm creates a light
foggy aura surrounding the city, suggesting an element of mystery that is also present in other artworks.
Leigh delivers hidden messages that in her painting Enigma are encapsulated by the mysterious woman,
the protagonist of the scene. Who is this lady? What is her story? While appreciating the details and depth
brought by the use of highlights and shadows, the observer is able to solve the enigmas according to their
own experience and thus, connect with Leigh and her vision.

Leigh Witherell

Art Curator Francesca Mamino



City

Leigh Witherell



Enigma

Leigh Witherell



During a séance, or where someone recently died, a photograph is taken: after the film is developed, the
photograph shows the presence of a spirit entity, and is shown as evidence of the presence of the deceased there.
Soon after the invention of photography, the profession of the spirit photographer was born, a figure to fill the
immediate void created by the arrival of photography, with the possibility almost felt as a limit, to stop and
frame reality. This definition seems to leave no room for the non-real, for the invisible, for the spiritual. Lidija
Comença seems to fit perfectly into this nineteenth-century gap: she poses to photography built on double
exposure and superimposition, as to a logbook, images that indicate presences and absences, momentary
passages and eternal permanences. Lidija Comença's artworks seem to lead the viewer by the hand to paths of
unknown and perhaps feared woods, immersed in fog. The images produced by the artist are like long awaited
visits that finally happened. A desaturation of the colors of reality to prefer the calm tones of the passage of time
and especially of memory. Images that are themselves the sign testifying to the passage of lifeblood between the
hemispheres of the brain, between times experienced, between memories set aside. It is a profession, the spirit
photographer, that anticipates the conceptual and surreal artist, creating the impossible, showing a new version
of reality completely twisted in its own advantage, making the graspable elusive. 

Lidija Commeça

Art Curator Erika Gravante



Luz

Lidija Commeça



Moth Matinée

Lidija Commeça



Ennui moderne

Lidija Commeça



Three Sugars

Lidija Commeça



Tunnel Of Love

Lidija Commeça



The use of colors reflects the origins and previous life experiences of the artist LOUMA: they are vibrant, and
sometimes juxtaposed without precise boundaries, only the shape of the brushstroke separates them. The shapes
of the subject are easily intuitive, yet they are represented in a primitive way, 'à la, Henri Rousseau', 'à la
Picasso': is this an attempt to return to the origins and to more tribals way of representing art ? Like the "Fauves"
movement, there is a simplification of forms and gods in these works subjects. The artist, coherently with her
stylistic choice, decides not to insert any kind of perspective, to adopt the proportions to abandon the
chiaroscuro. In these works the use of bright colors that give life to the painting is clearly visible – and scathing.
In fact, Fauvism, unlike the other expressionist movements, does not show any interest in the political-social
aspects of the world in which it lives, but only in the open rejection of natural forms and in the use of usual
colours. An alternative chromaticity dictated by the taste for the masters of violent colours. Protagonists of this
trend were André Derain, Georges Braque, Henri Matisse, Albert Marquet. The most important figure of the
group was Henri Matisse who used vividly contrasting colors from the beginning, until he created a work, where
the color freed from its traditional descriptive role expresses its maximum potential: Collioure in the summer of
1904. In the paintings of Matisse we note the violence of the colors, the absence of shadows and lights with a
barely hinted perspective. And coherently with these principles, even in LOUMA's works, the backgrounds of
the painting are deliberately not very detailed and often painted in dark colors, making the subject of the work
more present and central in the representation.

LOUMA 

Art Curator  Federica D'Avanzo



Narcisse Version N° 2

LOUMA 



Night call

LOUMA 



The Groove

The Groove



Lucie Balaguer is a great artist from Republica Ceca, that lives and works vive in the Balearic
Islands. Lucie Balaguer is an evolving artist and her artistic research is not limited to a unique
and repeated style, but thanks to her creativity ranges between various expressive experiments.
We have known her in previous exhibitions with pointillism, with materic artworks, and now
in the exhibition "Adrenocromo for dinner" in M.A.D.S. ART GALLERY we can understand
her through a more figurative art. She presents in fact "Colorful mind", an oil painting on
canvas: this is a real explosion of color, touches of purple, pink, blue, white that mix and
dominate creating a highly suggestive pattern. In this purple explosion there is a female figure:
the woman, sketched, is placed three quarters of the viewer and directs the gaze in front of her
with a dreamy air. The composition makes us feel inside the painting, as if we were in the
place of the woman and as if that vortex of color had come out of ourselves, our essence and
our mind. We are ourselves reflected in that purple bomb: the purple that is the simbol of
irrationality, of human instinct, of the propriety of our mind, of emotions and internal impulses.
Lucie Balaguer, with her bursting art, takes us on a mental journey that leads us to know
ourselves. Hes brush is our guide to the revelation of infinity.

Lucie Balaguer

Art Curator Giulia Dellavalle

The purple color is a symbol of the dream, it stimulates creativity, even if an excess
of it can cause loss of the sense of reality. (Margherita Tizzi)



Lucie Balaguer

Colorful mind



Ludmila Vorotnikova

Elegance is not an outer quality, but a part of the soul that is visible to others (Paulo Coelho)

The artworks that Ludmila Vorotnikova presented for Adrenocromo give the impression of
conversing with each other, showing to the maximum degree an external splendor which
translates into an internal beauty. The dreamy delicacy of Innocence blends with a slight
malice given by the juxtaposition between the ethereal face of the girl portrayed and her
naked breasts. It is a contrast that gives even greater prominence to the angelic vision of the
whole, allowing the gaze to linger on every detail of a perfect youth, about to blossom like the
magnificent flower that adorns her head. The gaze can only be cradled by this gentle
appearance, appreciating the extraordinary play of alternating colors and textures, shades and
geometries.



Ludmila Vorotnikova

With Girl with yellow lilies the artist detaches herself from the sweet sensuality of Innocence,
to bring attention to a more chaste but equally enchanting dimension. The embroidered cap
and dress - as well as the shape of the composition similar to a cameo - bring to mind the
imagery of a distant era, which is made current by a fresh and innovative representation based
on combinations of warm and cold colours. Ludmila Vorotnikova's mastery never ceases to
amaze with the vividness of thoughts and emotions that she is able to arouse in the observer,
even after viewing the artwork. A lingering experience, floating through the eyes and the
heart.

Art Curator Chiara Rizzatti



Innocence

Ludmila Vorotnikova



Girl with yellow lilies 

Ludmila Vorotnikova



Luisa Maria Lasso Palacios

Luisa Maria Lasso Palacios is a Colombian artist and performer. She was born next to the border with
Ecuador, where she learned from different kind of experiences in the “Carneval de Negros y Blancos,
declared Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity by UNESCO. On occasion of the exhibition entitled
“Adrenocromo for dinner” held by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, the artist presents two photographs – “Cracks
(Grietas series)” and “Dance and life, a delicate jump”- and one performance entitled “Mopa-Mopa”. The
two photographs are taken under a microscope. In fact, Maria Luisa, before studying Fine Arts,
approached the studies of chemical engineering, in which she learned to use certain tools, today useful to
her artistic practice. She herself declares that the process of studies to get to refine this technique was
long and, today, it is still a delicate and complicated process. "Both during the creative process and now
of capturing the image, I have to be very careful, since at any moment the image can be transformed. It is
a long and wasteful process, which not only requires a physical effort but also a corporal work as it is
involved from different aspects. Most of my microscopic paintings are made with those oils and with my
hair because it has a deep meaning for my life and for my creative process as an artist" - she says. In
addition to these two interesting and unique photographs, the artist decides to show the public a
performance, created by the artist herself in honor of Barniz de Pasto (Pasto Varnish). The performance
takes the viewers into another dimension, inviting them to surrender to their emotions. The combination
of dance, music, art and the strength of the body, gives life to an exhibition that takes viewers back to
primordial concepts, almost ritual, bringing them closer to their inner self. 

Art Curator Giorgia Massari 



Luisa Maria Lasso Palacios

Cracks (Grietas series)



Luisa Maria Lasso Palacios

Dance and life, a delicate jump



Luisa Maria Lasso Palacios

Mopa-Mopa (performance)



When observing the world from above multiple emotions invest our soul. We remain dazzled by the beauty of
that blue sphere, our body remains motionless before the splendor of our planet earth. Like a magnet, that little
blue dot in the middle of the universe attracts us inexorably. We scan its clouds swirling in eddies across the
globe's surface, we observe its jagged edges on the continents' coastlines, and we are fascinated by that blue so
deep that it characterizes the coloring of the oceans. Yet in the face of all this beauty, a feeling pervades us. We
begin to feel part of something great, something that escapes physical and temporal laws, something so
boundless that we cannot even imagine. And that is how we realize the fact that our planet is a mere dot in a
probably infinite universe. A small, almost invisible atom, encompassed by the darkness of the cold cosmos. The
universe is a hostile environment, extremely cold and dark. Frozen space with undefined boundaries traversed by
radiation and gamma rays. Yet, planet earth is brimming with life and, together with the moon, its faithful
satellite, continues to nurture and nurture the presence of life. We, the inhabitants of earth, fail to notice the
beauty of our planet. We ravage it, we abuse it, forgetting the life it has given us. Yet, there is something in our
sky that reminds us of the essence of the earth, its perfection in the midst of the darkness of the cosmos: the
moon. 

Lun Lun



Splendid cluster of rock and regolith shines with diaphanous light reflected by its brother Sun. It is there, high in
the sky and, like a silent guardian watches over our existences every night. Lun Lun with her works pays a
splendid tribute to the Moon. The satellite is filled with as many colors as its craters and stands within a lapis
lazuli-colored sky. Fluorescent pink flecks are interspersed with greenish and bluish patches in an amalgam of
colors that characterizes the lunar surface. The surface of the moon, once white and gray is now covered with
patches of color upon patches of color as if the artist's feelings and emotions about the satellite have been
inextricably poured onto its surface. The moon is colored as well as Lun Lun's feelings, and the latter's love for
the satellite literally expands throughout the cosmos, reaching the heart of the viewer of the work by
transcending the boundaries of space-time. The milky satellite that once shone in solitude in the night sky now
feels less alone, Lun Lun and all of us are with him, giving him their love and coloring him with joy. The gray
and white reliefs are now blue; the craters, once dark and sinister places are now illuminated by the glow of
fluorescent pink. The white beauty of the moon is now intensely colored and we with it. Tonight, as we gaze at
the sky, let us imagine her like this, full of colors and hues.

Lun Lun

Art Curator Lisa Galletti



Lun Lun 

Blue Earth



Lun Lun 

Moonlight



Lun Lun 

Over the Rainbow



Lun Lun 

The Moon Shining in the Universe



Incisive, communicative, emotionally charged. The international art exhibition ADRENOCROMO for
dinner in the international art gallery M.A.D.S. presents Luzzy Sárgabarack. Lucie has been
passionate about art since the age of 14.  In 2017, following a minor accident, she returned to the
canvas after an artistic break and rediscovered her love for painting. Her works are the representation
of her flow of thoughts and at the same time they are epiphanies, mental visions that freeze her time
and transport the artist to an alternative dimension where she fully experiences the relationship with
her creativity, a dimension without space and without time, with a strong emotional charge. The result
is works of great impact and expressive force, which communicate with the visitor and arouse visceral
emotions. Luzzy presents Joker, "a psychopath with a sadistic sense of humour. A criminal who uses
his chemical knowledge to produce poisonous and deadly substances" Just as we would in front of a
portrait by Leonardo da Vinci, we are intrigued by the subject's expression. The Joker laughs but his
laughter does not convey positivity but dismay, a sense of discomfort. In this, our artist proves to be
very talented, because she manages to communicate an emotion through the inverse of his expression.
For this purpose, the use of colours is also decisive. In addition, a special feature that should be
emphasised is the use of photoluminescent pigment "which lights up at night to show another part of
the image.... the poker card".

Luzzy Sárgabarack

Art Curator Mara Cipriano

“When I paint, I feel a strange peace in me, when thoughts stop, my pulse slows down and
everything around me becomes silent, I lose track of time. At that moment, when I paint, there

is nothing around me. Just me, a canvas and a brush”  (Luzzy Sárgabarack)



Luzzy Sárgabarack

Joker



Still life is the pictorial depiction of inanimate objects such as flowers, fruit, vegetables, game, household
objects and furnishings. It began to be in vogue in the Netherlands in the mid-16th century and spread to
the rest of Europe in the following decades. The artworks by Mackenzie Gregson, a contemporary
Canadian artist, are deeply influenced by the art of this historical period, also showing a strong
connection to Impressionism and Post-Impressionism, from which she draws inspiration for its more
modern approach. Thanks to this profound knowledge of art history, the artist succeeds in condensing
different epochs and styles on her canvases, resulting in something truly new and entirely contemporary.
Her paintings not only depict still lives, but also often turn to portraiture, enveloping the subject in calm
and silent settings, as if suspended in time.

“The successful painter is continually painting still life.” (Charles Webster Hawthorne)

Mackenzie Gregson



Mackenzie Gregson

Art Curator Francesca Brunello

The artist's aim is to allow herself to be enveloped by the beauty of the objects and her subjects,
completely distracting the attention from the essence of the person and the stratification of emotions and
feelings that characterize them. In this way she manages to stop time and define space, inviting us to
reflect in quiet serenity. What distinguishes her works is precisely her ability to transport the observer into
another dimension, where the soft colors and delicate settings make everything more magical. Even the
persons depicted often detach themselves from reality, as if absorbed by wallpapers overflowing with
magnificent decorations. The subjects of her canvases seem to disappear as one observes them, leaving
room only for beauty and visual experience, where time and space dissolve.  



Mackenzie Gregson

La Dame Baroque



Mackenzie Gregson

Nature Morte No 1



There is a general tendency to emphasise the subject matter as if it were the most important element of
poetic creation, but the subject matter is not, since it does not constitute an aesthetic category, and even
the most insignificant subject matter, when treated in an exquisite manner, can turn into good visual
poetry. Thought viscerally yearns to encounter in the word that embodies it the exact music that exalts it.
For only in this way, through the encounter of the idea with its authentic music, can thought reach the
height of its power, only in this way can it manifest itself in body and soul in order to continue to perform
its primordial task: to shake human consciousness. However, beauty must be the foundation and main
objective of aesthetic creation as well as the core of creative activity. From the pursuit of beauty comes
passion, a feeling that artist Magali Evesque warmly invites us to experience and follow, indeed she
suggests it as a direct consequence of witnessing her paintings on cotton canvas. Hints of colour and lines
move rhythmically in space, creating a harmonious lyricism that follows like a perfect shadow the idea of
Art as a dancing spirit that stirs consciences with its aesthetic presence.

 MAGALI EVESQUE
 

Art Curator Federica D'Avanzo



 MAGALI EVESQUE

Interstellar



 MAGALI EVESQUE

Ukraine



 MAGALI EVESQUE

Passion



Toxicomania seems to embody to the letter the Platonic theory of desire that makes lack not the driving
force in the pursuit of happiness, but that despotic and untamable beast, to stay with another Platonic
image, that drives one to cling to it without being able to strive for anything else. Under this form desire
makes us feel unbearable yet irresistible pain, and the pleasure that follows is cessation of this pain, non-
pain, negative pleasure. An anesthetic moment, which by grammatical commitment seems to seek its
unfolding in a field opposite to the aesthetic field that art and artists are concerned with. Yet, mankofunk
finds himself stooped to work on these sensations of anesthetization of the senses, confusion of visual
perception of the world from which to derive an almost comforting pleasure in its being chaotic and
destabilizing. Colors and shapes that take different positions in the flowing time, strong images but at the
same time placed in the right narrative context so they are in harmony with an induced state of mind. The
artist thus becomes a shaman, leading a hallucinogenic trip that will lead to its only possible fulfillment:
enjoyment.

mankofunk 

Art Curator Federica D'Avanzo
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melting characters



mankofunk 

glowing powder lines



mankofunk 

acid slush



In the wake of contemporary art greats Pollock and Fontana, Manuela Ghidini goes beyond the canonical idea of painting and
gives us three masterpieces. Manuela is a child of our time, she plays with space and goes beyond the concept of time. Like
her masters, action, movement and matter are the protagonists of her works. Manuela works with the canvas on the floor,
exploiting the resistance of a hard surface, the artist becomes part of the work and understanding her movements is essential
to understanding her art. Manuela decides, finally, to use different materials with the intention of uniting the more refined
strand of art with the coarser, more material one, which as the great master Burri teaches, through art acquires dignity. Our
beloved three dominant colours are back. The international art exhibition ADRENOCROMO for dinner at the international art
gallery M.A.D.S. presents three new works. Manuela exceeds herself and presents us with three masterpieces that travel
between painting and sculpture, between abstractionism and minimalism. Her works are marked by the musical reference,
present in the titles and representations, to one of the world's best-known Italian singer-songwriters, Vasco Rossi. Però la
dignità, dove l’avete persa represents anger against what others have and the hatred stimulated by it, which results in
violence "from the black jet that breaks up the painting. The black circular shapes symbolise whispers, what is said under
one's breath, what hurts. What is coveted, on the other hand, is represented by the spherical parts: perfection. In particular,
the red sphere represents the living part of each of us that is wounded by man's wickedness and feels pain. Senza pensare a
niente is the crumbling of colour "a structure slowly demolished by what is represented by the red-coloured pixels: that
which symbolises the reaction and the will to survive the pain one can no longer bear". Finally, Jenny è soltanto un ricordo is
the elaboration of pain, "the wound is expressed by the red scar that runs across the painting and the rest, the white silhouette
hidden by a veil, expresses the beginning of something new, almost as if it depicts a new human being... a different person,
better than the one she was before".

Manuela Ghidini

Art Curator Mara Cipriano

“Sharing my deepest inner drives through my creations will allow you to taste my essence of
art”  (Manuela Ghidini)



Manuela Ghidini

Jenny é soltanto un ricordo



Manuela Ghidini

Però la dignità, dove l’avete persa



Manuela Ghidini

Senza pensare a niente



Maria Balderas, born in Mexico but immigrated to the United States at an early age, has made the
challenges experienced throughout her life her primary source of artistic inspiration. Her professional
artistic career began in 2016, which allowed her to address an international audience and propose her
personal vision of the world through a style that passes from the figurative to the abstract, but which
maintains a compositional coherence that sees color real protagonist. "Melting" is an unusual, penetrating
artwork, as penetrating is the blue color which, in all its mellowness, slides off the canvas. The artwork,
very simple and intuitive at first glance, reveals all the artist's expressive power and acts as a table for
dialogue on the numerous problems of today. The tensions and concerns of today's society emerge
decisively and show themselves with all their facets, represented by the numerous color changes within
the reference chromatic scale. Maria Balderas speaks to us of contemporaneity, of communication
difficulties, of the absence of listening, but also of hope, of struggle.

Maria Balderas
"There are intensities of blue even beyond the clearest blue imaginable."

(David Foster Wallace)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Art Curator Federica Schneck



Maria Balderas

Melting



Maria Eulalia is a Brazilian artist. Her art is expressed on small-format watercolors. She joins M.A.D.S
Art Gallery for the second time on the occasion of the International Art Exhibition “Adrenocromo for
dinner” and, again, she exhibits three of beautiful watercolors. The first is “Uma vela”, which represents
a candle surrounded by trees. This work reflects the sadness that the Brazilian people feel for their
country due to the resurgence of fires in the Amazon rainforest. But it’s also a complaint against the
barges that travel down the Amazon River, illegally trafficking the giant trunks of dead trees. The second
work is “Marinhas” where we see many beautiful marine trees, birds flying over them. Here, Maria
Eulalia has drawn the roots with great skill and precision. This beautiful work reflects the concern for the
destruction of mangroves and sandbanks, a disaster promoted by past brazilian federal government
policy. The third watercolor is “Passarinhos”. We see big trees and sturdy trunks where little red birds
are resting. The choice of earthy colors such as brown and orange make the figures stand out against the
white background. Her works convey a sense of peace but are also an opportunity to get closer to the
enchanting Brazilian world. The artist has decided to represent evocative landscapes that are also a
complaint on some problems of the beautiful but martyred Brazilian territory. In all the paintings the
artist plays with the simple colors of nature, those of the sea like blue and green and those of the land
like brown and orange. Maria Eulalia gives us works of great delicacy, a window on her enchanted world
but which hides suffering. 

Maria Eulalia

Art Curator Federica Acciarino

“Watercolor is a swim in the metaphysics of life... a mirror of one's own character. 
Let it be unpredictable and colorful.”

(Gene Allen)

https://www.azquotes.com/quote/10269
https://www.azquotes.com/quote/10269
https://www.azquotes.com/quote/10269


Maria Eulalia

Uma vela
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Maria Eulalia

Passarinhos



Mariola Wroblewski has an unmistakable creative style. Her creative
process always includes the colour gold, which embellishes each image
and makes it non-replicable, a unique and wonderful creation. To this
element are added colours that are sometimes brighter, sometimes more
intense. The colour travels freely on the canvas, giving rise to
unprecedented and flamboyant abstractions. Figurative forms mingle
with creativity, light and coloured pigments. There are clear references to
expressionism and surrealism. Mariola draws on different artistic
influences to create an artistic vision of reality. She offers different points
of view, focusing on the true essence of objects, the intrinsic and almost
material spirit of forms. The artist has a strong sensitivity that spills over
into her images, which are extremely emotional and capable of triggering
overwhelming inner whirlwinds.

Mariola Wroblewski 

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti
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Martin, presents “Bellini”, “domino606” and “My role play” for the “Adrenocromo for dinner” Mixed
Reality art exhibition at M.A.D.S. Art gallery. “Color directly influences the soul. Color is the keyboard,
the eyes are the hammers, the soul is the piano with many strings. The artist is the hand that plays,
touching one key or another purposively, to cause vibrations in the soul.” - Wassily Kandinsky,
Concerning the Spiritual in Art. Kandinsky, described some of his work as “the sound of colors”, an
example of this is “Yellow, Red, Blue”, a visual symphony with an overwhelming composition. Many
types of synesthesia exist, what is important is to understand how the stimulation of a sense triggers
another sense to be activated. Synesthesia as evolved senses. Martin depicts rhythm and balance in three
artworks. The artist values each trace as a musical perception. In the first artwork we witness how
symmetry reveals a calm truth, which is the understanding of equilibrium after turmoil. “domino606”
carries the responsibility to design a map in black-and-white where rhythm takes the lead of each line and
creates different paths to follow. “My role play” conveys an idea to overcome what society thinks has
been established, there is no need to follow when you can create. A dynamic rhythm fills the entire
artwork where perspectives vary to present the boldness of black-and-white, which is imperative to
undertake the task of remembering what we are pursuing. Musical actions have been orchestrated by
Martin creating the spatialization of musical movements. 

Art Curator Karla Peralta Málaga
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Masaki Hirokawa is a Japanese artist whose wide range of activities includes graphic design,
smartphone app development, interactive movie production and website development. Now a
familiar face in M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, Masaki returns to present for the exhibition
"ADRENOCROMO for dinner" two digital photos. The first one, "Division," depicts a
woman in undergarments lying on a thin rock. With a relaxed and dreamy attitude, she is
placed in a cloudy sky tinged with pink and orange - perhaps it is just during a sunset - ,
which increases the dreamy sense of the image. As with each of Masaki's works, his simple
but ethereal images always carry deep meanings and are meant to invite the viewer to make
acute reflections. "Division" in fact focuses on the concept of loneliness: for the artist,
solitude has existed since birth, and is something that we naturally huddle close to for our
entire lives. To begin with, humanity cannot exist without a sense of separation. However,
once we relinquish our five senses, and our souls are released into the universe, it disappears
and fades away, as we become one with the air. God has given us our sense of separate
individuality, of a self, and after living the fullness of our lives, learning much from our
emotions and feelings, perhaps it is our role to return those memories to heaven when we take
leave of this earth. That one single, instantaneous moment when our souls are allowed to feel
peace, the sense of unity of various elements coexisting—that indeed is the truth, while
suffering is nothing more than an illusion invented by humanity. 

Masaki Hirokawa



The second work in the exhibition, "Moirai," depicts three dreamy-looking young maidens
who recall, as the title already hints, the Fates—three sisters of Greek mythology. The past,
present, and future, are concepts conjured up by humanity, and exist only as illusions. The
passage of time is not a contiguous element, it is nothing more than fragments. The mind, or
spirit, acquires the conceptual aspect of time via a bird's-eye view, while the body, the flesh,
experiences time within a limited lifespan, and the soul presides over the interactions of both
of those coexisting forms. Even if one were able to predict the path of their destiny, any
resistance would be meaningless, like an opposition against the flow of a mighty river.
Generally, to assimilate completely with the soul, and attempt to pilot the rudders of fate
ahead of one's time, is an act forbidden to human beings. Any such attempt would bring with
it a heavy price, and most likely require the offering of a corresponding and suitable penalty,
in accordance with the laws of the universe. On the other hand, all of humanity has been born
with the promise to guide this world to happiness, and above all else, to acquire one's own
happiness. At times, it may be impossible to believe in such a thing. There are certainly
moments when we curse the gods. And yet, the sun's light continues to shine upon this planet
as always, while the moon quietly illuminates the darkness of night, and there are abundant
riches upon this earth. Masaki Hirokawa's works, in extremely positivistic terms, again
manifest this principle: no matter what path fate travels, the road we traverse is illuminated
far and wide, and whatever happiness, or even suffering, that we feel during that journey, is
pleasure and joy to the soul. All that exists can do so thanks to continuously receiving the
gods' generous benefits and blessings.

Masaki Hirokawa

Art Curator Matilde Della Pina 
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“I'm an abstract artist from the UAE and I paint music”, Mediya says about herself. Her works are charged with instincts,
romantic pathos and powerful energy. Underneath this creative endeavour lies an expressive need: a deep essence sprung by
music wishes to come out and so, it echoes into the paint. As a person with auditory-visual synesthesia, a condition that consists in
experiencing, through a visual, tactile or auditory stimulus, another sensorial perception, Mediya can hear the sound of colours
and see the notes of music. In her works, music is not merely a muse; rather, Mediya evokes rhythms and tones on the canvas,
translating a relationship between sounds and colours, music and art. It seems that Vasilij Kandinskij was able to see music too.
He, in fact, talked about the desire to create works that trigger a multi-sensory experience in the viewers; he wanted to “capture
the inner sound of the elements” and we can see this in Mediya’s paintings as well. The melody of the songs that Mediya listens to
is translated into colours, shapes and textures and the energy that music evokes becomes brushstrokes on the canvas. “I paint what
I see. Each art piece is a song and that is how they are titled”, Mediya explains. The paintings “ANDROMEDA - GORILLAZ”,
"BOHEMIAN RHAPSODY - QUEEN" and "SEVEN NATION ARMY - THE WHITE STRIPES" are three extraordinary
examples. Three different songs with different melodies create a connection with specific colours and imprint them in Mediya’s
mind and painting gestures. In each painting, colours have a different tone as different is the pinch of the three songs. If the round
and splashing-like brushstrokes give “ANDROMEDA - GORILLAZ” an almost futuristic and astrology-related mood, the vertical
and dropping-like brushstrokes give "BOHEMIAN RHAPSODY - QUEEN” a dramatic and romantic tone, which differs from the
energetic and rocky brushstrokes and strong colours that Mediya uses in "SEVEN NATION ARMY - THE WHITE STRIPES”.
Mediya’s art is a multilateral connection between songs and colours that can have multiple interpretations. Therefore, observe the
paintings while listening to the songs they are titled, and I promise that you will experience something incredible, something that
never feels the same and that will become a vehicle for connecting to your physical and psychic dimensions.

Mediya Al Matroshy

“Art and music shine a light of meaning on ordinary life, and through them we are able to
confront the things that trouble us and to find consolation and peace in their presence.”

(Roger Scruton)

Art Curator Martina Lattuca
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Leonard Koren, an American artist, defines Wabi-Sabi as "the beauty of imperfect and incomplete things, the
antithesis to our classical western notion of beauty as something perfect, lasting and monumental [...] It comes
from what is delicate, soft, undefined and subtle that could go unnoticed as trivial or insignificant."Wabi-sabi (侘
寂)" is a Japanese term used to refer to an aesthetic worldview. It would literally be "the beauty of imperfection",
so it is usually sought in the natural elements and in those that have an incomplete or impermanent character.
Instead of seeking perfect symmetry, we look for asymmetry, simplicity and naturalness. This is exactly what
happens in the masterpieces of the Dutch artist Megan Lee. Megan’s art is explosive, visceral, it goes straight to
the viewer. The movement of color on the canvas is pure creative energy that takes shape brushstroke after
brushstroke. Her artistic background allows her to experiment with various styles and use different techniques
with great skill. East meets West describes her works. Contemporary piece with a pair of rods 3D effect painted
with mixed media is one of her new collections that aims to bridge the gap between East and West. In the
realization of the work "Still Sunset" here proposed on the occasion of the international exhibition
"ADRENOCROMO for dinner" the artist represents the feeling of sunset, the warm and cold lights that meet in
this moment of passage between day and night, The light and the darkness. There is something very poetic about
this, almost mystical and reassuring. The color loops chase each other from one side of the canvas with
movements now sharp now more delicate. The final result is a composition that recalls an elegant and creative
dress, a work that has much to tell and that transmits a journey, a vision. Her collections of abstract and
contemporary will draw you into her world; a reality where art, thought and ingenuity coexist in harmony.

Megan Lee 

Art Curator Eleonora Varotto
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Fast and instinctive brushstrokes, precise and studied lines, strong chromatic contrasts: the Meisui
Hatano’s art is this and much more. The contemporary Japanese artist’s works are an explosion of energy,
a whirlwind of intense emotions. "Never give up" was made in 2022 with the sumi ink and face colors
technique on drawing paper. From the centre of the sheet, broad brushstrokes spread outwards, revealing
a few white spaces. The predominant color is purple which, explored in different shades, meets sky blue
and bright gold. The title is very suggestive: life will often confront you with difficult challenges, the
obstacles to overcome will be an everyday occurrence. What is the secret to achieving victory? Positivity,
willpower, dedication in whatever you do. Sometimes the walls will seem insurmountable and
overcoming them will seem impossible: NEVER GIVE UP! Metaphorically, in the painting the man is
the centre from which the multiple brushstrokes depart; each of them represents the reflections that lead
him to make decisions, the emotions that upset his mood, the encounters that change his vision of reality.
Each of us is the source from which everything starts and is the destination to which the result of our
actions returns. Meisui Hatano through this abstract work invites viewers to remember to always be the
protagonists of their own lives: paint every day with a thousand colors and drive away the rain when it
approaches.

“It’s not what you look at that matters, it’s what you see.” (Henry David Thoreau)

Meisui Hatano

Art Curator Camilla Gilardi
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Duality is the nature or condition of that which is composed of two elements or principles. In the artworks by
Melissa Zienter, an American contemporary artist, we often encounter the concept of duality, declined and
studied in all its facets. She often refers to human nature for both good and evil, analyzing the nuances that
distinguish it. For instance, we often encounter the figure of the clown, as fascinating as it is disturbing, a
cinematic cliché that has always portrayed the madness of the characters who play its part. The duplicity of
identity, the instability and the deep, intimate pain that resides in each of us, takes shape before our eyes, now
mesmerized by Melissa Zienter's seductive artworks. In "Nathaniel, the blue boy" and in "Helena, the white
clown", we are fascinated by the beauty of these portraits, where the metallic color reverberates the light and
makes the nuances even more intense. Rich in maniacally defined decorations and precise details, these canvases
take on even more meaning, showing us the artist's dedication and her need to tell her story through these
characters. Love is also an important concept for Melissa Zienter to narrate, here wrapped in a thousand symbols
and details as in the work "Sextasy", where we see a young couple in the throes of sexual pleasure. We note how
the Klimtian influence shows itself with emphasis, among flowers and cells surrounding the space, wrapped in
golden hues full of energy. The space vibrates and the duality here is annulled, transforming man and woman
into a single body. The artist prompts us to reflect on how important it is to find a balance between the two
extremes. Good and evil, light and darkness, man and woman, find new expressiveness here, becoming a mirror
of that reality where opposites, instead of fighting each other, coexist.

“Art washes away from the soul the dust of everyday life.” (Pablo Picasso)

Melissa Zienter

Art Curator Francesca Brunello
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Surreal is what exceeds and goes beyond the dimension of sensible reality, expressing or evoking the
world of the unconscious, the inner life and dreams. The artworks by Messiah Brown, an American
contemporary artist, are intensely linked to the representation of a surreal reality, making art the medium
to collect and narrate his unconscious drives, like a diary in which he records those relevant moments of
his life. The artist himself declares that he incorporates his daily inspirations into his projects, allowing
his reality to be transformed through the artistic act into something new. His paintings are often
characterized by the presence of multiple eyes. Always at the centre of human culture, the eye has been
used as a symbol and has been the protagonist of metaphors. In the dream world, eyes are often
considered mirrors of the soul, tools for seeing beyond appearances, while their absence is synonymous
with an inability to see something that affects us personally.

“Surrealism is destructive, but it destroys only what it considers to be shackles limiting our vision.”
(Salvador Dali)

Messiah Brown



Messiah Brown

Art Curator Francesca Brunello

In Messiah Brown's art, the eye takes on an otherworldly significance, reminding us of the importance of
a connection with the divine. These multiple eyes do not look towards a phenomenal reality, but rather
want to turn towards a metaphysical and inner reality, to observe the unconscious in an act of ecstatic
recollection. The bright colors and surrealist style that distinguish his artistic research inspire the observer
to look with new eyes, estranged from the noise of reality. Seeing, according to the artist, means
becoming aware of one's own individuality. When we gaze into the eyes of his works, it is as if we know
deep down that we are looking at ourselves, as in front of a mirror. 
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Art is constantly evolving, and this is one of its key features, which allows it to be a true expression of
contemporaneity. Art, in all its forms, feeds on the environment around it, the historical and cultural context. Its
role is to transpose art through new technologies. Digitalize classical figurative arts for example, such as painting
and drawing into another dimension. Digital Art is an artistic practice that uses digital technology as part of the
process of creation and its presentation. Since the 1970s, several names have been used to describe this type of
artistic form, from digital art to "computer art" or "multimedia art" or "new media art". Initially digital art met
with some resistance in its insertion on the artistic scene, while the art of digital installation and virtual reality
were immediately recognized as true artistic practices. If we look at the works of the German artist miabine we
do not immediately realize that it is digital art. The great fluxes of color present in her masterpieces seem to be
real material brushstrokes. If we look closer, however, we realize that the almost metallic texture of the color and
the sharpness of the contrasts reveal the digital nature of the works. In "Powerful" the energy of colors strikes us
with all its strength; we feel wrapped in these wave motions that intrigue in warm tones then relaxing in the cold
tones of the frame. "Ocean" instead elicits the reverse effect. In this work the viewer is lulled into the ocean
waves in a feeling of calm and peace given by the blue color of the work. The series ends with the masterpiece
"Rain Dance". Observing the opera you have the feeling of listening the tapping of the rain. The kaleidoscopic
colors proposed by the artist suggest the distorted vision of reality through the window during the pouring rain,
or the reflections of a puddle that reflects the colors of its surroundings. The touches of orange perfectly balance
the composition, creating a fresh and cheerful dance. The artistic process in miabine’s work is everything. The
creation of her works is the result of internal impulses that guide the artist, suggesting step by step, the next color
to use.

miabine

Art Curator Eleonora Varotto
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Art, as we know, is constantly evolving, and this is one of its key characteristics, which allows it to be a true
expression of the contemporary. In all its forms, it feeds on the environment around it and on the historical and
cultural context. The birth of digital art dates back to the 1950s. In this period Ben Laposky and Manfred Frank
have an idea: to generate a mathematical function in motion, made available to viewers through a screen. Over
the decades the examples of digital art multiplied, but the discipline began to spread seriously starting from the
80s. Today, digital art has no real limits regarding its applications. By now, many artists regularly work with
very advanced graphics tablets, which already allow access to many more tools, such as a universal color palette
as is the case for Michael Biehler. The artist shows influences from his past experiences in mathematics and
physics: the works present remind us of the glitches and images that appear in computers, screens and monitors,
both in shapes and colors. In these works of art we can detect a symmetry: there is always a focal point in the
center of the image. We can say that this inclination and attention comes from his previous activities in the world
of photography and computer. The colors are really bright and we see an interesting combination of cold/warm
palettes: the artist literally takes whoever is looking at the work inside a computer – or, in some cases, small
mirrors, which reflect the creativity of the 'artist.

Michael Biehler

Art Curator  Federica D'Avanzo
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Micky Bozzani is an Argentinian artist and photographer who started painting from an early age.
Although her art takes up styles such as Naif and Magical Realism, she has chosen to approach modernity
and apply new technologies to her artistic creations. And this is how traditional painting, photography and
graphic elaboration come together to generate an artistic poetics that the artist herself defines as "magic",
in connection with the profound energies that circulate around the human being and which can only be
captured by more sensitive and inclined souls.

Micky Bozzani
"Painting is not an aesthetic operation: it is a form of magic intended to carry out a work of

mediation between this foreign and hostile world and us."
(Pablo Picasso)

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Warm colors and an abstract manipulation of shapes give life to artworks like "Mystical Remedy I" and
"Mystical Remedy II" where the real and the imaginary intertwine, merging with each other and giving
life to artistic representations that recall the mental process linked to the imagination. Through the eyes of
a child, Micky Bozzani proposes an art centered on the rediscovery of one's imagination, on the unveiling
of the magical energies that surround us for the purpose of a deeper knowledge not only of reality itself
but above all of one's inner self.

Micky Bozzani

Art Curator Federica Schneck
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The fox has always been one of the animals that more than others are part of the long and ancient
Japanese tradition. Around it the Japanese people have built a very deep imaginary. They are the oldest
animals belonging to Japanese folklore, mentioned for more than a thousand years in legends and stories
Surely the Japanese artist Miki will have listened to stories since she was a child, read manga and
watched anime and manga that had foxes as protagonists. This animal has a reputation for being very
cunning and cunning, knowing its strengths and challenging the enemy. "Eyes of a fox" plunders the
imagination of manga by uniting them with the ancient Japanese tradition. Miki, having illustration as an
expressive means, portrays a very young girl with references to the world of anime. The girl is beautiful,
admired and outgoing. The characteristics that represent it, however, are the result of a great fortitude and
interior. She challenges the viewer with very strong life energy by embodying the fox, through which she
manages to leave a mark on the world. Everything she has tried on her skin, her positive and negative
experiences have meant that she blossomed in the world with the awareness that, like foxes, to help
people and to defend the places they frequent, keeping away what hurts them , and at the same time be
cunning, ruthless and magical.What is presented before the eyes of the viewer is therefore an experience
of growth and self-knowledge.

Miki

Art Curator Giulia Marchegiani
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Life energy has many faces. Sometimes it can be so imperceptible as to be unseen by the human eye; at other times its intensity is
such that it violently invests us, disrupting our whole body. Miner, in her works, represents through the legendary figure of the
dragon this energetic force that disguises itself, changing connotations according to the occasion. And here is a red dragon
silhouetted before our eyes. The oblique cut of the composition emphasizes the boundless power of the subject represented. He is
cloud of fire with jagged edges. He is blazing blob furrowing the white sky, he is reddish spark full of life. A large red blob stands
in the center of the composition. The form is extremely organic and characterized by the use of very few shades. The red pigment
literally colors the entire body of the dragon, from the head to the neck to the legs characterized by claws. Golden elements rise
from the fiery sea. The mustache, nostrils and eye emerge from the flaming sea in all their expressiveness. In particular, the
dragon's eye is characterized by a highly expressive formal rendering that conveys, through color modulation, a strong sense of
energy and benevolence. The pupil is elongated horizontally following the same shape as the cut of the eye. There is nothing
undefined; the rivulets and swirls of color that characterize the eye also seem to be composed of flames along with the whole
body. The life energy is very high and we can feel the gentle warmth on our skin. As we specified just now, this life energy has
different forms, different modes of expression. Sometimes it can be strong and other times it is imperceptible. In this sense,
"Drifting" is a prime example of how the same energy is declined in totally different modes. A greenish backdrop wakes our eyes.
The vibrant hue tickles our curiosity and rouses our senses from deep sleep. Apple green, fluorescent and bottle green come
together in unison overlapping and merging in diagonal brushstrokes. Where are we? In what place are we? What are we
observing? And there emerges, from the chromatic sea, a whitish figure. At first we get the sense that the latter is a cloud: the
whitish color, the labile boundaries, and the general feeling of transparency that this subject exudes remind us blatantly of a thin
cirrus hovering high in the earth's atmosphere. Yet, are we sure? If we look more closely we notice the presence of whiskers and a
brushstroke of color that reminds us of a closed eye. Looking even more closely, we discern a bluish glint accompanying this
emblematic elongated spot. It is bluish sparks, a sparkle rich with vital energy. And so it is that, in the blink of an eye, we realize
that what we are seeing is not a cloud. It is a beautiful white dragon with a sinuous body and an extremely sweet face. He hovers
in the sky illuminating himself with his own light. Miner represents, through the legendary figure of the dragon, the life force and
positive energy that can often lurk in totally opposite but equally powerful and effective forms.

Miner

Art Curator Lisa Galletti
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Let yourself be completely overwhelmed by the flow of emotions; do not follow any pattern and let the
hand move the brush according to instinct. Miyuki Tsugane is a contemporary Japanese artist who has
been observing the world around her since her adolescence, capturing the essence of everything by giving
it a shape and a color. The three selected paintings are part of the "cryptocreature" series created through
the use of common materials. Each creature is the result of a process during which the artist has
completely followed her sensations, letting heavy thoughts not crowd her mind. In “cryptocreature#9”
(2022 - watercolors, acrylic, pencil, mineral pigments, Japanese ink on Japanese paper) a large black spot
expands outwards, colouring itself in blue and purple. Metaphorically, it could symbolize an act of
liberation: the darkness withdraws, making room for the colors that light up the world. In
“cryptocreature#10” (2022 - watercolors and pencil on paper) the combination of blue and pink creates a
perfectly balanced color contrast. She has represented a cloud that is coloured with positivity and energy
– the same ones that the artist wants to convey to her viewers. In "the world of cryptocreatures" (2022 -
watercolors and pencil on paper) a volcano of light occupies the sheet almost entirely. She has chosen to
make yellow the protagonist, the color symbol of the sun, of knowledge and joy. Miyuki's abstract works
are the mirror of her inner world, which she wants to tell and share.

“I found I could say things with color and shapes that I couldn’t say any other way – things I
had no words for.” (Georgia O’Keeffe)

Miyuki Tsugane

Art Curator Camilla Gilardi
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Mohammed Baala aka Mo Baala is one of the most prominent Moroccan artists
on the emerging international scene. His experimental art is highly appreciated
as extremely innovative and dynamic. His artistic process is complex and draws
on numerous personal experiences. The melody of music guides the creation of
his works. The artist remains connected to traditions but inserts a personal,
contemporary and original touch into them. In his video work 'IT'S OKAY
PAPA', in which he uses 3 screens, he narrates an intimate and personal
everyday life. It is impossible not to feel emotionally involved me intrigued by
the images that follow one another. It speaks of abandonment, acceptance,
normalising emotions related to certain episodes. In the videos, writings recur,
bare environments recalling loneliness. The artist opens his intimacy to the
viewer, referring to an autobiographical episode that has strongly influenced his
artistic vision. The memory recurs through sounds, dynamic images,
environments. Moments that mark life. Everything flows, everything evolves,
but there are experiences that mark us deeply. Mo Baala in this work
investigates the theme of presence/absence, creating a strong empathy with the
viewer who immediately feels involved and overwhelmed by emotions.

Mo Baala 

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti
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Mona Hecker is a professional artist from Lebanon. At “ADRENOCROMO for
dinner" exhibition hosted by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, Mona takes part with two
paintings. "Childhood memories" depicts two young women serenely chatting in a
living room, hinting at a serene and intimate conversation, reading the future in the
cup of coffee to a wishful thinking. The setting is very colorful and detailed: many
patterns and decorative motifs are portrayed in the painting, from those on the sofa
to the cloth that covers it, from the floor to the cups, from the plants to the clothes of
the two young women, suggesting a great inclination and interest of Mona Hecker in
attention to detail and the depiction of an everyday and intimate scene.

Mona Hecker



In "Les feuilles mortes se ramassent à la pelle," a man is gathering fallen leaves on
the driveway from nearby trees, while a cat watches the whole scene. In this
painting too, there is a great propensity for detail - the tiles, leaves and and trees are
meticulously depicted - but also for the representation of an intimate, everyday
scene, poetically capturing a moment in the present in which we feel extremely
participatory, as spectators present right in the painting. 

Mona Hecker

Art Curator Matilde Della Pina 
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Monika Ratuszyńska

The object of art is not to reproduce reality, but to create a reality of the same intensity.
(Alberto Giacometti)

 
Among the many expressions that distinguish contemporary art, it is not always easy to see
spontaneity. The freshness of an instinctive intuition is often suffocated by the slavish adherence
to precise rules and dictates, which deprive an idea of its natural immediacy. Here, then, is that
an artist like Monika Ratuszyńska demonstrates her unique personality not so much in proposing
an exhausting technical and content innovation, but in remaining faithful to her own vision,
letting external stimuli be a positive and not a prevaricating thrust. With Autumn bird, Monika
strongly reaffirms her artistic vocation, and she does so with an image of timeless grace and
elegance. The artwork presents the joyful play of colors (the warm autumn hues) that adorn the
hair of the woman depicted and spread around her. But the real fulcrum of the composition is the
girl's smile, barely discernible behind the tawny locks, yet extremely seductive. Monika
Ratuszyńska speaks through her art with an essential language, devoid of forced and sterile
rhetoric, thus managing to catalyze the mind between the quick brush strokes that outline the
background and the headdress, and to linger on the sensual line of the lips. Furthermore, she
allows the imagination to wander over the downcast eyes of the young woman, igniting the
imagination at the thought of the brilliance of her gaze. Monika Ratuszyńska brings attention to
art to its most sincere dimension, forcefully reaffirming the attachment to a single true Muse. Just
hers.

Art Curator Chiara Rizzatti
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Mumzy & Zoooooz Atelier's work reflects a couple's state of mind. The world manifests in two. Thus the
depiction of the duo as an almost symbiotic union necessary to the race of life, to make fun of the rules of
right conduct or happy salesman. In ancient philosophy it is questioning (from Greek, "questioning")
pretending not to know, or at least exaggerating, in reaction or modesty, one's not knowing, and it is
exercised in parts. And it is by making explicit the not-knowing that the image of the duo (the one
depicted )becomes grotesque. Grotesque as a malevolent spirit with childlike features, as a power figure
with obvious comic features and strong obvious emotionalities. At the semantic level, irony is defined as
an attitude of good-natured mockery toward situations that thereby go through a deformation, which
emphasizes its characterizing aspect by apparently departing from its nature. Thus, the duo (this time
author) directing this aesthetic spectacle, presents the world in two dimensions through the fascinated
pictorial gesture that sprawls.

Mumzy & Zoooooz Atelier

Art Curator Federica D'Avanzo
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Human beings are animals. No more, no less. Exactly like the ox, the chimpanzee, the butterfly, the worm, the dolphin and the
golden eagle. As much as this concept struggles to settle in our minds, we are animals. On a taxonomic and biological level, we
are no different from the animals we eat, keep in cages, use as guinea pigs, and put a leash on. If we look at a graphic
representation of the phylogenetic tree of all the kingdoms of living things, we are just one invisible line disappearing among all
the others. The human who thinks himself superior. The human who destroys without qualms. The human who shapes the
environment to his liking, believing that there will be no consequences. He is there among all the others. He is not the best, he is
not the greatest, he is simply different. Just as a spider is different from a dragonfly. Just as a primrose is different from a cactus.
Human beings are animals. Yet, there is a subtle difference with the rest of the organisms on this planet. Humans are the only
animals who, instead of adapting their ethology and biology to the environment, do the exact opposite: adapt the environment to
themselves. This has been innovative, successful, phenomenal for us. This allowed us to create inventions and structures that no
other animal on Earth would ever be able to do. We have adapted the environment to suit our needs, inventing plastics, drugs,
technology, pesticides. All of this, today, is leading to the destruction of the Planet. We are filling ourselves with mousetraps, in
an anthropocentric, short-term vision in which the only good we pursue is a near, easy and short-lived good. From the height of
our superiority, we humans have adopted a worldview that presents humans exclusively as the center. What about the other
animals? They are not important. What about the plant kingdom? Even less so. We have forgotten that the same instincts we have,
the same emotions and desires for survival other animals have. MUYU, with his works, cancels the distance between humans and
the rest of the world; he eliminates that sense of superiority so prevalent in humankind and flattens any difference between us and
other species. In his works, chimpanzees acquire human traits and postures, not so much out of pure mimesis of humans as
because he himself, by nature, performs the same gestures, the same movements as we do. The artist juxtaposes existential themes
such as the conception of life and death, the concept of hope and the future, and the everyday dilemmas that plague our lives with
the figure of the chimpanzee, and derives works full of meaning, rich in emotional intensity. The evocation to human feeling and
thoughts through the figure of animals contributes to a sense of empathy that is unique in its kind that allows a new and
unprecedented approach to the animal world. The chimpanzees made by Muyu through the digital medium are tinged with soft,
rosy hues; they empathize with the space and there perform their gestures so similar to ours, so identical to those of human beings.
Looking at these works, the distance between human beings and other animals has been bridged. And we all returned to nature.

MUYU

Art Curator Lisa Galletti
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楽 - 妄想と期待 - Raku - Delusions and Expectations



MUYU

迷世ノ外 - Outside of this world
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Wonder to oneself



The artist Nancy Marcario presented on occasion of the international art exhibition
Adrenocromo for dinner, the artwork titled Revive to revive. In a really intense way the artist
is able to use colours and shapes to represent what she really feels. As she says: <<Basically
this painting for me is inspired by my experience. I'm an emergency room nurse and this look
for me is inspired by my experience during covid on the front lines, those eyes that have seen
gruesome scenes, made very difficult choices, experienced the difference, death. And it takes
its cue from the moment when at home after the shift I finally washed away all the rottenness
I had lived with. It means going back to catch your breath, in short, regenerating.>> . This
means that the artwork is the detailed transcription of the emotive condition of the artist. In
fact we can see beautiful brushstrokes that seem to cut the canvas transversally and in this rain
of colours stand out two blue eyes, that seems to fix the observer in a intense play of glances.
The artist wants to create a strong contact with the viewer, taking him into her own life and in
this way transmitting her emotions. The viewer has the opportunity in this way to feel
completely involved not only in the composition of the painting but also the memories of
these moments belonging to the life of the artist. 

Nancy Marcario

Art Curator Elisabetta Eliotropio
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Take a brush and move it on the canvas following the whirlwind of emotions that marks the rhythm of the
days. Thinking and representing images that take shape in the mind and heart. Naohiko Sada is a
contemporary Japanese artist who creates works in which the knowledge and exploration of the human
figure is at the centre. Through the combination of a few lines, he paints the protagonists who, through
their gestures, tell the viewers a story. “Virgin and child” was made in 2022 with the acrylic and pastel
technique on canvas. To the right, the long-haired woman turns her gaze towards us as she approaches the
child. To the left, he looks at his mother with a hint of a smile on his face. In a small room everything
seems to disappear, only the two of them remain. Their eyes that cross each other confide in silence how
unique the love that unites them is. Mother and son: a relationship for which it is difficult to find the right
words to describe it. It is indissoluble and eternal, it is irreplaceable. Warm colors and cold colors are
skilfully used by the artist, who by playing with lights and contrasts creates an at times surreal
atmosphere. Through his works, Naohiko Sada offers glimpses of real life in which everyone can see
themselves again. Look at his works, find the key and start your journey.

“A work of art which did not begin in emotion is not art.” (Paul Cézanne)

Naohiko Sada

Art Curator Camilla Gilardi
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Virgin and child



There is something extremely fascinating about botanical art. Lotus leaves and pigment contain within themselves the life force
that underlies any living form. Life, in itself, is a gift that comes by chance. Life is not bought, nor is it sold or bartered. The vital
spark does not submit to such base and distinctly human rules. The latter conceals its mysteries and hides its essence in chance, in
the fortuitous. The epiphany of a new life is, indeed, never explained. Too opaque is the mystery surrounding the life-breath. First
centuries of philosophy and then centuries of scientific developments have studied, examined, tried to give a definition to life
without formulating a satisfactory answer. Religion relies on the divine will, science on the simple act of procreation, philosophy
seeks the truth within humans themselves. The truth is that, in the present day, the answer to the question: why do we live has yet
to be found? Probably, this question will never be answered unequivocally, firmly and surely. At the end of the day, it is all right.
Life is covered with such a thick blanket of mystery that it is fascinating for that very reason. If we were aware of purpose and if
we were aware of why we came into being, our entire existence would probably not be so thrilling. Life is a movie whose ending
is unknown, and it is here, in these words, that its fascination lies. Naoko approached botanical art during the pandemic, a historic
event that literally brought the world to its knees. Yet in those dark days of confinement at home, she found a new spark of life.
Botanical art allowed her to color her existence anew by letting herself be created, by letting herself be shaped under the artist's
hands. And so it was that once lush, green lotus leaves yielded their breath of life to Naoko. And Naoko, on the other hand, gives
them new life through the power of color and formal composition. The lotus leaf, once detached from the mother plant, is delicate.
It is destined to die, dry up, decompose to create new life. Naoko gently grasps the leaf, senses its life that once dwelt in those
sap-filled veins, those edges so rounded, that surface so smooth. Through color and artistic sensibility the artist restores life to the
plant elements she dyes them, applies them to the support, superimposes them on each other in a play of colors and textures that
give the leaf a new sense of existence. "AURORA with Lotus leaves" is nothing but a representation of a new life that has just
been born, a new sense of existence shaped by Naoko's hands. The sun is about to rise, a second reason for life has just been
given.

Naoko

Art Curator Lisa Galletti
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Nicholas Kozis confirms himself as an artist with extraordinary skills and
abilities. His graphic skills, acquired during his career in the industry,
have enabled him to develop a highly developed artistic and visual sense.
In his creations, man and nature merge, becoming one. Colours blend
perfectly with light, creating unprecedented plays of transparency and
superimposition. In 'Syren 1', the protagonist blends with the
environment. Green dominates unchallenged, creating variegated and
stunning shades. The female figure becomes mystical and the atmosphere
magical, as also in 'Muse in the Spring 5'. 

Nicholas P. Kozis



 Nicholas sometimes mixes real elements with some fantasy ones,
creating original and creative works of art with 'Vessel 2'. In 'Eve 2',
however, the artist focuses on the realistic human figure, creating a more
natural and less rarefied vision of the female body. Nicholas confirms
himself as a complete artist, able to create works with different subjects
but always with his unmistakable style.He prefers the sensuality and
beauty of the female body but does not limit himself to these subjects.
The viewer is enraptured by the colours, the fabulous and evocative
images.

Nicholas P. Kozis

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti
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Nicole Schmiedecke (1970, Langstadt, Germany) is a singer and painter. Art, music and
dance have been part of her life since she was a child and in the past have always alternated
between different positions. All her impressions and experiences from these different art
movements flow into her work. As an autodidact, she works exclusively with oil paints,
alternating between different techniques and de-pending on the desired expressiveness of the
painting. With her very own pictorial language, which she has increasingly developed in
recent years, her paintings impress with their special expressiveness and narrative power. The
artist's main motivation is to transfer this feeling felt at that moment to the canvas. At
“ADRENOCROMO for dinner” exhibition hosted by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, Nicole presents
five artworks. “DAYDREAM”, the second artwork exhibited, expresses the origin of her
drive to paint: a petite nude woman in the center of the painting, is enclosed in concentric,
swirling rays at the end of which stand blue eyes watching us attentively. The woman seems
to be in a state of ecstasy, at peace with herself and the world, while everything around her
moves with extreme calm. The result is strongly dreamlike, an effect shared by all five of
Nicole's paintings presented in the exhibition, namely "CONNECTED," "ENRUPTERED,"
"SEA OF THOUGHTS" and "SKY LANTERN." The animal element alternates with the
human’s one, and, presented in the center of the painting, they act as the protagonists of a
dreamy, almost metaphysical environment, made up of small details and decorativism
expertly rendered by Nicole Schmiedecke's skilled hand. Each painting is a discovery, it is an
adventure in which we do not know what we will encounter, but aware that it will surely be
an exciting journey and not without feelings. 

Nicole Schmiedecke

Art Curator Matilde Della Pina 
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A bridge between ancient and modern, a portal between past and present. Images of everyday life with an ancient flavor blend
with an atmosphere with contemporary characteristics. Wide and soft kimonos are interspersed with angles, sober and geometric
architecture; archaic hairstyles are juxtaposed with elements proper to our contemporary. Space-time cancels and past and present
get to know each other, blending into each other. Octagonia cancels temporal distances, and elements of tradition peep into
scenarios with a purely minimalist and linear taste. In this way, the customs and traditions of the Edo period are clothed in
contemporaneity. One gets the feeling that the women portrayed are our friends, our acquaintances living in our time. A woman is
choosing a cloth pattern for the making of a kimono. The girl's gentle gaze rests on the flaps of cloth that lightly slip between her
tapered fingers. The reclining head supported by a slender, light neck contrasts effectively with the breadth and softness of the
kimono that envelops her body. Another woman is portrayed washing her hair with organic soap and conditioner. Her torso is
slouching forward as she is absentmindedly cleansing her hair through the use of a cloth. Finally, a girl is walking under a large
tree with a Shakuhachi under her arm, a thousand-year-old flute closely associated with Buddhism. If we limit ourselves to the
observation of the figures depicted, there is a sense that the women belong to Ukiyo-e scrolls and prints. The stylistic approach
and the studied use of space and form are reminiscent of the series of works popular in Japan during the Edo period. But, as we
said before, these women remind us of our friends, our family members, and even ourselves. The actions they are performing are
in fact gestures that we perform in our daily lives today. We choose our clothes with the seasons in mind, play musical
instruments and wash our hair while taking care of ourselves. This connection to the contemporary becomes twofold and
accentuated when we turn our gaze to the backdrop within which the works are set. In fact, the women are set in extremely
minimal and understated backdrops. The balance between emptiness and fullness, a typical reference to the formal tradition of
ukiyo-e, is here emphasized by the use of a cream backdrop that is interspersed with white and extremely thin and linear
architectural elements. Through the intermingling of contrasting styles and images, the works created by Octagonia have the
power to enter the viewer's mind and bring him closer to customs and traditions of centuries ago that, in defiance of time, are
dragged along and conformed to the spirit of our times. Space-time is annihilated and the series of works presented here, which
smell of Ukiyo-e in both setting and title, allow us, dwellers in the present, to savor and experience for a single moment the lives
of these Edo-era women by uniting them with ourselves and annulling centuries and distances. 

Octagonia

Art Curator Lisa Galletti
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The concept of transformation becomes predominant in the artistic research by Pamela Chrabieh, a
Lebanese-Canadian visual artist, exploited here to narrate the impermanence and eternal change that
characterize human life. Transformation is a change, more or less evident, of form understood both in its
external and structural features, but it is also change in intellectual or affective life. Indeed, her recent
series of works entitled 'Jawwala' takes the viewer into a layered time, where past, present and future
present themselves simultaneously, affirming the human desire to change and, at the same time, to shun
the fears this entails. The artist immerses herself in this concept, giving us a new reading and a new
interpretation of what it entails. Pamela Chrabieh's works stem from an interesting study of Oriental
iconography, placing themes such as women's rights and emancipation, intercultural and inter-religious
dialogue, migration, the memory of war and peace building at the centre of her research. Experimentation
becomes a fundamental part of her expressiveness, managing to fuse together a language as old as
iconography and the modern language of digital.

“The unlike is joined together, and from differences results the most beautiful harmony.” (Heraclitus)

Pamela Chrabieh



Pamela Chrabieh

Art Curator Francesca Brunello

In fact, her pieces present themselves as a transformation, or rather, an evolution of an ancient art, at the
same time recounting the renewal of the self, its history and an intriguing future projection. The choice of
interweaving the ancient and the modern becomes itself synonymous of transformation, concentrating in
the space of a single work, an extremely wide time frame. "Jawwala" no longer only involves the artist
herself, but now also involves all of us, projecting us into a suspended time where we can enjoy both the
past, the present and perhaps even the future. Pamela Chrabieh takes us on an introspective journey, made
up of faces that carry with them the wisdom of time, emphazising how important it is to flow, without
letting fear of transformation stop us.
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Paola Semilia

Art Curator  Sara Grasso

Paola Semilia returns to participate again in an exhibition organized by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery on the occasion of "Adrenocromo
for dinner". We remember a very important element of her artworks: the artist uses various materials, all referring to the industrial
and construction sites. This is not a random choice, but something very deep rooted in her history. From an early age, she
followed her father to the construction site, where she began to paint, being inspired by everything that permeated the life of her
family. "Altrove" differs from the technique most used by the artist: it is a collage, made with different paper materials with a very
varied content. Through a process of metacognition, we can observe the work in a comprehensive way and reflect on these
representations of human deresponsibilization. The artist probably wants to depict all the occasions in which we human beings
tend to avoid our problems, trying to entrust them to something else, and thus end up understanding that our attempt to hide them
under the carpet has not made them disappear, but just in case to enlarge excessively. But the artist seems to be very linked to
such important themes, so much so as to expose also "Covid: il manifesto": it is a painting that well expresses the anguish and
confusion that the pandemic situation has brought to the whole world. Green reigns, color that somehow was associated with the
virus, everywhere. Paola Semilia could not have used a better technique to represent it: diffusion, a more suitable word if we talk
about contagion. The green patches are everywhere, scattered on the canvas, not to mention a single point. Man is at the mercy of
Nature, usually a positive subject in the artist’s paintings, but this time understood as a Nature that rebels and that upsets
everything. In "Green cross", in fact, the meaning of color is reversed: the use of green, light and space bring the artist into a
wonderful dream, as if she were in a paradise surrounded by nature, with spirals of yellow light that give brightness to the
painting. "Choke" recalls other colors of nature, blue and blue, woven and mixed here in a poetic and harmonious. In "Il tempo
sospeso", the creative and original vein of the artist emerges more than ever, flanked by broken, broken lines: the time line is not
as linear as we are used to reading in books or seeing represented, but is much more unbalanced and irregular. On the right we
find real clocks, which go in the opposite direction of the left brush strokes. Paola Semilia is a multifaceted artist who manages to
create masterpieces of completely different genres, managing to give everyone an absolutely profound visual impact and an
equally conceptual meaning, giving us a sense of completeness that we can hardly give up.
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At "ADRENOCROMO for dinner" exhibition hosted by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery,
Paolo Vignati, now a familiar face for the gallery, presents two paintings. If until
now the artist had presented works depicting nature and people immersed in bucolic
life - with a clear reference to the countryside where he lives and from which he
takes inspiration for his paintings -, for this exhibition Paolo presents totally
different works, both in technique and in the subjects represented. "Hidden
Thoughts" depicts a female human face in the foreground wearing sunglasses.
Against an acid green background that enhances her physiognomy, the figure
presents the peculiarity of having, from the chin down, the neck and part of the
shoulders made completely of collage: brushstrokes of color that recall the green
background are alternated with colored pieces of paper that make the work
extremely three-dimensional to deep. The "manifesto" image with that front face
seems to want to communicate with a strong and mysterious visual impact and turns
her mood towards the observer. The proximity of the chromatic notes create a
format with an effervescent effect that places the work in context. 

Paolo Vignati



The second artwork presented, "sweet-and-sour" seems to be a continuation of the
first in terms of the technique used: a series of pieces of paper with different hues
and patterns are distributed seemingly chaotically on the canvas, giving the
sensation of emerging from the painting itself and coming to life. The representation
depicts a banned plan of elements ("foods") placed in extreme form where the
similarities are indecipherable but can be traced back to triangles and rhombuses
formulated in their cohesion. There is no figurative element here: only collage with
green brushstrokes interspersing fragments of paper that become the structural
elements to the painted areas. The complex form is very fragmented at the base and
grows softening its elements, then transforming itself into a pictorial work in the
upper part: it is like a chemical compound that changes its properties while
maintaining its visual imprint.

Paolo Vignati

Art Curator Matilde Della Pina 
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Patricia RAIN Gianneschi is a professional Visual Artist, Musician and Teacher
born and raised in Chicago, working across Poetics. In her multimedia work,
whether music or visual art, the intersection of social justice and spirituality is a
thread that runs through all the disciplines of her work. Her paintings, prints and
drawings going back over 35+ years represent an artistic practice rich in ideas,
content, creativity and authenticity. At “ADRENOCROMO for dinner” exhibition
hosted by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, RAIN comes back to present two paintings. ”Rain's
Guernica" is a layering of orange hues that create silhouetted and indefinite figures
conversing with each other: with clear references, as the title already alludes to, to
Picasso's Guernica, the narrative that RAIN brings forth is universal in its effort to
bring clarity and equality to the human spirit. 

Patricia RAIN Gianneschi



The figures depicted on the canvas, which by their very indefiniteness make us
empathize with them, represent universal symbols: they are each of us and we are
them, a principle even stronger when we consider how terribly relevant the painting
from which the artist draws inspiration is. "Wu Tsang Spirit Dragon" is also a
layering of orange and light blues, with a much more abstract result than the
previous one: from this creative instinct, silhouetted figures on the left and indefinite
shapes on the right, as if belonging to an unknown language, arise. RAIN's work
communicates with the inner self and the outer world: she creates and the viewer is
transformed, trying to find clarity in this "in-between space," between social justice
and spirituality. 

Patricia RAIN Gianneschi

Art Curator Matilde Della Pina 
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Paul Hartel is an American artist known internationally for his neo-expressionist figurative and
postmodernist artistic production. Paul Hartel paints and draws using mixed media that include oils,
acrylics, pastel oils, and charcoal. His artistic expressiveness is influenced by artists such as De Kooning,
Basquiat, Twombly and so on. The artist Paul Hartel is a new visionary and provocatory artist, who
thanks to his philosophical artistic view has the capacity to trascend the formal vision of art and to tell us
to be brave listening to our inner child. Paul Hartl is a permanent artist among the artists community of
M.A.D.S. Art Gallery and in occasion of "ADRENOCROMO for dinner" he exhibits three pieces very
different from one and others but in which the main characteristics of the artist are present. In "The
Cutting Soul" the main color is yellow, we can find sketches in charcoal, in pastels, in the left corner of
the artwork we can see some musical notes. The main character of the piece is in the center of the artwork
right on the division of the piece obtained thanks to the canvas folding. This folding is searched by the
artist in order to underline the character's soul division. By looking at the work in detail we can get to the
grain of the canvas and can see how the color mixes with the grain. "Untitled (from Modern Faces)" is an
iconic artwork in which Paul Hartel tell us about the difference of people living in this unique world. Just
as a kid the artist see this difference but he doesn't judge them, he places side by side different faces
which are all human with their personal characteristics, issues and power points. Finally, the last piece on
display is "View From a Window", with this work the artist tells us that the world is beautiful, full of
flowers and beauty, outside our windows there is life and invites us to take care of it and enjoy it.

Paul Hartel 

Art Curator Martina Viesti
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Introspective, energetic and profound are Pertti Ahonen's works at the international art
exhibition ADRENOCROMO for dinner in the M.A.D.S. international art gallery. The three
colourful works are Welcome Winter, Skating rink and Light for Ukrainians. His works are
dispensers of energy and vibrations. This is due to two fundamental components of his art: the
communicative power of movement and above all the skilful use of bright colours. Pertti's
abstractionism hinges on the vitality and materiality of colour. It dialogues with the artist, comes
to life and has a will of its own, which Pertti respects. An abstractionism that leaves no room for
figurativeness but which nevertheless remains anchored in reality, we understand this from the
titles of the works and above all from the artist's desire to capture facets of our time. As he
himself states, "my paintings show the chaos, the haste, the impetus, various phenomena of our
time, but in the midst of the chaos one sees harmony and balance. My paintings can be rough
and layered. In some, blurred surfaces of colour overlap one another. Their peaceful and poetic
atmosphere shows a stark contrast to the stronger and sharper paintings that contain more rock 'n
roll". Pertti holds a master's degree from the University of Jyväskylä and studied at the Pirkkala
School of Art 1996-2000, Finland. He lives and works in Ikaalinen, Finland. 

Pertti Ahonen

Art Curator Mara Cipriano

"Feelings are colors and colors are feelings. To the painter colors are the way to deeper self-
awareness and open new dimensions, strengths and resources”  (Pertti Ahonen)
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The artworks by Pilar Pérez-Prado, a contemporary Spanish artist, are profoundly linked to an
expressiveness where geometry takes on a totalizing role. In fact, her paintings, created in acrylic on
canvas, are built on geometric figures that extend into space, meticulously subdivided and studied here,
completely embracing abstract language. This choice of expression is actually intensely interconnected
with the artist's spirituality, which is told through the colors of the earth and the natural world. For Pilar
Pérez-Prado, geometry becomes a way of narrating a connection with the ancestral world in which shapes
and lines, together with light and shadow, create optical effects in apparent movement. In the two works
"Reality and Memory II (Reality)" and "Reality and Memory II (Memory)", the artist visually translates
what reality and memory are for her. In the first work we see how the lines are straight, while in the
second they are curved. It seems that the first work has been altered and modified.

“Geometry is the archetype of the beauty of the world.” (Johannes Kepler)

Pilar Pérez Prado



Pilar Pérez Prado

Art Curator Francesca Brunello

In reality this is what happens to our memories too, they change for various reasons as the years go by,
sometimes confusing us: some remain clearer, others become clouded, others disappear. It is interesting
how the artist also manages to include the concept of time in this interesting analysis of memory. The
initial linearity of our memory changes because time flows and human and natural events follow one
another in a constant evolutionary process - here told by the layering of lines, placed one on top of the
other. What the artist wants to tell us is that each of us lives each moment of our reality according to our
own experience, and that the memory that derives from it is therefore itself mutable. Pilar Pérez-Prado's
art geometry, however precise, remains fluid and connected to a profound spirituality, taking the observer
beyond apparent rigorous precision. 
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The wheel refers to all that is cyclical and, for this very reason, has always symbolized the inexorable
passing of time. In many cultures it represents the sun, but most probably, the meaning of the wheel as a
lunar symbol predates the solar meaning, as before the invention of spokes, wheels were conceived as
discs, much more similar to the full moon. The artworks by Pilar Viviente, a contemporary Spanish artist,
are intensely linked to the concept of the wheel, studying and deepening each of its meanings, particularly
the temporal one, through a representation that fuses the ancient and modern worlds. Her wheels seem to
re-emerge from an archaeological excavation, only to arrive to us dyed in bright and intense colors, in a
digital project. In the works "Moonlight 1" and "Moonlight 2" we notice how the colors used refer to the
night sky, showing us a wheel much more similar to the moon.

“When you consider things like the stars, our affairs don’t seem to matter very much, do they?”
(Virginia Woolf)

PILAR VIVIENTE



PILAR VIVIENTE

Art Curator Francesca Brunello

In fact, the image appears as if corroded by time, recalling the lunar surface and its craters. It is interesting
how the inexorable passage of time is narrated by juxtaposing these two elements, both deeply ancient
and steeped in history. The wheel revolves, accompanying its chariot along unknown roads - the chariot
can also be understood as a constellation - and the moon has been flanking the earth for thousands of
years, observing us from the space, where the concept of time changes in relation to the earth. This
connection between the earth inhabited by man and the universe becomes something ancestral and deeply
spiritual, of which the artist is the mediator: a mystical encounter that awakens in the observer something
ancient, like a distant echo.



PILAR VIVIENTE
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Intimacy is that which is connected to a singular or jealously guarded sphere or relationship, something found in
the innermost and deepest part of our being. For Pinar Ture Gursoy, a contemporary artist from Istanbul, on the
other hand, intimacy becomes something to be expressed and told, something that is strongly intertwined with
her artistic production. Her works consist mainly of portraits, where emotions are so dense that they extend
beyond the canvas, completely enveloping the observer. Particularly influenced by the expressionist movement
of the first two decades of the 20th century, as well as by local culture, the artist manages to transfer the subject's
emotions onto her canvases, imbuing them with pure intimacy. The colors, often earthy, communicate instability
and unease, while the dynamic brushstrokes and the raw feeling that emerges from her works contribute to
making the vision even more immersive, conveying contrasting feelings of unease. Her subjects are often
depicted in moments of solitude and isolation, looking absent or pensive ("On The Armchair with White Cat"),
or shrouded in darkness ("Arrogant"). Although tied to a figurative style, Pinar Ture Gursoy does not want a
faithful depiction of reality; on the contrary, she uses to deform the subjects of her paintings ("Melancholic"),
also exploiting the language of bodies to make the visual experience even more intense. The protagonist of her
canvases is always intimacy, that moment of profound inner solitude in which anxieties and discomfort expand
in space, occupying it entirely. Pinar Ture Gursoy wants to lead the viewer into this space, prompting him to
accept the darkness that can lurk within each of us. 

“They slipped briskly into an intimacy from which they never recovered.” (F. Scott Fitzgerald)

Pinar Ture Gursoy

Art Curator Francesca Brunello
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Rafaella Christoforou is a professional artist from Cyprus who exhibits and curates group and
solo exhibitions internationally and whose production manages to create a dialogue between
conceptual, abstract and surreal art. At “ADRENOCROMO for dinner” exhibition hosted by
M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, Rafaella presents two paintings. The first one, “[Eye] *uck you Covid-
19”, is an oil on canvas that represents a set of lines and geometric shapes of different colors
that intertwine and blend together giving life to complex compositions in which the viewer
can get lost and see what his instinct communicates to him. This work aims to be a reason for
reflection and exploration for Rafaella of the textual language in art both written and
metaphorically: in both content and process of her art, she is in fact interested in the trouble
and misunderstanding of language. For this reason, she defines herself as “the painter of
writing and as the writer of painting” making her works canvases on which to investigate the
complexity of the sign track, giving it full freedom. The first, "[Eye] *uck you Covid-19," is
an oil on canvas depicting a set of lines and geometric shapes of different colors that
intertwine and merge with each other, giving rise to complex compositions in which the
viewer can lose himself and see what his instincts communicate to him. Calling herself "a
painter of writing and a writer of painting," Rafaella makes her works canvases on which to
investigate the complexity of the sign trace, giving it full freedom. At the top, in the center of
the canvas, a watchful eye appears, staring at us, the only figurative and realistic element in
the artist's geometric and sign-like sea. 

Rafaella Christoforou



""[Eye] *uck you Covid-19" is a constant feeling, an emotion, a headache, a sick situation, a
war, a challenge with all translations," Rafaella says. Through the autonomous
anagrammatization and blending of the black and oily letters, which are words of different
emotions, a container of different feelings, the creature stands out. This can be seen in the
blinking of the eyes accompanied by vibrant, fleshy, naked but at the same time bold and
faded colors. The "defined" but mysterious eye creates a huge feeling of monster, creature,
human being, although the "reflection" goes directly to the viewer. The "egg" shape that can
be seen symbolizes the new, perhaps the new life and the new era through the yellow light
coming out. "The Lovers. Deep inside the Red Poetry" presents Rafaella's abstract and
geometric language, but this time against a red background and with two profiles of human
faces emerging from the forms. Mixed with the primary colors of red and navy blue that
create chromatic violet and are contrasted with sunlight, the red color creates and composes
the entire written painting and story of two lovers. The woman on the left is organic, made of
letters and sees straight, concentrates and moves, while the man's gaze freezes her in places.
The man is approaching her and his lips ask for a blind kiss. In the middle appears a small
creature, perhaps an infant, perhaps a child, perhaps our inner child. The enlightened creature
looks up, toward its mother, and there the story can begin again. In the blink of an eye, "The
Lovers. Deep inside the Red Poetry" is constantly moving and evolving the outline of the
child, like the river symbolizing the new.

Rafaella Christoforou

Art Curator Matilde Della Pina 
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Randi Matushevitz
 

The video offers a cross-section of the artist's philosophy: the focus of her art is not the beauty of the
subject, but rather the effect that the protagonist can have on the viewer of the video. The face we see in
the video interacts with us: the subject involves us, takes on funny expressions, looks directly into our
eyes. The observer feels part of a dialogue, a dance, a sort of spell. Some effects – such as the rotation of
the subject, the mirror, some beams of colored light appearing in the center of the composition – add
dynamism to the video and give the viewer the impression of entering a new dimension. "The meaning of
the happening must not be found solely in the creative current, full of freshness, currently blowing. The
happenings dating back to the American art of the late forties are a moral act, a human attitude based on a
great immediacy, whose professional and artistic status is not so much a criterion as the certainty of
representing a definitive existential commitment." Joseph Beuys' famous phrase «everyone is an artist»
must be read in the light of this movement towards an active participation of the viewer; in the case of
Beuys in particular, the social and political value of the artistic gesture was strongly felt. It is therefore
legitimate to ask ourselves: what does this face want to communicate? How should I react? Here you are.
The viewer, as happens in Matushevitz Randi's Pinky, is now an interpreter and becomes part of the work
of art.

Art Curator Federica D'Avanzo
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What do colors make you feel? It is known that color provokes sensations, emotions and
stimuli in the human beings. These reactions depend upon the way each one perceives colors
and allow people to feel different moods according to their own perception and experience.
Raquel van Halen presents a series of three abstract paintings which are an analogy of a three-
phase emotional process that arises from the adrenaline secretion: the explosion of emotions
that become even uncontrollable, the moment where this effect is over and the loop in which
there is a will to feel or live the same over and over again. The artist conveys her creativity,
sensitivity and these emotions through the purple color, different textures, dynamism, blurred
and strong brushstrokes and the harmony between the conceptual and visual contrasts in their
maximum and main expression. Raquel's paintings lead the viewer to a pure aesthetic
contemplation, that is, of the color and shapes, and a pure connection whith oneself where a
confrontation with one's own sensations and emotions that are generated inmediately arises.
Therefore, Raquel's art, such as adrenaline, creates the desire to live and experience it for an
endless time.  

Raquel van Halen
“Color was not given to us in order that we should imitate Nature. It was given to us so that we

can express our emotions” 
(Henri Matisse)

Art Curator Liliana Sánchez

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/es/diccionario/ingles-espanol/when
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Querer más



Rebecca's artworks always create extraordinary interactions. The viewer feels involved,
feels part of the work itself. The colours she uses are disruptive, passionate and
energetic, the result of a mix of different influences and styles. Rebecca's art is
characterised by the outline of the black figures and the interpenetration of the character
in the environmental context. The artist is influenced by the world that passes before her
eyes, she is inspired by poetry, literature and travel. From these, she is able to assimilate
all the intrinsic aspects that she then inserts into her beautiful compositions. The artist
favours a style somewhere between the abstract and the figurative; she does not limit
herself to a single vision of things but explores and involves the viewer, who
immediately empathises with the painting. Rebecca and nature go hand in hand, creating
a harmonious mix of lines and colour pigments. As happens in the work 'Recapitulation
(or another iteration)'. As often happens in her creations, the woman is the protagonist. In
profile, she scrutinises the horizon with curiosity, ready to grasp the challenges that life
is about to put before her. She is not afraid, she knows she will have to overcome
obstacles, but she is not afraid of that. The background is abstract, with black and red
shapes arranged like a contortionist dance. The painting is instinctive, spontaneous and
emotionally driven. The brushstrokes are as energetic as the bold choice of colours that
fill the spaces. Rebecca is able to translate human emotions through the universal
language of art, extrapolating from everyday life that magic that only brushstrokes of
colourful paint can capture.

Rebecca Volkmann 

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti



Rebecca Volkmann 

Recapitulation(or another iteration)



The human being is a curious creature. We are attracted to what we do not know: to mystery, the unknown, the secret. Curiosity
after all is the spring that allowed our ancestors to get up on two legs to discover the world and evolve. Man owes so much to his
curiosity, an aspect that drove him toward cultural evolution and making new discoveries. He goes from being curious, to being
consciously unaware of his surroundings to being aware of the world in which he lives. Curiosity was the key to his knowledge.
Not coincidentally, Plato's myth of the cave is the best-known allegory of how man wants to break out of his own limited belief
and reality by being attracted to new horizons. He goes from seeing mere shadows reflected on the walls of the cave to
discovering the cause. Even Ulysses of the "Divine Comedy," confined to Dante's Inferno, is another symbol of hunger for
discovery for having gone beyond the Pillars of Hercules. The abyss is quintessentially another element rich in mystery. A dark
and boundless place, it has been the father of mysterious phenomena and legends for centuries. Darkness is the engine of the
unknown, the hidden is fuel for doubt. A place of dark and unexplored darkness, the abyss is inhabited by unknown and enigmatic
beings who have been the protagonists of eerie sightings and maritime tales for centuries. And here is an eye. Large, golden and
shiny it stands in the center of the composition. It is the protagonist of the work, this there is no doubt. An almost rectangular-
shaped pupil stands out in the center of the eyeball. The contrast with the yellow-orange iris is high. All around, a whirlwind of
tentacles wind in unison occupying the entire composition. The rhythm is concussive, the space is enveloped in a concentric
movement that expands from the center toward the corners. The reddish flesh contrasts effectively with the purplish suckers that
dot the sea monster's limbs. Everything smells of mystery, everything tastes of the unknown. What is this thing before us? Are we
in danger? What is hiding behind that shiny pupil? The macro cut of the composition and the textural effect reminiscent of the
grittiness of sand increase this sense of looming, of fear that this tentacled sea monster might harm us. Yet, the anguish and
curiosity are only within ourselves. All around us, the cold water and dark surroundings give us a feeling of inexplicable calm, of
unsuspected harmony. All of a sudden we realize that a being born in such a placid and vast environment is, probably, simply
curious about our presence. Its strange gaze is full of questions, queries and doubts about us. In the blink of an eye we realize that
the curiosity that filled our souls is mutual. Rei, with her painting so expressive and material unites two souls in the sign of
curiosity sanctioning a common feeling that unites two beings having heterogeneous nature and coming from totally different
worlds. 

Rei

Art Curator Lisa Galletti



Rei

Strange look...



Space and time are part of the same dimension, which complement and fade into each other. Whether on
the canvas or in the real world, the two are moments in a continuum that summarise the human condition.
The American painter from Ohio, Reilly Stasienko reproduces facets of the thickness of this world that
characterise human experience: tragedy, desire, grief, love and devotion are translated on the canvas into
everyday interactions. In her artworks, the surrealistic depiction of her scenes merge into each other,
inducing us to lose track of time and space, while creating a new world within the canvas. Emotions,
characters, and scenarios are intertwined with each other, creating symbolism and second meanings that
reflect the complexity of humankind and the outer world. This way, the canvas becomes a continuation of
the real world, unifying once again the space-time dimension.

Reilly Stasienko

Art Curator Francesca Mamino

"Hyperrealism can create an atmosphere of surrealism because nobody sees the world in
such detail." (Salman Rushdie)

 

https://www.brainyquote.com/authors/salman-rushdie-quotes


Reilly Stasienko
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Water is definitely the pivotal, original and personal element of Chilean artist René de la Puente Hey. At the
international exhibition 'ADRENOCROMO for dinner' in the international art gallery M.A.D.S., the artist presents
three figurative works featuring the sea and its facets. René is adept at representing the movement of water and its
nuances and facets, reflections and transparency. This is attested by his work Airs of Chiloe, which represents
"colourful pile dwellings on the island of Chiloé, typical constructions that, with their foundations on the coast, mark
the Chilotes' strong bond with the sea, which provides them with sustenance for their hard life in the south". In this
figurative work, with its relaxed atmosphere emphasised by the selected colour palette, an attentive eye manages to
capture the movement and vibrations that the objects transmit to the liquid surface. René, as mentioned above,
succeeds in perfectly depicting sea movements and reflections. Exactly as in Southwest wind where 'the Rapa Nui
sea hides in its unique blue waters the diversity and richness of marine life that has provided sustenance and
development to the Rapa Nui people since their remote origins. The warm south-westerly wind brings good omens
for fishing'. From the artist's words, we see how important it is for him to contextualise his works; his imagery
derives from his first-hand experience and reflections as an artist. What he represents is much more than an image, it
is food for thought that the artist decides to share with the world.  To emphasise this, Formidable colossus protector,
which while retaining the marine component, which becomes the setting for his work, tells of the "mystery of the
moai, colossal statues in the navel of the world, enveloping the beautiful Rapa Nui with magic, which even without
its eyes, provides protection to its inhabitants with their presence, recalling the powerful ancestral forces".

René de la Puente Hey

Art Curator Mara Cipriano

"Painting is an expression of freedom, a possibility to present different worlds and realities
that facilitate the cultural encounter between peoples and the understanding of the value of
the diversity that can present both the sea, in its different perspectives, and the peoples that

have developed in close relationship with it”  (René de la Puente Hey)



René de la Puente Hey
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Southwest wind



Ric Conn is an American expressionist painter who focuses on figurative depictions of the female story
and experience. As Ric Conn is a permanent artist in the artist community of M.A.D.S. Art Gallery , and
of his being the spokesperson for the difficulties and inequalities of women in society and in the modern
world is something we know deeply. Every exhibition attended by the artist is a right reason to talk about
women and inequalities. Ric Conn artistic production and expressiveness is inspired by expressionist
methods, both traditional and contemporary, he has the total padronance and he use the lights and the
colors right to transport is visual vision. Ric Conn main goal is to spread awareness through his artworks,
the colors are always tough and used with the intention to create melancholic atmosphere, in order to
underline the psychological state of the subject.  

Ric Conn



Not all the artworks of the artist have this dark vision, some of them, such as "destination unknown" tell
us different stories. In this particular case Ric Conn wants to describe the trip from a difficutl situation to
the rebirth without knowing where this will going to take the subject. She walks brave and aware that the
worst is over. The lady who is painted in the foreground has her arms open, this choice reminds to the
nonverbal language and it demonstrates that she is ready to discover what the future has in store for her.
The artist Ric Conn tells us about hope, struggles and courage, he knows that for women life is often not
so easy and it is important not to lose what makes us who we are, our strength.

Ric Conn

Art Curator Martina Viesti



daydream
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Ric Conn



lady in red

Ric Conn



S001, presents “METAKEBAB by METACASABLANCA” for the “Adrenocromo for dinner” Mixed
Reality art exhibition at M.A.D.S. Art gallery. The intensity to be overwhelmed by constructing a world
with several references is needed for creation. To destruct what has been already established by others, is
a bold decision, which must be carried out by being extremely careful to unveil truth itself. It is change,
continuing change, inevitable change, that is the dominant factor in today’s society. “No sensible decision
can be made any longer without taking into account not only the world as it is, but the world as it will
be.” - Isaac Asimov. Do not look back and move forward. What happens if we begin by constructing a
universe? How should we begin? Which enterprise should we pursue first? To start from ruins or to start
from nothing? S001 has used bold cool tones in order to highlight an intense pulsation of creation. To
start from nothing means that our first task is to create a home from which we will start creating an entire
universe. A home must be portrayed as the starting point of it all. A space to remember how we started to
create. To establish a strong asset means you will not relinquish any kind of power that you have already
achieved. Diverse realities exist due to diverse witnessed perspectives. S001, begins creating a home by
deconstructing reality by decomposing it and color it to present to you a new perspective of reality, an
imagined universe to keep evolving.

Art Curator Karla Peralta Málaga

S001



METAKEBAB by METACASABLANCA

S001



Sandy Jian is a musician to these paintings, she is capable of manifesting one of the most mysterious acts of
consciousness humans are capable of. Synesthesia is a psychic phenomenon capable of bringing to manifestation
a complete visual representation induced, however, by a perception completely unrelated to it at the level of
external observation. In its most common form, a synesthetic impression is manifested by a chromatic or
luminous vision induced, however, by an exclusively auditory perception. A note is a color; it is not as if it were,
but it is.  The difficulty lies in shifting what is common to us on a conceptual plane to a purely perceptual plane,
thus instantaneous and unmediated. Admiring Sandy Jian's digital paintings we find ourselves in front of the very
image that describes this phenomenon. 

Sandy Jian



Color, moving, dancing and floating at its own very personal rhythm and harmony. Colors that seem to arrive at
the same time as other sensations, colors that can be savored, that can be felt. Synesthesia precisely because of
its otherness, exposes the individual subject to the immensity of the sensation and to the violence that a sensation
can bring with it, to its being bursting and unstoppable, incomprehensible and impossible to falsify. The viewer,
in front of the work of art may find himself at the mercy of continually shifting and blurring flows, seeing an
unstable world that is transfigured in its sensory correlates, multiple and contemporary indescribable sensations.
In these images, the artist seems to master that original poetry from which we all derive, which blends distinct
sensibilities seemingly not united to create new life and perceptions.

Sandy Jian

Art Curator Erika Gravante
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Impressionists in Paris

Sandy Jian



Eye of London

Sandy Jian



Abstract Nostalgia

Sandy Jian
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Sara Rashidi

The tree is a living microcosm that has particular analogies with the human being, it assimilates
nourishment from the earth and is an alchemical symbol of creativity which, like an Arabian phoenix,
draws vital humus from its own decomposition. The tree is born from a small seed that contains all the
potential of its origin, like an idea, a thought; it is a metaphor of the psychic spheres of creativity, of
initiation and its meaning transcends space and time. For alchemists it represents the completion of the
opus (work) and is the symbol of the cycles of inner life, between desiccation and regrowth, and of the
reciprocal correspondence between man and nature in birth, death, regeneration and vital energy. From
ancient times to today, many great artists have favored the tree as a subject, both for its meanings and for
its beauty. "Manifestation of a Transformed Dream" by artist Sara Rashidi, provides us with a refined and
intellectual vision, evocative and symbolic of the latter. A glimpse of a typical snowy landscape that uses
the tree and its foliage to dictate the rhythm of the composition, dividing the space of the photograph in
two. This representation seeks to reach the heart of creation; an expressive language, which releases the
realistic interpretation and clashes with the unnatural colors of the image. In fact, purple and magenta
dominate the scene and bring to mind the dream world from which the title of the work takes its cue.
Small points of light capture the observer's attention; two pairs of eyes that scrutinize the interlocutor
from the semi-darkness, thus increasing that sense of mystery and uncertainty which is typical of the
world of dreams.

Art Curator Federica D'Avanzo
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Sasha Sutherland is a 24 year old artist and art teacher living in Ontario, Canada. Sasha Sutherland is, for
the first time, a guest of an exhibition organized by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery and on the occasion of
“ADRENOCROMO for dinner” she exhibits “Tokyo 2.0”, which is realized thanks to the use of Acrylic
paint. The piece is fully conveyed by vibrant and bright colors. The surrealism is the main feature of the
artworks, which recalls Miyazaki films such as “Laputa: Castle in the Sky” and “The enchanted city”.
The artist wants to emphasizes the “utopian dimension” of this parallel city in a parallel universe, for
example, as the artist’s biography explain “Sasha has painted these imagined cities from various
perspectives and they all consist of tubes as a means of transportation throughout the cities.” We can see
another city in the background which is fluctuating in the sky as well, or maybe is a different part of the
same city, this we are not allow to know. But we know that each part is linked to the other from tubes.
The colors are bright and we feel as we are lying in the sky on the clouds. The city is empty, Sasha has
decided to not represent people, this can give us different ideas regarding the vision of the artist. Still in
the background but in the lower part of the work we see the peak of what appears to be Mount Fuji and
the tops of some skyscrapers, we don't know if they are anchored to the ground or if they too are flying in
the clouds. It is possible to say that Sasha Sutherland lets us to get on an imagination trip, letting us to see
a possible future.

Sasha Sutherland

Art Curator Martina Viesti



Tokyo 2.0

Sasha Sutherland



The work of the Italian artist Serena De Pascalis is closely connected to the perception, the inner feelings to the
escape of reality. Her work is an investigation that goes beyond the normal perception of things. The graphite,
used for the creation of her masterpieces brings to life surrial visions, sometimes disturbing but that well
characterize the essence of our interiority. Imagination is the key that opens all doors. As those who practice
meditation or experience altered states of consciousness well know, ordinary reality is often such only out of a
sluggish habit, enough a slight change of perspective to discover a "separate reality". Poets, mystics and artists
walked along the paths opened by the doors of perception, telling us their experiences, sometimes frightening,
others fascinating. This is the case of Serena who in her work "Look!" shows us a face torn by reality. The
inability to look elsewhere, to see everything indistinctly creates a disturbance and literally consumes the subject
of the representation. Its lips opened in a silent plead, unable to dribble or ask for help; simply nailed to reality
with no way out. In "The third eye", on the other hand, the poetics relaxes acquiring a more mystical and
meditative connotation. The third eye acts as a sensitive detector of our innate and hidden gifts: creativity,
intuition, wisdom. By opening it we can gain more awareness and face reality with a new vision. However, it is
not always a good thing; the most sensitive souls may not withstand the pain and suffering present in the world.
So a double-edged sword, as powerful as it is destructive. The series ends with the work "Trip" probably the
most ironic of the series. It’s actually a mental trip. The subject has one eye lost in the infinity of the cosmos and
the other in motion, in an endless spiral to represent the flow of things, events, life. The feeling is of total ecstasy
almost a Nirvana reached by an individual who can no longer be called such.

Serena De Pascalis 

Art Curator Eleonora Varotto
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Simona Negrescu

Simona Negrescu is a Switzerland artist, based in Zurich. Her artistic production is mainly abstract, she
uses mixed media with organic and non-organic elements, combined with acrylic paint. She says:
“Wherever my mind goes, my brush follows it.”. The spontaneity of the gesture is evident in all her
works even if in some, more than in others, a desire for order and premeditated rigor emerges. This is the
case of "ONYX", one of the three works on display at M.A.D.S. Art Gallery during the exhibition
"Adrenocromo for dinner". This work is divided into three areas, creating three rectangles of different
colors: black, gold and silver. The vertical separation lines are clear and decisive, although they are not
precise but drawn by hand from the brush. At the same time, the verticality is broken by the horizontal
lines created by the ripples of the acrylic. If this work creates a certain visual harmony, transmitting
peace, the other two works exhibited -"PURE" and "HUNTER’S MOON" - follow a faster rhythm,
dictated by immediacy and instinct. "PURE" presents warm colors, ochre dominates the composition,
broken on the left by a bright glow dictated by silver and the material component used by the artist.
"HUNTER’S MOON" is instead a riot of cold colors, light-blue, blue and green, which are illuminated by
intense yellow, symbolizing the moon and its reflections. Simona Negrescu’s works are very aesthetic
and highlight the artist’s predisposition towards interior design.

Art Curator Giorgia Massari 
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The narrative aptitude of artist Simone Boon appears as a guarded introspective excavation,
supported by an energetic willingness to participate and a relevant capacity for graphic-pictorial
communication, determined by sign and colour. The figural syntheses are always measured,
calibrated in their suggestive effectiveness by an authentically painterly and photographic
sensitivity with which Simone shows she knows how to dole out tones, invent haloes, absorb
sunlight and moonlight, create delicate penumbras that enhance the luminosity on the details that
articulate and support the narrative. The mysterious material, with which the artist creates a magical
real world, envelops and fascinates us, from the sinuous forms comes the source of perception: it
takes us to become part of her creation. Simone Boon lets herself be guided by her instinct and
perceptions in paths made of abstraction and figuration. The figuration on display is on
photography, and it is in this that we witness the greatness of a skilful hand that manages, even
when there is matter, never to be intrusive, seeking transparencies. Each work requires careful
study, which is the only one capable of revealing the stratifications that are there because there is
continuous personal research. The material is always light, delicate and never intrusive, one cannot
perceive it unless one scrutinises the surface carefully and it is in this diffused refinement that the
greatness of an artist with a skilful and expert hand that still uses the purity of paper to enchant and
amaze with extreme grandeur lies. 

Simone Boon
 

Art Curator Giulia Fontanesi

“A work of art which did not begin in emotion is not art”. (Paul Cezanne)
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SKYOLET

If I could say it in words there would be no reason to paint. (Edward Hopper)

One of the great goals of an artist is to create a work that superimposes different levels of
reality: therefore, one does not limit oneself to a mere re-proposition of objective reality, but
also gives space to subjective reality, which lies in the maze of the inner world. SKYOLET's
creative approach is characterized precisely by this aspect, and in turn involves not only the
viewer's sight, but also his emotionality. With Friday Night - the artwork presented during
Adrenocromo - the artist goes even further, and proposes an innovative and daring
composition, in which the already magnificent original pictorial work is enhanced by digital
animation. SKYOLET makes visible the frenzy of thoughts, overloaded by external stimuli,
through a mesmerizing realization. One has the impression of perceiving the confusion of the
world and how it affects a mental compulsion that leaves no respite. The effect of the
animation only brings this aspect to the maximum degree, alternating moments of lucidity
with moments of objective and subjective blurring. The artist gives the possibility to enter a
dimension that cannot be reached by the eye, but which can be found thanks to an
irrepressible inspiration, which grasps a momentary sensation in order to transmit it to the
beholder. SKYOLET expresses her subversive and unconventional vein with a fascinating
and unique work of its kind, from which it is difficult to turn away.

Art Curator Chiara Rizzatti



Friday Night
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Sophia Openshaw's works represent a mixture of the human and the transcendent, they are a hymn
to creation, composed of particularly realistic subjects, through the use of colour and material.
Symbolic and material constantly run through her works. The mysterious material, with which the
painter creates a magical real world, envelops and fascinates us. From animals to religious
elements, from images of people to naturalistic visions, her poetry flows, transporting us inside her
creation. Landscapes and people are mostly evanescent apparitions, dreams and memories pulsating
in a scenic space designed for a need to effectively dramatise the intimate tale, to make the
representation of the outcrops in the soul and mind recitative and colloquial. In fact, Sophia's
narrative attitude appears as a guarded introspective excavation, supported by an energetic will to
participate and a relevant capacity for graphic-pictorial communication, with sign and colour. It is a
painting that is glorious for the majesty of its compositional structure in a panic visual that places
the relationship between light and matter as a fundamental element. Meaning, myth, the
manifestation of sediments and stratifications of the individual soul are highlighted in Sophia's art
in mixed media painting. The artist uses different materials as a formal search for colour and
symbolic natural roughness, bringing the material to outcrops of impasto or collage, achieving the
nostalgic, romantic fantasy dream. 

Sophia Openshaw
 

Art Curator Giulia Fontanesi

“Whoever wants to know something about me, they should look attentively at my pictures and
there seek to recognise what I am and what I want”. (Gustav Klimt)
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Fibre Materne 
 



Sophia Openshaw

Our Lady of Wisdom
 



Stephen Linhart, an American contemporary artist, makes the image his greatest source of inspiration. It is
interesting to analyze the concept of fusion in relation to his artistic research: fusion is in itself the passage of a
substance from the solid state to the liquid state, or the coming together of two or more elements to form an
organic whole. Yes, Stephen Linhart's works arise precisely from a fusion of images, which, dissolved together,
give rise to an entirely new material imbued with new meanings. The spatiality of the original images is
compromised, favoring a new one, where depth and movement are conveyed only by the color and the new
shapes that emerged from the post-production work. The relative solidity of the source images - photographs
taken by the artist himself, rather than works of Renaissance art - is cancelled, changing consistency and turning
into a liquid, where everything is mixed, abandoning a recognizable form in favor of something new and difficult
to identify. The only one who truly knows the process of change is the artist, who, by liquefying every point of
reference, wants to guide the observer precisely towards the exploration of the image, without being influenced
by what he knows. Each of us, in fact, tends by nature to seek out what we know within any unknown space,
projecting visual patterns into what we observe. Stephen Linhart inserts himself into this ancestral logic, making
his images more malleable and, by playing with certain behavioral patterns, he leaves the observer at the mercy
of colored liquids that we know conceal their origin.

“The richness of an artist is the fusion of influences that have shaped his life and work.”
(Fernando Botero)

Stephen Linhart

Art Curator Francesca Brunello
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Stephen Linhart

Night Thing
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The pictorial acceptance takes place within colour fields, atmospheric diversities, tones and half
tones, elaborated with impressionistic dynamic tension and drawing skills. The painting of artist
Steven Gamella represents the sum of all sensations captured, even the most subtle, laid down on
paper as a simple and measured drawing that serves to indicate the trace. His dreamy spirit flows
into the values obtained from the colours, simplicity of the drawings and figures, inspired by
science fiction and fantasy stories. Sometimes the artist pursues a whole series of memories of
experiences, of considerations, of notes. The layout reveals the impression, the appropriate tonal
relationship, the right 'look' given to reality with the thought turned to the interiority of things.
Steven Gamella knows drawing to perfection, he knows how to set up his drawings with an
'initiatory' grace, he has created his own style of painting based essentially on creative inner
strength, on feeling, on emotional data, but above all on the transfiguration of reality. For these
reasons, his drawings represent the 'summa' of surface values and the perennial exaltation of
moving lines as expansive elements of tradition. When his artistic sensibility feels the emotions, he
transfers them to us with his works of rare refinement in artistic language, of a chromatic freshness
that only a master of drawing can render, of an expressive serenity that softens the soul in seeing
them, but which does not disregard a form of aggressiveness, albeit tenuous, that strikes the
observer.

Steven Gamella

Art Curator Giulia Fontanesi

“The aim of art is to represent not the outward appearance of things, but their inward
significance”. (Aristotle)
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Expressive and dynamic is the scene created and presented by the artist Susanna Pomméll at the current Adrenocromo
exhibition by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery. Referring to her past, as a singer and her approach to music, the artist creates a lyric
painting, easy to translate in emotions and feelings. In ‘This love came back to me’ starting from her sensations,
Susanna gives to the viewers an animated scene presenting many hues of pink color supported by brown and red spots.
The canvas holds all the experience the artist has had before approaching art and she has transferred them into this
limited space, in order to give them an artistic translation that comes from her inner self. The way in which the colors
are dripped on the canvas shows the artist’s ability in giving essence to the scene that even if it is abstract is easy to
foresee. The title itself is representative of what the whole scene personifies. 

Susanna Poméll 

Art Curator Martina Stagi



Susanna Poméll 

This love came back to me



Sylvie Pellissier, presents “Le Choeur des Femmes”, “Les Femmes sont l’Avenir de l’homme” and “Les arbres de
Lumière” for the “Adrenocromo for dinner” Mixed Reality art exhibition at M.A.D.S. Art gallery. The first artwork
depicts a chosen group of women ready to perform musical harmonies in a city. The artist presents it with a cool blue
background, where buildings are shown in warm tones surrounding a choir positioned in the bottom right corner of the
artwork. “Les Femmes sont l’Avenir de l’homme” presents green and red tones to depict the importance of women as
companions, as nurturers, as existing beauty. The painting is presented in a vertical position with dynamic vertical lines
to emphasize the idea of women as a continuum in every day life. “Les arbres de Lumière” portrays an intricate
landscape of a city being touched by sunset reflection, where the main character is light, carried by two trees at the right
side, presented as a guide in a tumultuous city. Purple and blue tones cover the background, while orange and yellow are
for the living presences in the city. Sylvie’s work recalls the Cloisonnisme movement, coined by Édouard Dujardin, due
to the strong bold lines surrounding each depicted area. Bold complementary colors were studied by Van Gogh in order
to pursue light itself. Sylvie perceives colors as shapes to catch light and she dares to represent how it is retrieved. The
perspective of these three artworks, acts as if the artist is at home from her tall building, looking from a window and
contemplating how reality unravels. She observes a red light over the street, when she sees the group of women, time
passes and now she is aware of an open window of an apartment, showcasing an episode of every day life across her
street. Finally, from her tall home, she witnesses a landscape as limitless possibilities and memories, where it coexists
with nature. Sylvie Pellissier’s stories are told from a calm perspective in order to capture seen memories, while
contemplating how contrasted realities can be if we decide to explore new points of view.

Art Curator Karla Peralta Málaga

Sylvie Pellissier



Le Choeur des Femmes 

Sylvie Pellissier



Les Femmes sont l’Avenir de l’homme

Sylvie Pellissier



Les arbres de Lumière

Sylvie Pellissier



Chromatic atmospheres stand out before our gaze. Specks of pigment approach each other, overlap and get to know each other.
The formal and chromatic alchemy allows us to experience new sensations and emotions as if, inadvertently, we enter new worlds
and new spaces. Pigment and formal balance thus become carriers of new atmospheres and new places to explore. Art has always
been used as an expressive tool, as a means of expressing one's intentions and feelings. In this sense, we speak of an art that
conveys, through its characteristics, what is within ourselves, what is not possible to explain in words. It happens, however, that
sometimes, this art that feeds on the innermost part of ourselves turns into a whirlwind of shapes and colors so elaborate and
layered that it takes on the appearance of a new world. A new atmosphere comes to life from the chromatic hues and formal
qualities of the work, creating unprecedented visions and scenarios. And so it is that color, shaping and layering itself on the
support emanates feelings and emotions, brings back memories and creates new suggestions. It is the expressive power of color
that, combined with formal balance, allows the production of extremely evocative works. A sea that looks like oil. Rivulets of
color seep into each other producing a swirling effect. Everything is dark, everything is saturated with chromatic pigment.
Purplish elements, blue flecks, threadlike and greenish patches come together in unison above a blackish backdrop. Where are
we? What world are we in? Although the entire composition is played out in cool tones, the atmosphere present in this work
exudes warmth. There is a feeling of being immersed in a viscous, multicolored liquid that simultaneously bathes and warms our
bodies. In "Abstract painting 2" this perception is probably due to the extremely close and at times fluid contact between one spot
of color and another. This fusion of elements is inevitably transmitted to our bodies, creating an enveloping, warm feeling. Quite
another flavor is conveyed by the work "Abstract painting 1." Our body is pervaded by dry, arid air that dries our limbs and dries
our eyes. A rocky desert unfolds before our eyes. The vision is aerial, and the rocks and unevenness of the terrain are disguised in
beautiful colors that turn from white to red to green to yellow. The colors are layered. One on top of the other, they become the
promoters of an entirely new atmosphere rich in hues and relief. Solidified pigment becomes rock; layered color becomes abstract
painting. Takao Tanishima's works, while arising from his innermost self, manage to break out of the warmth of the reserved
space to clothe themselves in atmospheres and panoramas that can be traced back to feelings and emotions that any person can
experience. These are extremely evocative works that convey, with the power of color and sign, the wonder of finding new places
and new universes to explore. 

Takao Tanishima

Art Curator Lisa Galletti
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Being yourself and appreciating your sides is a very tiring exercise. Very often we tend to live in our own minds,
in silence, in the stories, in the lives of others. The only moments you can feel free is when you connect with life
and others. What the artist Taku invites us to do is precisely to help us connect with each other. His illustrations
are in fact journeys within the emotions of the human being. You can see lives that are not your own. These
illustrations cradle, calm and reassure, they make us feel alive even in their rawness in the depiction of difficult
emotions. We see the faces of the protagonists in the foreground, if it is as if each of them were the figuration of
an emotion, the challenge in "green", the impotence in "I am me" and finally the acceptance in "Beauty
simplicity ”. The peculiarity of Taku's illustrations also lies in not giving us any superfluous information so as to
make the viewer imagine the rest. This is how our mind begins to travel, wondering what the history of the
depicted subject is, what is its lack. Every person is made up of wounds, Taku knows this well, but what he
wants us to think about is that, after all, many people in the world have wounds similar to ours, the fear of the
passage of time, of not being enough, of losing everything. Connecting with each other is the most significant of
bonds, it helps us build new possibilities for survival. Lives can also improve by experimenting with different
ways of being in reaction to each other. Observing these illustrations teaches us about diversity and how precious
it is to be human together.

Taku

Art Curator Giulia Marchegiani
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Colours and strokes contribute to the subjects, which are anchored in reality, dreamlike and visionary:
the international art exhibition ADRENOCROMO for dinner in the international art gallery M.A.D.S.
presents Tamara Andjus. Her art is represented today by her three creations Ogra, The Angel and
Arthemis. Tamara has an innate talent, she knows how to capture movement in her subjects that,
moving in an undefined background, convey energy, vitality and communicate positive vibrations.
The choice of colours, their distribution and brushstrokes contribute to this. Nature and subjects taken
from our universal imagination take centre stage. Andjus is inspired by the strand of art ranging from
Impressionism to Expressionism, two currents where colour dictates the law, through layering and the
play of light. The observer's interpretation and dialogue are the basis of her artistic research. It all
began in her childhood, a period in which her talent blossomed. Her first exhibition was at the age of
four, when she won a state competition. Having learnt her trade at art school, her love and devotion
for art have remained to this day, even though she chose another path in life and worked for several
years at the High Court in Novi Sad, Serbia. While working in law, her passion for painting and
creating beautiful, colourful and vivid emotions never disappeared. After moving to Zurich,
Switzerland. This period awakened her long-term desire to make art again, so it was as if her love
affair had never ended. 

 Tamara Andjus

Art Curator Mara Cipriano

"Art to me is a way to express myself. I love to create art that comes alive and makes you not
only feel but makes you think too”  (Tamara Andjus)
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The artist Tashi Khan presents on occasion the international art exhibition Adrenocromo for
dinner the artwork titled Cafe Culture. She uses a kind of geometric abstractism to represent a
scenery in which we can see a lot of different elements that seem to be stuck together. The
whole space of the canvas is filled with an exact element or shape. The composition wants to
remind of a typical situation of a cafe. So we can see different characters involved in the
actions of drinking or eating something. At the centre of the composition stend out a couple of
two persons involved in a hug. And another couple who is kissing. In every single part of the
artwork the viewer has the opportunity to observe and see a story and immagine in this way a
story beyond the image. As if he was in a cafe alone and passed his time watching the space
around him. In the vision created by the artist Tashi Khan we have the opportunity to enter
this cafè and snoop into others lives, and in this way enjoy this relaxing time and by watching
the other people around, discover something new about us. 

Tashi Khan

Art Curator Elisabetta Eliotropio
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Thomas Hagen artistic production concentrate on elements, chemicals and biological matter and his
pieces are perfectly detailed, his portraits transcend the simple matter going deep in the essence of the
element. As a neurodivergent artist, Thomas Hages has the ability to go beyond appearances and
investigate matter with depth and uniqueness. Thomas Hagen is, for the first time, a guest of an exhibition
organized by M.A.D.S. Art Gallery and on the occasion of “ADRENOCROMO for dinner” he exhibits
four artworks which are impactful and full of interpretation meanings.“Color Flow” is like a study on
color, the artist use the scientific symbols in order to give an idea of academic vision. All the primary
colors repeats at least once, but we have also the yellow which is not a primary color and it doesn’t repeat
among the others and the last small bottle is left empty. "Oil and Water #1” has a glimpse of perfection,
the absence of corner and the totally presence of circles gives a relaxation sense.

Thomas Hagen



Also, in this piece the artist decides to use two primary colors and in the center we see the light yellow
too, due to the use of oil. This choices made the piece as a research of the primordial essence, the basis
for everything that comes after. "Ripples" seems to be the study of movement, for century the water has
been used in order to understand how the sounds move. The drop that falls in the water creates circular
movements that spread and gradually became more and more bigger but also thinner. The circle has a
major importance for Thomas Hagen, in fact we can see it also in "The Beauty of Ice", in which the
circular element in the center of the piece recalls the moon. It is possibile to considerate the circle as
primordial geometric figure, the more natural and present. This vision is transposed from the mind to the
images thank to Thomas Hagen's art. 

Thomas Hagen

Art Curator Martina Viesti
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Thomas Hagen



The Beauty of Ice

Thomas Hagen



Tine Wermuth

What we think to be our greatest weakness can sometimes be our biggest strength.
(Sarah J. Maas)

The fairy tale is a fictional narrative in which the real world mixes with the imaginary one, also
conveying a teaching without the pedantry of an explicitly expressed morality. From this point
of view, Tine Wermuth's art can be considered as a real "fairy tale on canvas", as it gracefully
indicates a deep meaning, but does not burden it with a univocal and stringent interpretation.
During Adrenocromo, the artist reproposes a subject dear to her, the Jack Rabbit, elevating it to
the emblem of an inner awareness that leads to self-renewal. Jack Rabbit Rebuilding, in fact,
seems to embody an intimate change in progress, which manifests itself in the black spots that
progressively appear on his fur, and the initial inability to define his essence. The animal
appears from the pink background like a vision whose nature one cannot help but wonder: is it
real or imaginary? Is it the result of a dream or a daydream? The focus point of the work is the
gaze of the Jack Rabbit, which seems to be fixed in the eyes of the beholder. Tine Wermuth
induces the same mechanism of consciousness conveyed by the pictorial representation, thus
leading the viewer to face a series of different moods: first estrangement and doubt, to then
gradually reach the reassurance for the awareness achieved. Just as in a fairy tale the reader
draws his certainties from an unreal story, in the same way the observer has the opportunity to
reflect thanks to the visual stimulus and to glimpse his own happy ending.

Art Curator Chiara Rizzatti
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Tjeerd Doosje was born in Harderwijk, in the Netherlands. He is a self-taught artist specialized in portrait
and fashion photography. The artist is renown internationally thanks to the several prizes he received
during his career such as the Prize Velázquez and ArtTour International Magazine Top 60 Masters. The
artist has the great ability to capture beauty and elegance within his photographs. With his portraits Tjeerd
Doosje wants to represent the essence of the model, the person in the photographs has to be considered as
a real person, not just as subject. Each piece highlights certain characteristics of the model personality, in
fact we can feel the atmosphere and the real mood of the situation and the model. Everything is well
calibrated and all the elements create a perfect balance, between lighting, colors and elements presented
in the images. As the artist states “I want to portrait the person in a slightly other way than a "normal"
portrait.” In the occasione of “ADRENOCROMO for dinner” Tjeerd Doosje exhibits three photographs
with an ethereal and suspended atmosphere, the model has a real deep look which get the viewer
attention. The dark background creates a real contrast with the model and her skin, in each piece the artist
insert an element which accompanied the model contrast, such as the rose, the earring and the pearls
necklace. 

Tjeerd Doosje (Studio Tjeerd)

Art Curator Martina Viesti
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Three frames with great communicative power. The international art exhibition ADRENOCROMO for dinner in the international
art gallery M.A.D.S. presents the visions of Tomáš Mařas. His three works represent very incisive scenarios as they are anchored
in themes from reality or from the common imagination. They leave their mark for three simple reasons: the choice of subjects,
the colour palettes selected to represent them and the expressionist strength of the representation. It is no coincidence that Tomáš
says: "Subjects can arrive unexpectedly like dreams or visions. The process of creation helps me to order my thoughts and makes
me reflect on their meaning. Painting is the process of transforming thoughts and fears into a specific form". Blue industrial is a
denunciation of industrialisation: just like the great writer Dickens, who presents us in literature with a still image of the town of
Coketown, in which the socially critical novel Hard Times is set, so Tomáš proposes his vision: "The intentionally used cold
colours and the industrial landscape frame a cold and isolated scenery. This is accompanied by the smoke from the chimney that
covers the sky. In the work, the viewer can find references to the industrial revolution and steampunk. It is a warning against the
selfish plundering of natural wealth and the greedy use of natural resources". Our artist is socially committed to the battle against
domestic violence "Macho refers to machismo, a term that describes (according to one of several definitions) men who strictly
prevent women in relationships and in the home from using their intellect or any kind of talent. They often do not find the courage
to leave the aggressor even if they are humiliated or physically or mentally harmed. The work emphasises that domestic violence
is on the rise, especially against women". Finally, with Demon, Tomáš uses a universal and incisive image that has belonged to
our imagination for centuries to communicate a warning: "How many steps are there between us and making a wrong decision
that could drag us into the darkest corners of nature and the human soul? Both the intentionally chosen warm colours and the
enigmatic gaze of the demon are alluring. Its steady gaze also awaits man's error. It is a painting that speaks of the hesitation and
decision that can take us to the edge of the abyss". 

Tomáš Mařas

Art Curator Mara Cipriano

“Painting is the process of turning thoughts and fears into a specific form”  (Tomáš Mařas)
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Tomoko Nagata's art is a journey toward self-knowledge. The artwork is imbued with the artist's lived
experience and is able to communicate her deepest emotions. Her artistic expression finds voice through
Doodling, a technique in which the artist absent-mindedly draws a series of dots, letting instinct guide her.
The creative act as a return to play, in which the artist feels free to express herself and experiment. Her hands
move lightly over the paper, free from patterns and preparatory drawings. This total freedom of creation leads
the artist to her inner world, bringing to light emotional experiences and unconscious images. Thus, unique
works are born. The drawing, despite its simplicity manages to capture the viewer's gaze thanks to the skillful
use of color. A 'work of art that manages to communicate through a nonverbal language, a dialogue between
mind and body, which leads not only to self-awareness, but shares emotions and experiences that can be
recognized in a social reality, being familiar even to people who are faced with the paintings for the first time.

Tomoko Nagata

Art Curator Lucrezia Perropane
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Artists have always been inspired by their surroundings to create their work, crystallizing their interpretation of
reality in a painting. All over the world there are places that have inspired well-known works of art, thus
becoming real places of worship. Monet's gardens in Giverny, Van Gogh's Café La Nuit in Arles and many
more. Today as then, contemporary artists still allow themselves to be carried away by urban landscapes,
glimpses, as evidenced by the works of Try Cheatham. In fact, the artist tends to focus her attention on people,
cities and events of "everyday life" in a simple way, but taking care of the details. The shapes of the subjects are
well defined, while the backgrounds and natural elements of the image are composed of brushstrokes and swirls
of color, as the Post-Impressionists did. The artist generally represents the American lifestyle, culture and
landscapes. In fact, even the simplest painting can hide a deeper meaning or give an idea of   the artist's feeling
towards the subject presented. In the artist's portfolio we can see many influences from the masters of the
abstract, expressionism, neoplasticism and cubism. The artist places his attention on the concept of the artwork
rather than its execution, and invites anyone who is looking at the artwork to find hidden meanings and
connections in it.

Try Cheatham

Art Curator  Federica D'Avanzo
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The artist Tula Noulah was born and raised in Japan. She started to paint at a very young age. Her art is
strongly influenced by the fascination of colorful things, animals and nature that the artist felt close to
her and her art. She paints what she feels. On the occasion of the “Adrenocromo for dinner” exhibition at
M.A.D.S. Art Gallery, she exhibits one beautiful acrylic painting. The dragon that Tula represents
symbolizes the passion and energy which is in each of us. In some spiritual cultures, each of the energy
centers present in the human body preside over the organic, psychic and emotional functions of the
individual are called chakras (usually seven). These are depicted by the seven colored circles that
surround the dragon. The energy that the dragon represents can give us unlimited potential and
possibilities helping us to fight the fear of the unknown. The artist wants to tell us to follow this energy
to be stronger, kinder and radiate a beautiful light. This light is the same that the dragon emanates from
itself. It’s bright and clear and gives us safety. This is what we have to rely on when we start something
new. To the security that this dragon gives us, this pure energy that is in all of us and that we must only
learn to listen to. From this born the title of the work “始動  Starting”, when despite the unknown we
want to put ourselves in a new life experience so that our passion burns in our hearts. Having the
opportunity to admire Tula's works means being able to be invaded by the real feeling of passion. Tula
really expresses the unique energy through this powerful feeling present in our lives.

Tula Noulah

Art Curator Federica Acciarino

"Colour is a power which directly influences the soul."
(Wassily Kandinsky)
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Tzuruan Plata Santana is born in Mexico in 1987, and he lives in Yucatan. He is a photographer,
filmmaker and a drone pilot. His artistic production now concentrates on still photography, landscape and
aerial portrait. Tzuruan Plata Santana, is, for the first time a guest of an exhibition organized by M.A.D.S.
Art Gallery and on the occasion of “ADRENOCROMO for dinner” he exhibits three pieces with an
impactful and powerful atmospheres. In each photographs the contrasts are profound and deeply
communicative. Moreover, great importance is given to the movement and to the body physical language
of the models. From every photography springs a great sense of elegance and wildlife. The models are
posing without any clothes on, this give us the idea of primordial essence, total freedom and great self
esteem. "Melissa" gives a glimpse to the re-connection with the intimate relationship with the heart of the
earth: the element which gives life, which is the water. The model has her eyes closed, this allow us to
imagine a very relaxed mood, peaceful and meditating. "Toto" gives different vibes, the model, in this
case is looking to the camera, she is lost in somewhere like a desert where the land is desolated and dry.
The wild and elegant vision is still present but with a totally different intention, in this photographs we
don’t have the idea of re-connection, on the contrary we understand the struggle of the world and the
earth. The last piece on show is “Elena” which seems to be a recall to freedom and uniqueness. The
model is looking directly to the camera and she has a very confident look, she is completed and she seems
as she doesn’t need anything. 

Tzuruan Plata Santana

Art Curator Martina Viesti
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Vaida Kacergiene, with her figurative yet fabulous art, enters the heart and
spirit of the viewer. She draws on realistic images but does not limit herself
to an objective view of reality. She describes the world with an artistic eye,
creating almost mystical images. In 'WAITING FOR THE DAWN', Light is
the key to understanding the artwork. A light of hope, which helps in
situations of change, offering support and backing. The colours are vivid, a
magical scenery is presented.

Vaida Kacergiene



 In 'AUTUMN INSPIRATION', the Light of summer gives way to the
colours of autumn. The orange and yellow leaves go from being figurative to
becoming so evanescent that they blend in with their surroundings. The
seasons merge into a single image full of pathos. Seasons become
manifestations of the human sentimental spirit. Vaida is able to investigate
the human soul, exploring everyday life in an unprecedented way.
 

Vaida Kacergiene

Art Curator Ilaria Falchetti
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The artist Vajjaz passed the last year painting and creating new imagines. After an artistic residency
in France, he started to put on canvas all the sensations and the feelings that made him alive in that
period. To make concrete his inner and deeper thoughts and in a certain sense untouched, the artist
took a month to erase the principal image, giving back to the canvas a pristine colour. Putting his
entire soul in this artwork, Vajjaz is able to paint a particular mix of shapes and shades. The artist
has a huge private collection that includes all those artworks that the painter keeps for himself, that
represent and are considered by Vajjaz himself like some sort of secret diary, a memory box. The
emotions that however this painting makes to flow in the soul of the painter, they bring him to take
the brushes in hand again in order to concentrate his energies in the realization of a new work. The
result could only be a powerful image, creating with exploded colours on an innocent and empty
canvas. In the end then the artist – according to the idea of Vajjaz – should always be prepared to
focus his artistic investigation on how and why something around or inside him can be modify,
changing his art itself in order to give to who is looking at the artworks always new sensations and
feeling – faithful to those that the artist feels.

Vajjaz

Art Curator Manuela Fratar

“Life itself is the first, the greatest, of the arts.” (Oscar Wilde)
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Dualism is the presence of two fundamental principles in a mutual relationship of complementarity or
opposition. This concept takes shape in different ways in the artworks by Valeska von Brase, a
contemporary German artist, leading the observer into a deep state of reflection. We notice how the bond
with Mother Earth is almost visceral: a bond directed not only at the natural world, but also at the inner
world, made up of values and spirituality and without which, according to the artist, an important balance
would be broken. It is precisely this balance in serious danger that Valeska von Brase wants to talk to us
about. Her expressiveness is profoundly detached from a figurative necessity, favoring the form of the
material and the color. Scratched surfaces and earthy colors characterize the artist's style, conveying a
sense of wear and tear, where time seems to have taken everything. The layering of color, the cracks it
creates once dry, the apparent decomposition of the materials, all speak of a general malaise that we
struggle to identify. The decay that emerges from her canvases is intended to be a metaphor for life in a
dualism between nature and society, as the artist perceives, ever more strongly, how the beauty of life is
threatened by a reality that is increasingly distant from its origin. The high pace imposed on mankind by
today's society is preventing it from remaining steadfast to its values, threatening future development and
evolution. The general suffering this entails is imprinted on Valeska von Brase's canvases, where the
material is scarred and vulnerable to the passage of time. 

“No tree, it is said, can grow to heaven unless its roots reach down to hell.” (Carl Jung)

Valeska von Brase

Art Curator Francesca Brunello
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Light and floating, the dancer conquers the centrality of the stage by embodying supernatural beings. She
prodigiously frees herself from the laws of gravity to rise to an ethereal state. She rises to the realm of
imagination. Protagonist of Veronica Jeppsson's paintings, the dancer, or perhaps the dance, takes the
scene (the painting) as her own environment of eternal life, Infinite, in constant loop, unceasing,
unstoppable, she seems to trust only her own body. The most powerful agent of communication, the body,
and she uses bodily energy to express something intimate and vital that enlivens the perception of our
own existence. Painting, like dance, expresses itself through gesture, a vital movement that prescinds
from other elements and arises from the need to express one's own motions of the soul through doing,
whether it is everything and whether it is nothing, whether it is structure but freedom and whether it is
solitude but companionship evoking emotions and creative perceptions that are released through the
experience of the indissoluble connection between body and mind. With her art of strong emotional and
aesthetic impact, Jeppsson seems to re-circulate the fundamentals of Romantic painting, exploring the
irrational, seeking desire, living the dream, experiencing restlessness and madness.

 Veronica Jeppsson
 

Art Curator Federica D'Avanzo
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Revel in Chaos



The artist Wow Soraya Styling -Jip, presents on occasion of the international art exhibition Adrenocromo for
dinner three artworks. Starting from the first one titled Dancing Leaves, we can see a composizion created with
different vortexes. For the viewer it's easy to feel hypnotized by the vision. As the artist says: <<Lots of people
see the Fall leaves as a mess, But if you’re willing to really open your eyes and heart, You see the beauty. Every
leaf is dancing in the wind. Orange, red, yellow and gold. It is such a magical time!>>. So this artwork is a
pretext to think about the beauty of the fall, that time of the year in which we can enjoy the beauty of nature's
colours and in this way feel in harmony with the world around us. In this way with this artwork we can have the
opportunity to connect ourselves with our childhood and marvel at the beauty of the autumn. The second artwork
titled Abstract 3 circles is composed of three vortices of colours. With these beautiful brushstrokes we have the
opportunity to feel involved in this game of shapes and ask ourselves about something that belongs to our lives.
What does it mean to feel down or depressed or what makes me feel unhappy? The answer can be the beautiful
game of shapes in front of us made by the artist. As if she wants to say that to be happy we must have to pass
nappies times, and in this way we can enjoy the importance of staying good. The third painting is titled Univers
Circle. With abstratism the artist is able to take us in a magic dimension in which we have the opportunity to
understand how big is the universe around us, and in our smallness the importance of taking care of us and the
importance of our life. In the end the art made by the artist Wow Soraya Styling -Jip is always an opportunity to
investigate inside us and discover something new that belongs to our lives. 

Wow Soraya Styling -Jip

Art Curator Elisabetta Eliotropio
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Perception of the world and recollection are not two irrefutable phenomena. Both elements are in fact governed
by numerous variables that affect the final outcome by determining their characteristics and peculiarities. The
state of mind at that particular moment, one's thoughts, atmospheric conditions and degree of vision are all
elements that, during the act of perception and subsequent formulation of recollection, are brought into play to
create something that is extremely intimate, extremely personal. The summer sky is never the same for everyone
just as the moods that a snowy landscape elicits are different. Not all of us equally perceive the same stormy
atmosphere of a June day, not all of us equally perceive the crisp feeling in our lungs during a cold, clear winter
day. There are too many variables at play, subjectivity takes over from objective data to go into formulating
atmospheres, sensations and unseen views. Reality is thus assimilated, reworked, reconstructed and finally
remembered. It is a laborious process that the brain accomplishes in a matter of milliseconds. The fruit of this
reworking is a distillation of reality and, as within an alchemical cauldron, the elements mix, get to know each
other and merge to form what is called "Recollection." In this sense, Yoko's proposed series of works tells
through images the different degrees of distillation of what we see by shaping color by modulating its sensations
differently each time. In "Sea of clouds and sun," a feeling of warmth pervades our limbs. 

Y Kodama



There is a feeling that that sun peeking impertinently through the clouds is slowly warming our skin. All around
him fluffy whitish clouds. Behind him a sky so blue it looks like pure water. The real is still tangible, the data of
the world is safe, and the shapes and colors are still distinctly recognizable. With "Cut out the sunset," the vision
of a sunset begins to merge with the artist's subjectivity, formulating a work that traces reality while smelling of
fantasy. And so it is that the sky becomes faint, almost ethereal in its shapes and color tones. Whitish flecks of
color are superimposed on a bluish-pink backdrop, forming a light milky curtain that expands throughout the
composition. The image of the sunset is, in this case, assimilated and reworked with the use of personal memory,
sensation and emotion that the artist felt at that moment. Other times, however, it is exclusively expressiveness
that takes over. In "Light colored nature," Y Kodama literally lets her creative flair travel, producing a
predominantly abstract work that recalls both sea waves illuminated by the rosy light of dawn and mountainous
reliefs silhouetted against the sky. The meaning therefore becomes twofold. The separation from the world of
reality is now accomplished. The work consists of feeling, emotion and instinct alone. Let us abandon ourselves
by looking at its colors and formal balance, close our eyes and imagine new landscapes.

Y Kodama

Art Curator Lisa Galletti
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Born to bring back the perfect image of reality, to freeze a moment in time, photography has gradually
transformed into an expressive and artistic form with an increasingly emotional and communicative
power, capable of transmitting strong messages and giving its own reinterpretation of reality. And this is
precisely the tool with which the artist Yana Anokhina expresses herself, her “I” deeper than her, her
reality and the world, with its indisputable beauty. Through her works, Yana manages to extrapolate new
connections from reality, which can only be grasped with a deep and attentive look; but also new red
threads that unite what is real and what is only in our imagination, which thus mix together giving life to
a new vision of reality. As she herself tells us, she creates to bring uplifting, happy, joyful and vital
feelings and this is truly evident in all her works and especially in the work presented here "Bloom of
hope", which seems to transport us to an almost fairy world. Flowers have always been bearers of sweet
messages, of gratitude, because with their bright colors, their liveliness and their beauty they transmit
feelings of peace and well-being. With this bouquet of flowers in particular, Yana wants to give us an
even more powerful message: they are a sign of hope. As flowers are reborn from the earth after the cold
of winter more beautiful than ever, so we must never lose hope of getting up and always being the best
version of ourselves; we should always hope that everything can always improve, because it is precisely
hope that drives us to always fight.

Yana Anokhina

Art Curator Silvia Grassi
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The colors play the symphony of her deepest secrets and emotions. Yoshie Koshita is a contemporary
Japanese artist whose works are the mirror of her magical inner world. “Thanatos” was made in 2022
with mixed technique. According to Greek mythology he is the personification of death, he is the son of
Night. Through this painting, Yoshie wanted to give voice to the darkness and silence. Day and night,
light and shadow: these combinations are represented by the artist through the juxtaposition of light
colors such as white and pink and dark colors such as grey and brown. "Tightrope" (2022, mixed
technique) is a painting that arises from an important reflection on the uncertainty of life. 

“I try to apply colors like words that shape poems, like notes that shape music.” (Joan Miró)

Yoshie Koshita



To describe it she uses the element of the rope: we walk on it every day. Sometimes we run confidently
without fear; sometimes we look down and feel a vacuum inside us; sometimes we seem to fall. As she
moved her brush, the artist thought of the wind that destabilizes the balance that everyone seeks within
themselves every day: we must be strong, darkness must never dominate the light in us. Immerse yourself
in Yoshie's works, dive into the colors and let yourself be overwhelmed by your sensations.

Yoshie Koshita

Art Curator Camilla Gilardi
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The artist Youso Park is a really interesting artist, because she is able to represent characters
and give them life. The artist uses the composition to transmit to the viewers an exact message
that belongs to the reality around us. On occasion of the international art exhibition
Adrenocromo for dinner she presents a painting titled The confession of a Sea Turtle. In fact
we can see the whole surface of the canvas filled by the image of a turtle. This representation
wants to remind you of the idea of something that appears to be slow. The image of the turtle
is the icastic symbol of the slowness. At the same time there's an inner meaning inside the
vision, in fact as the artist says: <<I thought I was slower than others  Eventually, it will travel
around the vast ocean.>>. This means that with this artwork we have the opportunity to
understand that sometimes  our flaws can become our strengths, because they reveal
something that others don't have. So this painting gives us the strength to live our life in a
different way and see the reality from another point of view, when we feel like a turtle. The
artist Youso Park, with her beautiful painting can give us the opportunity to have another
perspective, that is what art has to do. 

Youso Park

Art Curator Elisabetta Eliotropio
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Visual thinking is the ability to organize by means of images our feelings, thoughts and perceptions about the world around us.
We often use visual hooks in our daily lives to refer to people and things. We all know the phrase "a picture is worth a thousand
words," or sayings about colors, such as, "green with envy," "black humor," or "rosy vision." We define the world, for the most
part, by visual descriptions; we think in images, often using them to represent ideas and feelings. Jung, whose interest in visual
symbols in dreams and art is well known, emphasized the importance of images in a "therapeutic path." He observed that by
allowing a state of mind to be embodied in a dream or artistic image, one understands it more clearly and deeply by experiencing
the emotions contained therein. And that is how, when art tells archetypes and thoughts of human beings, it turns into a
therapeutic medium for both the artist -- who that art created it -- and the viewer -- who that art enjoys it. And that is how, the
artistic medium, turns into a real circle of sharing mood and experiences; emotions and concerns. Art as self-expression they said,
art as a concept of catharsis: purifying ourselves and others by giving an image to our emotions and woodworms. In Yuri Okada's
art, this particular concept of artistic expression is distilled, which, come to think of it, is not so common. In fact, art is born from
various inspirations and can have numerous uses. It can recount past or future experiences as well as focus on denouncing
everyday situations. Still, art was used as propaganda or to tell the story. Yuri Okada's art, on the other hand, is pure expression of
the human soul coated in color. And, precisely through color and form, the artist distills the characteristics of her self by
performing, inevitably, a catharsis. "The Delight of the Unknown - The Visible and the Invisible" is perhaps, one of the most
emblematic examples of Yuri's particular art. Through form and color, the artist distills within the work the curiosity, excitement
but also the fear of the unknown that lurks within the concept of "the future." When we think of the future, multiple facets of
meaning light up before our eyes. Endless possibilities and paths to take as many as there are colors and spots on the canvas of the
work. A large, serpent-like blue stain characterizes the entire composition. The contours are faint, almost indefinite, and the trail
of color is uncertain. In this sense, if we think about the future, it is not possible to know all the details and all the choices we
should make. In fact, it is totally impossible to predict with certainty what life will hold for us. For this very reason, the midnight
blue spot is uncertain as are the other spots. Small multicolored patches come one on top of the other and overlap with the original
large stain. Pink, green, orange and fuchsia pigment indissolubly and instinctively soil the whiteness of the canvas, staining it
irreparably. The formal balance is accomplished, Yuri Okada's feelings about the future have been expressed on the canvas, and
the catharsis has been accomplished. Fear, curiosity, joy, and awe are all here amidst the stains that dot the work, and we
ourselves, looking at the latter, feel our souls reflected in the composition. 

Yuri Okada

Art Curator Lisa Galletti
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The work of Zeya Marx is the result of their fluid and multifaceted nature, rich in creative energy that challenges
social preconceptions by dissecting them and showing them under a new guise, always new. The artist shows us
a different view of things, a new perspective on what is, for all of us, obvious. Zeya Marx is the creative genius
who bursts in unexpectedly to subvert all the rules, to wake us from our torpor by proposing a different
alternative. Their expressive clarity is disarming their nature of seeking new artistic means and tools allows them
to capture the creative impulse and concept as close as possible to their source. Their work "Liquefoil" dazzles
the viewer with a kaleidoscope of colors that catches the eye in the center of the work. This is a re-interpretation
of flowers, traditionally appreciated for their fleeting beauty. What happens if their essence is reworked in the
contemporary, through the new artistic and philosophical languages? What would their function be then? The
image of the flower no longer exists, it remains its distortion, its primordial idea and probably, the truest. The
work "Pinch" instead proposes the antithesis between the world and natural beauty in contrast with the cold and
ruthless culture of consumption that grips our society. Instinctively we are led to want beauty all for ourselves,
taking it away from his mother nature. Although the intent itself is not in bad faith, this behavior, repeated over
time, will lead us to a sterile reality, devoid of beauty and kindness. The series ends with the work "Thermal
Instrument" that we could define as a dialogue between artist and machine. The visual idea present in the artist’s
mind passes into the machine transforming into form and color, increases contrasts, visual balance vacillates and
then fixates in the final composition, The last stage of an imperfect and digital process between man and
artificial intelligence.

Zeya Marx

Art Curator Eleonora Varotto
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